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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report reviews major economic trends and related policies in the
1.
Islamic Republic of Iran during the past decade, and, looking to the future,
suggestspolicy actions, some priority expendituresand some studies to
complement the country's own reforms envisaged in its First Five-year Plan
(FFYP). Basically,the FFYP (1989-1993)aims to revitalizemarket mechanisms,
which had been overshadowedin Iran--especiallyin 1980 to 1988--by pervasive
governmentcontrols prompted by the long war with Iraq and other adversities.
Despite enormous difficulties,Iran's economy over the last decade has
2.
demonstratedconsiderableresilience,with no instances of long or widespread
deprivation,nor major payments defaults. It even recorded impressivegains
in, foi example, food production,caloric consumption and primary schooling.
But the war year economic distortions led to heavy inefficiencieswhich,
unchecked,would have impeded post-war economic recovery. In this connection,
the FFYP was timely and appropriate in stressing private sector development
and progressive reinstatementof market-determinedprices, while recognizing
the need to support indigent people and also to set marginal-costprices for
public utilities.
Implementationof key elements of the Plan--reconstructionworks, fiscal
3.
measures and relaxation of various controls--begantwo years ago, helping to
generatehigh rates of economic growth and to lower budget deficits and
inflation in 1989 and 1990. Since then, Iran has introducedmore reforms.
The most recent reforms have included: a major simplificationof the
4.
exchange rate system and large effective depreciationof the rial, especially
for non-oil exporters;removal of non-tariffbarriers on imports at the
floating rate; liberalizationof entry into foreign trading; decontrol of most
domestic prices, along with dissolutionof price enforcementcourts;
completionof draft legislation to revamp the tax system; steep increases in
public utility rates; abolition of credit ceilings, and increases in bank
deposit and lending rates; continued expansion of the Tehran Stock Exchange
and Cabinet approval to divest 250 public enterprises.Further, the Government
is aware that these remarkablypositivemeasures naed reinforcement.
5.
For instance, continued exchange rate reform is central to Iran's
economic adjustment.The authoritiesrecognize that the three-tierexchange
rate, while a major improvementon the old seven-tier,should be unified over
the medium term. In particular, the official rate (Rls 70/US$), applied to 32
basic imports and to public sector projects, is highly overvalued relative to
the competitive rate (Rls 600/US$)applied to most other imports and to the
floating rate (around Rls 1350/US$)applied to non-oil exports. It is
suggested that the official rate be phased out, items imported and priced at
that rate moved to an appropriatelydepreciated rate, and the tariff rates and
structure reformed and rationalized.The resulting impact on domestic prices
of basic items could be counteredwith targeted budget transfers.To meet such
payments, revenues could oe boosted substantiallyby using the depreciated
instead of the official rate to value oil exports and to assess import duties.

6.
Thc.extra revenues thus mobilized could be used to finance public sector
wage adjustments and a Social Safety Ne Fund. Some resources could be devoted
to an EnterpriseRestructuringFund to meet a variety of expenses associated
with divesting public enterprises.As another option, some revenues could be
placed in an Investment Fund to provide term finance to cooperativesand
private entrepreneurs,preferably through banks.
7.
In banking, following recent removal of credit ceilings, the Government
might now consider removing ceilings on profit shares and lowering reserve
requirements.The aim ultimatelywould be to set reserve requirementsas
prescribed by an improved system of prudential regulation,which needs to be
developed to guide banking activities.The scope and efficiencyof financial
intermediaries,moreover, could be enhancedby greater involvement of the
private sector.
8.
The private sector has received important stimulus from recent exchange
rate and pricing policy adjustments.In addition, fiscal reforms envisage that
public deficitswill be small and thereforenot encroach on private savings.
With these moves, there is need now to study and ease regulations governing
private businesses. The operating conditionsof firms and services that do
remain public also should be freed and improved.Then, such enterprises
should not require,nor be granted, preferentialaccess to credit and
budgetary resources.
9.
The measures proposed above would encourage the most economically
beneficial production and expenditures,including private and public
investments.As to public investments,the Plan rightly stresses completion of
ongoing projects and initiationof new ones directly complementingfinished
works. However, the numbers and the costs of projects proposed for various
sectors in the Plan appear large relative to implementationcapacities.
Therefore, it would be important to review project execution closely and alter
planned activities as necessary so as to avoid overcommitmentof resources,
the more so since some works not included in the Plan may need funds, as
suggested in this report.
10. This report suggests, for example, that resources be provided in
agriculture to complete irrigationnetworks, establish an extension program
for farm level water management,and create an umbrella organizationto
coordinate research and extension in rainfed and irrigated areas. In
transport,it is suggested that passenger bus terminals are needed in several
cities, and the severely constrainedair freight and passenger capacity
warrants modernizationand fleet expansion.Another proposal concerns
resources for vocational, technical and agriculturaleducation to help reduce
shortages of middle-level technicians in the country. Additional investments
may also be needed in the energy sector but these ought to be preceded with
appropriatestudies.
11. Pre-investmentstudies recommendedin the report include power sector
rehabilitationneeds to increase the reliability and efficiencyof existing
pla ts and the developmentof a least-costpower generationprogram. Further,
it is recommended that high priority be given to completing and implementing
the ongoing study on how best to use the 30 percent of associatedgas
production currently being flared. In the same subsector, it is recommended

also that Governmentconsidervariousoptionsfor naturaigas in competing
production,
potentialexports)
downstream
sectors(e.g.,power,fertilizer
and, in thatcontext,reassessthe proposedexportof liquifiednaturalgas.
12. Finally,amonglower-middle
incomecountries,Iranhas en exceptionally
low levelof externaldebt relativeto its incomeard exports.With its
moreover,and its iatest,plus proposed,economic
abundantnaturalresources,
reforms,Iran can be consideredto have strongpotentialfor long-termgrowth.
To realizesuch growthpotential,Iran couldtake additionalloans for needc.d
providedits
and stillmaintainlow relativeindebtedness
investments
mix of loansfor the publicand
borrowingstrategyemphasizesan appropriate
privatesectors,as well as favorables(urcesand termsof financingfor
clearlyviableprojects.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Thf-sttlng
i.
The Islamic Republic of Iran is a very large, topographically
highly varied country with an area of 1.6 million square kilometers, just over
twice the size of neighboring Turkey, and a population close to 57 million
people, about that of Turkey. An IBRD member since Decembe; 29, 1945, Iran
received 33 Bank loans between 1957 and 1974 for projects in agriculture,
infrastructure,populationand education. In financing those projects, the
Bank disbursed US$1,023 million, virtually all now repaid, with US$62.2
million, including exchange adjustment,outstanding at the end of June 1991.
Following a long period of Bank inactivityin Iran since the mid-1970s (the
last loan was approved in 1974 and the last economic report was produced in
1976), an economic mission visited the country in March 1990 and another,
short one, visited in May 1991. In the meantime, in the wake of a severe
earthquakewhich hit the northern part of the country in June 1990, the Bank
approved, on March 14, 1991, a US$250 million loan to Iran as an emergency
recovery operation,which became effective on July 3, 1991.
ii.
Iran's principal natural assets are its petroleum and natural gas
deposits. It has recoverableoil reserves of approximately95 billion barrels
(about 10% of the world total) and proven gas reserves of nearly 15 trillion
cubic meters (close to 20X of world total and second largest in the world).
At the rates of production planned for the medium term, the country's
petroleum deposits could last 70 years and its natural gas deposits 300 years,
not counting new discoveries of both oil and gas reported over the past two
years, but not yet fully assessed. In addition, Iran has sizable deposits of
other valuable minerals (e.g., chromite, coal, iron ore, copper, zinc, lead,
gemstones),and substantialagriculturaland water resources.
iii.
When last reported in the mid-1970s, Iran's GNP per capita stood
at US$2,060 in 1976 (see the World Bank, 1978 World Bank Atlas, page 6). In
subsequentyears, Iran's economic statisticsbecame scant and irregular,
making annual estimation of per capita incomes difficult and unreliable--a
situation which persisted until GNP and population time series, still subject
to refinements,were compiled for the latest economic missions. The estimation
of per capita incomes for internationalcomparisonswas further complicatedby
Iran's system of multiple and highly divergent exchange rates. The missions
then used annual trade-weightedaverage exchange rates in the Bank's Atlas
Methodology to estimate recent per capita incomes.
iv.
By those estimates,Iran's GNP per capita was US$2,550 in 1989 and
US$2,450 in 1990, with the decline in dollar terms in 1990 explained by a
large effective depreciationof the rial during the year. Another very large
effective depreeiationof the rial occurred in January 1991 so that, when data
for the whole year become available, the GNP per capita for 1991 in US dollars
is expected to be lower than the 1990 estimate. The basis and methodology
underlying these estimates are explained at the end of Annex VI in Volume II
of this report.

V.
This report first reviews major economic trends and related
policies in Iran during the past decade and analyzes recent policy reforms. It
then looks to the future, suggestingpolicy measures and some priority
expendituresand studies to strengthenthe country's prospects for economic
growth and development.
Overvtow
vi.
Iran's economic policies and performance in the last decade were
influencedby two major events: the popular revolution in 1979 and, beginning
soon after, the long war with Iraq from 1980 to 1988. In the same period,
Iran's economy bore a series of other shocks, including trade embargoes and
financial sanctions from abroad; the collapse of the world price of oil, the
country's main source of export earnings and public revenues; a huge influx of
refugees; and severe natural disasters. Further, in the wake of revolucion
and war, many skilled workers and entrepreneursdeparted, and large sums of
capital were transferredout. In these conditions, successive administrations
were compelled to step in to manage abandoned firms and properties. Also,
largely in response to the war situation, the administrationsextended their
regulationof the economy into areas such as prices, distributionand external
trade. Such interventionsled to growing economic distortions,extracting, in
the end, major sacrifices in terms of incomes and employment foregone.
vii.
Under these circumstances,Iran's economic performance last decade
was mixed, with a fast rate of economic growth in the first half followed by a
distinct slowdown of growth and rising inflation in the second half. Before
the decade closed, however, Iran began liberalizingthe economy in the context
of post-war reconstruction,thus laying the basis for an impressiveeconomic
recoverynow taking place. Provided this process is sustained and reinforced,
Iran should be able to overcome past economic decline and go on to consolidate
its gains in food production, nutritionalstandards and educational
opportunities,particularlyamong women and in the rural areas, these being
the country's notable achievementsin the 1980s.
Economictrends in the 1980s
viii.
Iran attained a relativelyhigh, if uneven, real economic growth
in the first half of the 1980s. Spurred mainly by the growth of oil and
agriculturaloutputs, and that of public services, real GDP growth averaged 8%
per year in 1980-85. In the second half, between 1985-88, the economy
declined at the rate of about 3% per year as a result of the virtual collapse
of oil prices, and severe damage to oil production and export points as the
war with Iraq intensified.
ix.
Throughout the war years, notwithstandingthe growth oi the armed
forces, the rate of unemployment (10% to 15%) remainedhigh. This was because
the incentivesregime impeded the growth of productive sectors--manufacturing,
for example--thatwould have generated jobs and also because, in the latter
half of the decade, a severe recession followed the decline of oil revenues
and the attendant retrenchmentof governmentexpenditures.

-

i]

Government financesover 1980-88 indicate Iran was able to contain
x.
deficits, c!espitethe war. The budget deficit was reduced from 17X of GDP in
1980 to 91 in 1988, even as oil revenues in those years fell from 13X of GDP
to 31. The deficit, however, was financed almost entirely by borrowing from
the central bank. In the process, annual inflation,which had averaged 14X in
1980-85, rose, averaging 24% in 1985-88 and putting more pressure on the
balance of payments.
The balance of payments deterioratedsharply between 1982 and
xi.
1986, with the current account turning from a US$5 billion surplus to a US$5
billion deficit. The main factor behind this deteriorationwas a steep drop
in oil export receipts, from US$20 billion to US$6 billion. The situation
improved thereafteras oil exports rose while imports were restrained, so
that, by 1988, the current account deficit had been cut to about US$2 billion.
Non-oil exports, relatively small to begin with, fell during 1980-85 when the
real exchange rate appreciatedquickly, but began rising from 1986 when their
traders were provided preferentialexchange rates.
In response mainly to the war and to other adverse external
xii.
conditions, Iran's exchange and trade system became increasinglyrestrictive
and complex in the 1980s. Beginning in May 1980, the rial was pegged to the
SDR at a basic official rate (Rls 92.3-SDR 1) which, unadjusted, diverged more
and more from the market rate that, by 1988, was 1.5to 20 times below the
official rate. In between, several other administeredrates for exports and
imports were introduced,but the bulk of transactionsin 1980-88 took place at
the overvaluedbasic official rate. Reflectingthis, most domestic prices
remained at artificiallylow levels, distortingfinancial and economic signals
to producers and consumers,and giving rise to inefficiencieswhich, If not
addressed,would have held back post-war reconstructionand economic growth.
Howevor, soon after the war with Iraq ended in mid-1988, Iran
xiii.
designed a sound strategy for revitalizingits economy over the medium term,
1989/90-1993/94,covered in the country's First Five-Year Plan (FFYP). This
Plan aims to reorient economic management away from the largely war-induced
pervasive government interventionand towards greater reliance on market
mechanisms. While Parliamentformally ratified the Plan at the beginning of
1990, the Governmentstarted implementingkey elements of the Plan--notably,
reconstructionworks, public deficit reductionand relaxationof economic
controls--from1989.
Since then, GDP growth has picked up and been strong: 41 in 1989
xiv.
and an estimated l0X in 1990. At the same time, the economy has stabilized
considerably,helped last year by the fortuitousincrease in oil prices as
well as profits from offieial sales of foreign exchange at highly depreciated
rates on the open market. The general governmentdeficit came down from an
equivalent ot 91 of GDP in 1988 to 4X in 1989 and an estimated 21 in 1990. As
a result of the lower deficits, the growth of net credit to governmentand,
correspondingly,that of broad money declined between 1988 and 1990, helping
to lower inflation,from 29X in 1988 to 17X in 1989 and around 101 in 1990.
The external accounts also improved,especially last year when oil prices
surged briefly, such that overall balances were close to US$2 billion each in
1989 and 1990.
-

iii

-

Iran is entering the 1990s with a small external debt relative to
xv.
its income and exports. Initial estimates show the stock of Iran's medium and
long-term debt at the end of March 1991 (the end of Iranian fiscal year
1990/91) was around US$1.8 billion (equivalentto only 2% of FY90/91 GDP).
There were, in addition, short-termdebts and revolving credits of between
US$2 billion (Central Bank estimate) and US$6 billion (OECD estimate) at the
end of 1990. Given its abundantnatural resources and economic potential,
Iran can, therefore,contract additionaldebt for needed investmentsand still
maintain low relative indebtednessprovided it establishesa strong, growthoriented incentivesregime, builds adequate infrastructureefficiently,and
sustains the momentum of recent economic reforms.
Recent

Economic Reforms

xvi.
Iran's recent economic reforms have touched most elements of
macroeconomicpolicies, aiming, in the main, to reduce various price
distortions and financial imbalancesof the war years. A far-reachingchange
in pricing policy took place early in 1991 when the number of multiple
exchange rates was reduced from seven to three, these now being: the official
rate (Rls 92.3 per SDR, or around Rls 70 per US dollar), the competitive rate
(Rls 600 per US dollar) and the floating rate (recently,Rls 1350 to Rls 1400
per US dollar). In the same instance, over a hundred items were shifted from
the list of imports bought at the official to one bought at the competitive
rate, implying a substantial depreciationeffectivelyof the exchange rate
to imports.
applied
On the export side, all surrender requirementsfor non-oil exports
xvii.
were abolished and traders allowed to exchange their proceeds at the floating
rate, thereby obtaining a tremendousboost in incentives. Many barriers to
entry into foreign trading have been lifted and trade procedures greatly
simplified. As a result, export-importtraders and their respectiveclients
now also benefit from substantialtime savings.
xviii.
Along with the above exchange rate and trade action, Government
has lifted price controls on all except those essential commodities still
imported at the official rate. The price-controlleditems now number 22,
constituting5% of all items included in the Iranian CPI and carrying 3% of
the value weight in the CPI. In contrast, in 1988/89, the items numbered 296,
constituted 75% of items included in the CPI and carried 74% of the value
weight in the CPI.
xix.
Sector pricing policies are also being adjusted. In agriculture,
Governmenthas replaced the system of fixed prices and public procurement of
eight strategic crops (selectedfoodgrainsand oilseeds)with that of
guaranteedprices set below expected market prices, and has abolished
compulsory public procurement. In the other sectors, after many years,
several public utility tariffs and charges have been raised, in some cases
quite steeply, electricitybeing an example with rates raised by a minimum of
35% for households, 60% for public lightingand 240% for industrialuse. To
the extent, however, that the various utility prices may still be well below
full cost, valuing foreign exchange at the competitive rate, further
-
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adjustmentswill be necessary,with the proviso, of course, that the truly
needy would obtain targeted relief for very basic services. The Government's
own ability to provide such relief will no doubt depend on effective measures
to mobilize fiscal revenues.
(Inthe fiscal front, recent measures have been appropriately
xx.
directed at strengtheningtax administration,with very positive initial
results, and at examining the tax system with the aim of improving its
efficiency and equity. In connectionwith the latter specifically,a revised
income tax scheme has been submitted to the Majlis proposing to reduce the
number of tax brackets, raise the tax threshold and slash the top marginal
rate. The Tax Departmenthas also prepared a system and legislationfor a
value added tax (VAT), and is continuingto strengthentax design capability
and administrativemachinery to prepare itself to implement the VAT when the
system is approved. Such revenue improvements,plus careful expenditure
controlL, are expected to lead to lower fiscal deficits envisaged in the FFYP
and thereby ease monetary expansion.
Monetary policy and managementwere improved last year with
xxi.
increases in bank deposit and lending rates such that, given the decline in
inflation,most of the rates turned positive in real terms for the first time
in many years. In the event inflation picks up, these rates should of course
be reviewed to continue mobilizing savings and deploying them efficiently.
Long-term savings are now encouragedby newly introduceddeposits of 2 to 5
years' maturity. The minimum rate of return on 5-year deposits was set at 13%
per annum and was expected to guide returns on other maturities determinedby
banks on a competitivebasis. In another measure, credit ceilings
administeredby banks were removed recently, though guidelinesfor sectoral
allocationof credit were still being issued by the central bank. Overall, a
good start has occurred towards raising the efficiencyof monetary policy and
making it more responsive to the needs of the private sector.
Development of the private sector has also been pursued more
xxii.
directly in recent years with the activationof the local capital market and
with moves to divest public enterprises. The former began earnestly with the
revival of the Tehran Stock Exchangf,in September 1989. Within a year to
eighteen months, the number of firms listed on the Stock Exchange had risen
from 56 to 90; the volume of shares traded, from 3.5 million to 10 million;
and the value of shares sold, from Rls 9.5 billion to Rls 51 billion. In the
divestitureprogram, close to 700 public sector firms were being examined for
sale at the time this report was prepared and, in the first phase, the Council
of Ministers had already approved 250 firms for divestiture. Before that, the
Governmenthad already augmented private participationsubstantiallyin the
mining and export of non-metallicminerals, selling off mines, dissolving
regional holding companies and relaxing licensingpractices.
In all, guided by the FFYP objectives,Iran has been moving firmly
xxiii.
towards establishinga peace-timeeconomic policy environmentconducive to
efficient growth of output, employment and exports. As the Government is well
aware, however, the process of reorientingthe country's economy--notto
mention daily production, business and administrativepractices--isby no

moan&sover. Additional measures, as suggested below, will be required to
extond or complement the reforms adopted in Iran in recent months.
¶5?hO
NeXt Step

in Rcon9-m-ic
Reforms

xxiv.
Given that financial imbalancesat present are relativelysmall in
Iran, the reform agenda can concentrateon deploying the exchange rate to put
in place an appropriateprice system which will facilitate developmentof the
non-oil economy without involving a major initial compression of economic
activity. As such development is a very important objective of the FFYP,
Government should press on towards exchangerate unification at an appropriate
rate and lift, correspondingly,the remainingprice controls and generalized
stubsidies.The resulting impact on domestic prices and cost of living would
require compensatorymechanisms such as wage adjustments and social safety
nets, at least until inflationmoderates and /or incomes rise after various
reforms. The Government is already looking into the issue of compensatory
mechanisms to finance which it will need to mobilize domestic resources.
xxv.
A major means to mobilizingdomestic resources would be to
discontinueusing the official exchange rate for valuing oil exports. Another
would be through tariff reforms,which are necessary anyway to synchronize
tariffs with the recent and intendedexchange rare action. In the first
place, when assessing customs duties, using at least the competitive instead
of the official exchange rate to convert imports to rials would capture a
large amount of potential revenue. In the same move, following the ongoing
teview by the Ministry of Commerce and the Customs Department, Government
might take the opportunityto rationalizethe tariff structure by reducing the
level and the dispersionof duties, and eliminatingother import charges, such
as the Commercial Benefit Tax.
xxvi.
The extra domestic resourcesmobilized as above would provide Iran
significantoptions for public expenditurepolicy. The Government could use
such resources to finance public sector wage adjustmentsand a Social Safety
Net Fund. It could devote some resources to an EnterpriseRestructuringFund
set up to meet a variety of expenses associatedwith divesting public
enterprises. And, as another proposal, some resources could be set aside in
an InvestmentFund to provide long-term finance to cooperativesand nascent
private entrepreneursat market rates, preferably through the financial
system.
xxvii.
In the financial sector, following the recent removal of credit
ceilings, the monetary authoritiesmight consider removing ceilings on profit
shares and lowering reserve requirements. The aim ultimatelywould be to set
reserve requirementsas prescribedby prudential regulations,which need to be
developed to guide banking activities. The scope and the efficiency of banks
and other financial intermediaries,moreover, could be enhanced by promoting
greater participationof the private sector in banking.
xxviii.
The private sector in Iran E .s received important stimulus by way
of the recent exchange rate and pricing policy adjustments. In addition,
fiscal reforms envisage that public deficitswill be small and that,
therefore,private savings will not be preempted. Complementingsuch
.
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liberalizationmeasures, a practical step needed now would be to study Iran's
regulatory cnvironment governingprivate businesses and design necessary
changes to facilitatedevelopmentof the market economy.
Finally, while developing the private sector, it will also be
xxix.
necessary to instill efficiencyinto those enterprises--forexample, natural
monopolies--thatremain in the public sector. These public enterpriseswill
need to be reformed by making them accountableto independentboards, and by
granting them financial and managerialautonomy. As their operating
conditions are thus freed and improved, these enterprises should no longer
need preferentialaccess to credit and budgetary resources.
Medlum-Term Prospects
In the medium term in Iran, there is very considerablepotential
xxx.
for economic growth, especiallyin productivesectors (agriculture,oil, gas
and other mineral, and manufacturing),if underpinnedby continued reforms of
the exchange, trade and price systems. Real GDP growth in 1991-95 could
feasibly average 5X to 61 per year, rising from between 41 and 51 in 1991 and
accelerating to 71 by 1995 as the reforms take hold and productive investments
are put in place. If, moreover, the fiscal and monetary measures envisaged in
the FFYP and in the reform program are carried out, public sector deficits and
monetary expansion will remain moderate even as the government finances a
targeted safety net scheme for a temporary phase and undertakesmuch needed
public investments. The continued growth of output and exports in a stable
and monetary setting would help strengthen Iran's balance of payments
fiscal
over the medium term. Projected current account deficits of around 31 of GDP
over the next few years would be sustainableand could be financedwith medium
and long-term external funds.
Iran's external financing requirementswould amount to at least
xxxi.
$12 billion to $15 billion of disbursementsover the next four to five years.
This substantialamount of capital should, however, be contracted on
maturities and terms with careful regard to maintaining relativelylow level
of indebtedness.Assuming appropriateterms for external borrowing are assured
and the momentum of sound policy reforms is maintained, Iran would be
creditworthy for external borrowing to rebuild what is potentially a highly
dynamic economy.
It should be noted in the eLndthat the projectionsreferred to in
xxxii.
the above two paragraphsare illustrativeonly. Their sole purpose is to
focus attention on the underlyingpolicy framework and to depict the direction
in which the economy could evolve under some combinationof economy-wideand
sectoral development policies.
Sectoral PerformanceAnd Issues
A number of problems, ranging from the inadequatebuild up of
xxxiii.
capacity and maintenance to serious price distortions resulting from the
exchange rate regime and from a war time economic system, have beset the
various sectors of the economy. Agriculture and industry were most affected
by controlled input/outputprices, while large infrastructureprojects,
-
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especially dams and power plants, suffered in the past from an inadequate
selection process in determining least-costsolutions. Furthermore,education
was adversely affected by inadequateexpansion in the number of teachers and
in the availabilityof materials. Iran's most recent macroeconomicreforms
are expected to reduce the financial and economic distortions that had
hindered sectoral performance. Those reforms, however, will need to be
sustained and deepened before solid results are seen at the sectoral level.
The Government, in addition, will need to attend to the variety of sectorspecific policy, institutionaland expenditureissues summarized in the
following sections.
Agriculture
The Government, from the early 1980s, placed particular emphasis
xxxiv.
on developingrural areas. The agriculturalsector has enjoyed a high output
growth (5 to 6 percent per annum since 1981/82) with particularlygood
performance for traditionalcereals,wheat and barley. These results reflect:
(i) the low priority and mediocre developmentof agricultureprior to 1980;
(ii) the existence of a large inventoryof basic equipment at the beginning of
the 1980s; (iii) the impact of incentive policies at the producer level,
including support prices and the subsidizationof input prices; and (iv) the
subsidizationof prices at the consumer level for major staples (wheat,
barley, and, in particular, rice) while fruits and vegetables were subject to
free-marketpricing. Such incentive policies, in turn, reflected one of the
major aims of the Government; namely, self-sufficiencyin grains.
The results of these policies, however, have not been entirely
xxKxv.
positive. First, they did not raise the productivityof cereal agriculture,
where yields generally stagnated at very low levels; in addition, the increase
in output did not match the increase in demand, and imports continued to grow.
Second, distortionswere introduced in relative prices, and scarce :esources
concentratedon low value-added products, especiallygrains. Third, the
support policies were not matched by investment. Capital expenditurefor
agriculture fell drasticallyand, in 1989, was one third its 1982/83 value in
real terms. This decline has generated an increasingneed for rehabilitation
and maintenance of existing infrastructure.
Major soil and water resources continue to be untapped or
xxxvi.
underutilized,and there is substantialscope to increaseyields by
introducing improved technology.The water balance shows that some 50 billion
cubic metres (about 40 percent of total water resources)remain unharnessed.
Water resources,however, remain poorly utilized because of incomplete
equipment (e.g., the lack of distributionnetworks for irrigationor the lack
of drainage) and inadequatetechnologyleading to low water-use efficiency (30
percent on average for the country). Improving irrigationefficiency (by 5
percant) would allow the irrigationof an additional 1 million ha. There is
also substantial scope for improving yields in rainfed agriculture,which
comprises about 65 percent of all cultivableland.
Still, constraints exist to the expansion of agriculture. The
xxxvii.
most important of these is undoubtedly the distorted structure of incentives
emanating from exchange rate and pricing policies which, however, are being
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improvednow. A second major constraint is the inadequateinvestment in
irrigationand other capital works. The program to build dams and other large
structures needs to be weighed against the rehabilitationand completion of
existing schemes, which are the real bottlenecks. This is, indeed, Government
is the lack of a successful extension service for
policy. A third constrainFteaching modern irrigationand dry farming techniques. Finally, institutional
constraints include the lack of coordinationamong the various agencies
dealing with agriculture,and land tenure and property consolidationproblems.
Without property consolidation,as the Government rightly emphasizes, more
efficient modern technologycannot be introduced.
Economically,there may well be a contradictionbetween the
xxxviii.
continuing drive towards self sufficiency in low value-added cereals and the
effort to raise the technologicallevel of agriculture. Generally, a strong
move away from normative planning is necessary to attain a more efficient
allocationof resources. The first step in this direction would be to change
price signals, togetherwith the complementarvtrade measures that this
implies. Government should consider phasing out input subsidies to help
production costs and farmgate prices move along market-determinedlines. This
would increase the relativeprofitabilityof higher value crops, in particular
fruits and vegetables, and match domestic demand trends with potential export
opportunities.
xxxix.
The technicalaspects of the Plan can also be improved. First,
investmentshould be focused more on rehabilitationand the completionof
existing works. The economic justificationof the dam constructionprogram
from the standpointof both agriculture and power should be carefully studied.
Second, a plan of action for irrigationshould be prepared covering the
completion of networks; the establishmentof an extension program for water
management at the farm level; and a crash research program in the
establishmentand management of pressurized systems, since many issues appear
to be site-specific. Third, an "umbrella"organizationshould be established
to coordinate the various aspects of research, extension and training to help
resolve the socio-politicalproblems that seem to hamper the disseminationof
new technical packages in both rainfed and irrigatedareas.
Industrv
xl.
Over the last several years, the industrialsector in Iran had
been protected by quantitativerestrictions,pricing policies and foreign
exchange allocations. In addition, the sector was subject to pervasive
control by the Government. Today Iran has a sizeable industrialbase
consistingmainly of import-substitutingindustriesoperating,on average, at
less than 50 percent of installedcapacity. A large portion of the industrial
sector as a whole, and the vast majority of medium and large industries,are
currently owned or managed by the public sector, though privatizationis being
pursued seriously now.
xli.
Until recently,most industriesproducing import-substituting
intermediateand capital goods were provided foreign exchange at the official
rate, which is significantlyovervalued. When an appropriate and unified
exchange rate policy is adopted, these industriescould face difficulty.
-
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Concurrently,izuta to tiostconsumer goods industriesand many finished
products were importod at a variety of much depreciatedexchange rates, thus
generating all sorts of market signals and prices, depending upon what rate of
foreign exchange and what pricing regime the various industriescome under.
xlii.
The Govermnment
is committed to reformulate industrialsector
policies and to launch the sector on an efficient growth path. The
administrativeprocedures and regulationsaffecting industrial investment,
production and trade are being simplified. In addition to the most recent
exchange rate action, several measures to encourage non-oil exports are under
consideration,including institutionalsupport measures in the form of a
foreign exchange revolving fund and an export development fund. However, the
operational aspects of these measures remain to be worked out. With the
liberalizationof pricing and foreign exchangepolicies, many industrieswhich
survived under restrictiveand protective conditionswould need technical,
financial and operational restructuringin order to adjust to the new
environment. Some industries,where such restructuringis not feasible, may
have to be phased out to make way tor new industriesthat are competitive and
based on Iran's comparativeadvantages.
xliii.
Finally, in this sector the large amount of public investment
outlay called for in the FFYP and the relativelysmall contribution from the
private sector are causes for concern. The Government should consider ways
and means of geLzeattnag
a pr'vate sector led industrialsector growth. If
public investment is indicated (becauseall efforts to attract private sector
fail) rigorous procedures for screeningall major investmentsbased on
economic criteria would help ensure that heavy capital-intensiveindustries
are not promoted automaticallywhen greater returns could be achieved by
restructuringor rehabilitatingviable existing industriesthat are
underutilizedand would not require large investmentsto generate growth.

xliv.
The energy sector has a considerablerebuilding and rehabilitation
program ahead of it, considering the destructionfrom the war and the deferred
maintenance resulting from financing constraints. The Five-Year Plan proposes
to address these problems. However, the schedule of Plan investmentsappears
ambitious and would tax the implementationability not only of the energy
sector, but also of some other sectors.
a) Power
xlv.
The power subsectorhas improved its ability to supply demand in a
short period of time. Blackouts,which had been as long as six hours a day in
some parts of Tehran, have been reduced to a limited number of rotating
blackouts. However, given that the current peak demand of about 9,000 MW is
only marginallybeing met with an installedplant capacity of about 12,000 MW,
substantialpotential for increasing the output of the existing system exists.
The reconstructionelement of this exercise is currently being given top
priority; however, it should be complementedwith a rehabilitationprogram
that increases the reliabilityand efficiencyof existing plants. Hence, it

is recommended that a study of the rehabilitationneeds of the sector be
Initiated as soon as possible.
xlvi.
The proposed investmentplan was reviewed to a limited extent,
revealing a few projects whose economic merits appear to be questionable. As
a normal component of synthesizinga generationinvestmentprogram, a leastcost plan is usually analyzed in detail to assess the relative merits of
alternate investments in a system-wide context. It is understood that such an
analysishas not been undertaken for the proposed investments in the FiveYear Plan. It is recommended that such an analysisbe carried out urgently.
xlvii.
The current average tariff of about 8.5 Rls/klh came about
following a 64% increase in March of 1991; but it still does not reflect the
full cost of supply. Meeting the long-runmarginal cost of supply would
require that electricityprices be about three to four times their current
rate (assuminga substantialprogram based on natural-gasf'fueled
generation
plants and the cost of foreign exchange approximatedby the competitive rate).
It is understood that the Government intends to set electricity prices such
that full cost recovery is achievedby the sector during the Plan period. The
responsibilityof achieving this target rests solely with the Ministry of
Water and Power.
xlviii.
An ambitious rural electrificationprogram covering 10,000 new
villages is contemplatedfor the plan period. This program should be closely
coordinatedwith the supply-sidedevelopmentprogram to ensure that there will
be sufficientcapacity in the system to meet the growing demands of the
subsector. Because of the relativelylow load factor that typically
characterizessuch developments,it is important that plans to mitigate this
potential problem (such as load managementby time^-ofusepricing schemes) be
proposed at the design stage.
b) Oil and Gas
xlix.
The oil and gas subsectorswere particularlyhard hit by the 198088 war; much of their infrastructurewas destroyed. As these subsectors are
the prime source of foreign exchange income, the Governmenthas placed heavy
emphasis on their reconstruction,with considerablesuccess. The Government
has conservativelyestimated that foreign exchange revenues from this
subsectorwould amount to US$76 billion during the plan. Parallel to the
reconstructioneffort, the Governmentproposes to gradually reduce the imports
of petroleum products so that all domestic consumptionwould be met by
production from Iranian refineriesby the end of the plan. In addition, the
growth in the domestic consumptionof petroleum products is expected to be
curtailed by substitutingthis demand with increasednatural gas supplies.
This proposal would not only benefit the economic cost of energy supply, but
it would also help to reduce the environmentalproblems in major cities,
particularlyTehran.
1.
Approximately30 percent of associatedgas production is currently
being flared, thus wasting a valuable natural resource. The Government is now
studying how this problem can be rectified. This study and its implementation
should be given high priority to ensure appropriatetz-t:i7.atlon
of flared
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associated gas. The optimal utilizationof natural gas in competing
downstream sectors (such as power, fertilizerproduction,potential exports,
etc.) should be assessed in terms of relativepotential net benefits. The
proposed export of liquifiednatural gas should be reassessed in this context
as well, focussing on the expected net benefits, given the risks of natural
gas liquefaction,and the potential sales and benefits of gas use in competing
downstream sectors.
li.
With gasoline priced at half its world price, and other fuels at
about 10 percent of the world price (all converted to rials at the competitive
exchange rate), domestic consumers enjoy a large subsidy on petroleum
products. The Government should consider adjusting the domestic prices in
such a manner as to ensure that the benefits of the subsidies are targeted on
the poorer segments of the population. This would increase the revenue base
and decrease the growth in consumption,thus freeing up more petroleum
products for export and reducing air pollution problems.
Urban Sector
lii.
The housing situation improved during the 1976-86 period, despite
the war and the rapid population increase. Nevertheless,there is still an
estimated shortage of some 1.6 million dwelling units. The plan foresees the
constructionof 2.2 million units to handle the existing backlog and meet the
demand created by the increasingpopulation. Implementingthe entire program,
however, would only marginally increase the housing stock per capita in the
large urban areas due to the priority given to rural areas. Furthermore,the
targeted number of units is unlikely to be reached due to bottlenecks in the
supply of building materials and constructionequipment,as well as
insufficientcapacity to manage implementation.
-iii.
Potable water and electricity supply facilitiesappear to be
adequate, and service coverage is consideredgood. The supply of natural gas
is limited to certain large urban areas. With Few exceptions, sewage
collectionand disposal facilitiesconsist of soak pits and septic tanks.
There is evidence of some groundwatercontaminationin several urban areas,
including Tehran, but the plan foresees the introductionand expansion of
sewage collectionand disposal systems.
liv.
Large cities, includingTehran, have insufficientpublic transport
facilities. In addition, traffic managementand regulationenforcement are
inadequate. Noise and air pollution are prevalent. Although the construction
of a subway system is under way in Tehran, it is unlikely that it would be in
operationbefore the end of the current plan. It is, therefore,critical that
the planned expansion of the bus fleet proceed unimpeded, if any medium-term
improvementis to be realized. Urban roads appear to be fairly well
developed, although their state of repair varies considerably.
lv.
Planned investments in the urban sector are relativelyhigh.
Attention should be given to removing resource bottlenecks,and emphasis needs
to be placed on increasingoperating efficiency. Project planning and
preparationcould be rationalizedand made more flexible in order to better
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respond to local demand. In this respect, the devolution of some of the
functions to regional and local administrativelevels could be beneficial.
lvi.
There is an urgent need to enhance the capacity and improve the
building methods of the constructionindustry. This concerns the materials
and equipment used as well as the need for manpower training. Establishing
local production facilitiesfor certain materials and equipment might augment
efficiency. Import substitutionschemes,with or without the participationof
foreign groups, might also be appropriateand should be urgently considered.
lvii.
It appears that the cost of urban services is not fully recovered
through user charges. Cost recovery should be strengthened;otherwise, the
lack of funds may lead to insufficientmaintenance and the gradual
deteriorationof existing networks, plant and equipment.
Transport Sector
lviii.
The transport sector has not fully recovered from the consequences
of the war. In general, the transport networks need to be rehabilitated,
modernizedand expanded. The railway system can not meet the needs of both
freight and passenger trains. The plan foresees an extension of railway
service to Bandar Abbas, covering a total of 500 km, to better link the main
ports with the major cities. Passenger service is to be improved through the
acquisitionof passenger cars, track rehabilitationand extensions and
electrification. Plans are also underway to improve management, introduce
computerizationand step up manpower development activities.
lix.
The road network is also going to be improvedwith emphasir on
maintenance and rehabilitationof existing roads. Freeways are to be
constructedwith private financing. At present some 90 percent of all
passenger traffic is by road, and passengerbus terminals are needed in
several cities, regardlessof future plans to move more passengers by plane
and rail.
lx.
Air transport is provided by Iran Air and another small domestic
carrier. There is a shortage of aircraft,and the ability to transport
freight and passengers is severely constrained. Modernizationand the
expansion of the existing fleet is needed. While it appears that operating
costs are recovered from users, the substantial investmentsrequired to
modernize and expand the fleet and other facilitiesmay result in increased
fares and charges, and pricing studies would be needed. A new international
airport outside Tehran and 10 provincialairports are under construction. The
cost of constructingthe internationalairport is being partly covered by a
special airport tax. Finally, increased traffic would require organizational
reforms both in the civil aviation authority and in the airlines.
lxi.
With the exception of developing a few new small ports, the plan
concentrateson the rehabilitation,improvement,modernizationand
rationalizationof existing port facilities. Upgrading would include
organizationaland managerial improvements,as well as the acquisition of new
handling equipment and computers,particularlyat Bandar Khomeini and Bandar
Abbas.
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Educato
Iran has a long educational tradition. However, universal
lxii.
education is a recent goal and representsa formidable task for the
Government. The education of farmers and of women, moreover, is critical
considering the high positive correlationsbetween education and farm
productivityand between women's education and family planning. These are
urgent concerns, given Iran's high population growth and insufficientfood
production. Development is also hampered by the shortage of skilled middle
level and high level staff in several economic sectors.
Education has expanded considerably,especiallyduring the last
lxiii.
decade; the overall literacy rate increased from 47 percent in 1979 to 64
percent in 1989. This is, nevertheless,a low percentage in a country of
Iran's economic and social level. The high population growth implies,
furthermore,that the absolute number of illiterateshas increased,by at
least 0.6 million in ten years, despite a concomitant increase in the literacy
rate. Enrollmentsat the primary level appear to have grown by 8 percent per
annum during the 1980s with net enrollmentratio at present of 78%. Notably,
the girls' enrollment rate rose faster due to a rapid expansion of girls'
schools in rural areas. The overall share of females in the primary
enrollment is 45%. However, there has been a lag in the development of senior
secondary education. The net enrollmentratio of 19% at the secondary level
compares unfavorablywith other lower middle income countries. Similarly,
higher education suffered for several years after the Revolution and it is
only in the last three or four years that enrollmenthas begun to pick up
sharply.

There are about 500,000 teachers in 81,000 schools, which gives a
lxiv.
reasonablestudent/teacherratio of 28:1 and a student/schoolratio of 170:1.
However, classes and schoolingvery considerably. There are urban classes
with 40-50 students each, as well as rural, multigradeclassroom schools with
only 30 students in total. Repeaters and dropouts are common and account for
as much as 20 percent of some grades. Schools are often very overcrowded,
especially in urban areas, and housed in buildings not intended to be used as
schools--thereare even classes in basements. Appropriate facilitiesand
equipment are often lacking,and the maintenance is very poor because of the
dearth of funds.
education forms a comparatively
Vocational/technical/agricultural
lxv.
system, with about 0.2
postsecondary
and
small part of the senior secondary
at this level. A
students
million
1.6
of
million students out of a total
15 percent to 30
from
increase,
enrollment
vocational/technical/agricultural
would
students,
education
secondary
general
of
percent of the total number
Iran.
in
technicians
middle-level
of
reduce the current serious shortage
In higher education institutions,there are 290,000 students and
lxvi.
16,000 staff in facilitiesplanned for 125,000 students. The overcrowdingis
considerable. An exodus of academicallytrained personnel has created a
shortage of staff in several enterprises--thelack of trained managers has
been particularlynoted. Governmentexpendituresfor education amount to 3.1
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- 3.2 percent of GNP. This is a low figure by internationalstandards,niio all
increase to 5 percent woulu be well justified to improve both the quanttly nild
quality of education. At the highest educationallevel, fees might be
considered.
lxvii.
It is the expressed policy of the Government to pay close
attention to the social demand for education, thus going beyond manpowet
requirement estimates. This policy may easily lead to the unemploymento1
persons with high academic qualifications,but it also implies that the
country has at its disposal an educated pool of manpower and the potential £or
economic and social developmentwhen needed. It should, however, be safi C:Lvst
encouraging students to proceed to the next level of education primarily Ix'
postpone entrance to the labor market (and possible unemployment)is ail
expensive way for a governmentto deal with unemploymentproblems. It slou'.kd
also be stated that more education, as such, does not create more jobs (villov'

than for teachers).
lxviii.
The above situation is especiallyrelevant for Iran's 250,000
secondary school graduates who enter the labor market each year. It is :u1
that the vocational/technical/agricultural
education system is going to
expand, but it is particularlyimportant for the Government to provide
incentivestc employers to conduct in-servicetraining, perhaps of the TJvtin
American type; to make farming an economicallyattractiveactivity; and to
support labor-intensive enterprises in industry, commerce, constructiotn,

ote.

lxix.
The Governmentplans to expand and improve primary education. -L'
also has a considerablevocational/technicaleducation program covering ilta3ty
of the sectors. The program would require considerabletrainingboth fo new
and existing teachers. Capital funds for the constructionof new and the
upgrading of existing facilitieswould be required. Equipment requiring
foreign currency must be purchased. A well-plannedand well-administrpi:cd
maintenance program must be put into operation,perhaps by mobile goveywiment
units.
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PART I: MACROECONOMICISSUES
CHAPTERI:
A.

THE WAR_ECONOMY
AND THE ROADTO RECONSTRUCTION

BACKROUND

In the last decade, the economy of the Islamic Republic of Iran
1.1
was influencedprofoundlyby two major socio-politicalevents; namely, the
1979 revolution,which established the Islamic republic, and the protracted
war with Iraq from 1980 to 1988. During the same period, Iran faced various
trade and financial sanctions from abroad; contended with the virtual collapse
of the world price of oil, its major source of export earnings and public
revenues; and incurred large expenses accommodatinga growing number of
refugees from neighboringAfghanistan and Iraq. Iran's economy was further
affected by substantialoutflows of skilled labor, entrepreneurialtalent and
financial capital.Against this background, Iran's economic institutionsand
structure during 1980-88 underwent marked changes, notably the reorganization
of the country's financial system along Islamic doctrine and principles, and,
largely in response to war conditions, the extension of the role of the public
sector in the economy.
1.2
The financial system was reorganized in a phased manner aimed at
replacing fixed interest rates with profit-sharingmodes of finance. The
public sector became increasinglyprominent for three main reasons. First,
the departure of former owners as well as skilled workers in the aftermath of
the revolutioncompelled the governmentor its agencies to step in and manage
various businesses and properties. Second, the decision to bring strategic
industriesand activitiesunder state control led to nationalizationof
certain major enterprisesand services. Third, the exigenciesof war prompted
the government to extend its regulationof the economy into areas such as
prices, distributionand external trade.
1.3
Over the war years, the various forms of price interventionsand
the increasinglycomplex regulatory framework led to growing economic
distortions and financial imbalances. In the latter half of the 1980s,
moreover, financial imbalanceswere exacerbatedby the collapse of oil income
on the one hand.and, on the other hand, the mounting war-related expenditures.
Following the cessation of war in mid-1988, Iran formulatedits post-war
reconstructionpolicies and priorities,which seek to reorient economic
management and which have been incorporatedin the country's First Five-Year
Plan (FFYP) spanning Iranian fiscal yearsv 1989/90-1993/94.
1.4
The FFYP by and large charts out a sound strategy for correcting
the economic distortions and financial imbalancesthat had emerged in Iran.
The Plan is described and assessed in the next chapter. The rest of the
present chapter analyzes the extent and the severity of the war-year
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-2 distortions,and the reconstructioninitiativesundertaken in 1989 and 1990.
The focus here in Part I of this volume is on macroeconomicdevelopments,
including foreign trade, public finances, and money and banking. Part II
focuses on the policies and performance of selected sectors, such as
agriculture, industry,energy, infrastructureand education. Regarding Part
I, it has to be noted that the analysis presented in the first chapter was
based on data still requiring and undergoing refinements. For the purpose of
the text of this chapter, some adjustments,explainedbelow, were made in the
national.income accounts.
B.

THE ADJUSTED NATIONAL ACCOUNTS ESTIJ-ITES

1.5
Analysis of the Iranian economy is hindered by several
deficienciesin the available data. First, there are wide fluctuationsin the
items, "StatisticalDiscrepancies"and "Increase in Stocks" in the national
accounts. The former increased from 0.7 percent of GDP during 1980-82 to 11
percent in the period 1982-85,and then fell to 6 percent during 1986-88.
These magnitudesare higher than the rates of change of GDP during most of
those years. Similarly, the increase in stocks fell from 7.7 percent of GDP
in 1980-82 to 0.6 percent in 1982-85 and increased to 9 percent in 1986-88.
As in many other countries,changes in inventoriescan easily mask
inconsistenciesin the national accounts. Second, there is a problem with the
valuation of internationaltrade flows. In the national accounts, both
exports and imports are valued at the official exchange rate. However, in
practice and in the balance of payments, some of the trade flows were valued
using different exchange rates As a result, trade data from the national
accounts and from the balance of payments do not match. Third, data on the
cost of the war is presently unavailable. Presumably, this explains the large
statisticaldiscrepanciesand increase in stocks wh¶'.measuring GDP. If so,
the size of the public sector may be underestimated. Moreover, this may also
be distortingthe sectoral components of the natior.alaccounts. Fourth, the
national accounts place th,eenterprisesnationalizeda£ter the revolution in
the private sector, when, in practice, they belong to the public sector. This
is particularlya problem in the analysis of private sector investment.
1.6
As a result of these problems, it is difficult to answer some
questions clearly. For example,when using the officiai national accounts, it
is not possible to ascertainwhether the economy grew st£n.ethe late 1970s,
since the reported statisticalerrcrs could turn the poLtive rate of growth
implied by the data into a negative one. There are also differences to be
sorted out in the values of items--suchas exports, imports,net foreign
assets, etc.--appearingin various accounts. This said, however, Iran's
national accounts problems are not atypicalwhen compared to oth,r countries.
Also, the official bodies responsiblefor compiling statisticsare aware of,
and continue to rectify, the problems posed by discrepanciesamong the various
sources of published data.
1.7
For this chapter, official national accounts estimates were
adjusted in the text. The most importantadjustmentswere made: (i) to the
estimates of exports and imports of goods and non-factor services to reflect
the changes in exchange rates in 1987-89; and (ii) to public sector

-3consumption. To adjust the exports and imports, the estimates for l'f87.89
were recalculatedusing trade-weightedaverage exchange rates. Public sector
consumptionwas corrected by treating it as a residual. Specifically,the
correction entailed taking the GDP figure directly estimated from value added
and deducting from it the other directly estimated componentsof aggregate
expenditure: private consumption (estimatedfrom household surveys), exports
and imports of goods and services, and fixed investment.
C.

MACROECONOMICTRENDS IN THE 1980s

1.8
Against the backdrop noted in paragraphs 1.1-1.3, Iran's economic
performance in the 1980s was mixed, with a fast rate of economic growth in the
first half of the decade followedby a distinct slowdown of growth and rising
inflation in the second half. Before the decade closed, however, post-war
reconstructionpolicies were initiated,laying the basis for,a remarkable
economic recovery now taking place. During 1980-85 the economy grew rapidly
at above 8 percent per annum. This fast growth was the result of a
combinationof external and domestic factors. First, oil prices were high.
In early 1979, internationaloil prices were at their highest levels; they
remained above the 1979 levels until 1984. This provided the economy with a
strong external stimulus through greater oil revenues. Second, the economy
was characterizedby a very low output level coupled with under utilized
capacity at the start of 1980. This situationprovided the economy with
excess supply, which stimulatedgrowth. Finally, growth was also stimulated
by the expansion in aggregate nominal demand, with consumption especially
rising rapidly.
TABLEL1:

CO0POSITIO AND
M GROW OF
(in percentages)
Uiares of GDP

1980

198S

1988

WHESTIC PRODUCT
DO8

Annual Real Growth Rate
1889

1880-85

1985-88

A. Consumption
Private
Public /a

70.7
53.3
17.4

81.9
58.1
23.7

82.1
63.2
18.9

79.4
66.0
13.4

10.8
7.4
21.0

-7.3
-5.5
-11.2

2.0
2.6
0.4

B. Gross Fixed Capital
Formation
Private /a
Public

21.2
10.9
10.4

17.2
10.6
6.6

12.4
7.2
5.2

12.0
7.1
4.9

7.5
12.4
2.7

-15.5
-15.7
-15.2

13.8
6.6
22.9

C. Chinge in Stocks

11.2

1.1

6.9

10.7

48.4

87.5

59.3

D. Domestic Absorption 103.2

100.1

101.4

102.2

7.2

-6.1

8.6

-2.2

E. Resource Balance

-0.1

-1.4

13.3
16.4

7.6
7.6

8.3
9.6

10.4
12.5

13.4
4.5

10.0
-15.0

25.4
65.5

E. GDP at Market Prices 100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

8.3

-2.7

4.4

Exports GNFS /b
Imports GNFS /b

-3.2

1989

--

--

/a Includes some public enterprisesand foundations;see paragraph1.5.
/b Adjusted as explained in text above; see paragraph 1.7.
Source: StatisticalAppendix Tables 2.3, 2.4, 3.1, and Bank staff estimates.

--
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The situation,however, changed dramaticallyin the second half
of the decade. First, the internationalprice of oil fell steeply to US$14
per barrel in 1984, from US$34 per barrel in 1981. Second, during 1984-86 the
intensificationof the war with Iraq resulted in major losses of export
facilities,and oil transport through the Persian Gu'f was drastically
reduced. These factors togetheraccounted for a fall in oil revenues from a
peak of US$21 billion in 1983 to US$6 billion in 1986.
1.10
The drastic drop in oil income should have been countered with a
change in the price system and devaluationof the rial. However, the
authoritiesopted more to control prices and tighten exchange allocation
believing that a devaluation and price liberalizationmight fuel inflation.
Meanwhile, the lack of correctivemeasures led to excess nominal demand in
1985-88 and high inflationwhich, in turn, repressed the excess nominal demand
by contractingaggregate real demand.
1.11
The rapid growth of public sector consumption in 1980-85 (Table
1.1) was the most important factor in the expansion of nominal aggregate
demand. Public sector consumption increased from 17 percent of GDP in 1980 to
24 percent in 1985, while private consumptionincreased from 53 percent to 58
percent during the same period. The proportion of resources allocated to
income-generatingactivities fell in 1980-89, though it may reflect, in part,
relative price distortions. The proportion of expendituresallocated to fixed
investmentfell during most of the last decade, going from around 20 percent
to 12 percent of GDP between 1980 and 1989. In particular, private sector
investmentfell rather sharply in 1985-88 from 11 percent to 7 percent of GDP.
1.12
In terms of financing, the economy sustained its output growth in
1980-89 by depleting accumulatednet foreign exchange reserves, even as Iran
was facing economic and financial sanctions. The use of net foreign exchange
reserves to finance expansion in consumption is indicatedby a domestic
absorption greater than the gross domestic product. This is also shown in
Table 1.1 by the negative resourcebalance, implyinghigher imports than
exports.
1.13
Aggregate demand was further upheld by wage and employment
trends, enabling private sector consumptionto increase in the early part of
the 1980s. In the late 1980s the fall in private consumptionwas slowed by an
increase in employment. The rate of growth of employment,after a brief
slowdown, reached a maximum by the late 1980s (Table 1.2).
1.14
In the absence of data on the overall wage structure in the
economy, informationon wage developmentsare only indirectlyobtained from
the annual disposable income of rural-urban families during 1982-88,
industrialwages during 1982-86,and the 1986/87 population survey which

TAMh 1.,:

RAU CF GU3M CP 1AF MMD
1a
MOICSATIOU
(amual averages La periamt)
19m6

TotalLabor Force
bployed Labor Forec
TotalPopulation

2.5
2.1
2.7

Rate of Una.ployment/a
/a Defined as the ratio

12MR

10.1
of uneployed

to total

298-83

3.8
2.5
3.1

3.0
2.5
A.0

13.8

13.2

1NS5
1.2
0.8
3.2
1.0

Mis5.2
4.8

3.7
14.6

labor force and expressed as a percentage.

Mf8O: Central Bank of Iran.

1
provides data on government salariesby salary levels and years of service.?
The data on annual disposable incomes indicate that wages and salaries
(includingbonuses) for the governmentsector for urban families increasedby
an average annual rate of 8 percent and for rural familiesby 14 percent,
during 1982-88. Private sector wages and salaries for urban families
increasedby 10 percent and for rural familiesby 16 percent during the same
period. Much of this increase for urban familieswas concentratedin the
first two years of the period while in the case of rural familiesmajor
increases occurred during 1986-88. Industrialwages increased by an annual
average rate of 8 percent during 1982-87 with much of the improvement
occurring during 1982-85. During 1986/87 industrialwages increasedby 1
percent reflecting severe recession in the industrialsector; wages and
salaries in the majority of subsectorsdeclined in that year. The 1986/87
population survey indicated that 80 percent of governmentemployees who
participated in the survey earned less than Rls 60,000 per month, which
represents70 percent of the average salary of industrialworkers in the same
year. Only 7 percent of governmentemployees earned salaries equal to or
higher than the average salary of industrialworkers. Three years later, the
situation had changed very little for governmentemployees: in 1989/90, about
85X of them earned less than Rls 100,000 per month, considered a bare minimum
for a small urban family. In general, the increase in nominal wages and
salaries during the 1980s was substantiallybelow the rate of inflation.

1.15
Price controls and exchange rate policies played a major role in
generating excess nominal demand by discouragingthe production of tradeables
and encouraging the productionof nontradeablegoods. Such controls, combined
with the expansion in public sector consumptionand access to low-cost credit,
shifted relative prices which, in turn, resulted in transfer of resources from
exports and import-competingactivities (the tradeable sector) to the
officially designatedpriority sectors (mainly the nontradeablesector). The
shift in relative prices led to an inefficientuse of resources as the
relatively low cost of tradeablesencouragedconsumptionand production to
become more import-intensive. As this pattern continued,the economy required
more foreign exchange per unit of output; or, given the restricted
availabilityof foreign exchange, the economy could generate less output.
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The effect of the above policy on relative prices is shown in
Chart 2 at the end of this Chapter. Relative prices shifted as a result of
the comoinationof: (i) the nominal exchange rate policy; (ii) the stimulus
of nowi)aalaggregate demand; and (iii) the subsidy to the designatedpriority
secto-, These effects are measured in Charts 1 and 2 by (i) the official
real exchange rate index;3I (ii) the foreign exchange gap/ between the free
and oificial
exchange rate indices;and (iii) the relative price of
tradoables-nontradeablesg'
respectively.
1.1.7
The real official exchange rate index measures the loss of
intn.twLJonalcompetitivenessor real appreciationas a result of controlling
tho nominal exchange rate. This index, therefore,measures how much more
attrottive it is for a consumer and/or producer to purchase an imported good
rel.0,.veto a domestic one, thus stimulatingan excess demand for tradeables
and Ciscouraging their domestic production. This excess demand for tradeables
i's reasuredby the foreign exchange gap. The increase in excess demand in the
7Yate1980s is apparent from the sharp increase in the foreign exchange gap
relative price more
.Ancexduring the same period. The tradeable-nontradeable
accvtatelymeasures the price incentivesto production and consumption.
l.18
Relative prices, as measured by the indices in Chart 2, responded
to and contributed to the expansion in excess aggregate demand. The expansion
in aggregate demand shifted relative prices by increasingnontradeable
(domestic)prices faster than tradeableprices, since it was easier to control
the prices of tradeablesthan those of nontradeables. The prices of
norn:radeables
in fact increased more rapidly than the official nominal
exchange rate. Also, some nontradeableprices are responsive to excess demand
situations.
This is the case, for instance, with constructionand/or real
estateprices. Overall then, the increase in the price of nontradeablesand
the controls on the officialnominal exchange rate resulted in a fall in the
ielative price of tradeablesvis-a-vis nontradeables. Therefore, the greater
the excess nominal aggregate demand, the greater the shift in relative prices.
Excess Nominal Demand and the Inflation rate
1.19
The absence of correctivemeasures to reduce excess nominal demand
eventually led to F? increase in the rate of inflation as well as market
sugmentation. The rate of inflation,measured by changes in the official
Consumer Price Index (CPI), increased from about 10 percent in 1984-85 to 28
percent in 1987-88. Other proxies for the increase in prices indicate that
prices increased faster in 1985-88 (see Chart 3). The increase in the
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furtherto the fall in real
contributed
Marketsegmentation
1.20
incomes. The excessdemandfor tradeablessegmentedforeignand domestic
goods into a "free"and an "official"market. Consumersand producerswho
couldnot accessthe officialmarkethad to pay the much higher "free"market
prices and therebyendurevery sharpfall in theirreal incomes. Moreover,as
the differencein the free and officialpriceswidened,real incomefell
further,workingas an additionalmechanismto reducereal aggregatedemand.
with director indirectaccessto both
At the same time, firmsand individuals
vastly throughrent-seeking
profit
the officialand freemarketscould
activities.
D.

THE FOREIGN SECTOR

In the 1980s,the foreignsectorwas affectedby measurestakento
1.21
war situationand otheremergencies.Policymakershad to
the
with
cope
sanctionsthat restrictedIran'saccessto
the international
(i)
confront:
marketsfor exportsand imports;(ii) the freezeon Iran's
international
foreignassetsheld abroad;and (iii)the capitalflightwhich startedin the
late 1970sand increasedduringthe war. Policymakersreactedto these
tradeand capitalflows,but the cost to the
by restricting
developments
leadingto a
of a highlydistortedenvironment
economywas the establishment
weakening

of the external current account.

ForeignExchangeContrls and TrAde Polic
used in Iran to
The foreignexchangebudgetis the instrument
1.22
allocatemost availableforeignexchangeamong its differentuses and to
ensurea balancebetweenthe sourcesand uses of foreignexchange. Through
most of the last decade,foreignexchangeearnershad to surrendertheir
proceedsto the centralbank at the officiallyprescribedexchangerates.
Similarly,all importershad to purchasetheirassignedforeignexchangefrom
the centralbank. The foreignexchangebudget,togetherwith the fiscal
budget, is sanctionedeveryyearby Parliament.In thesedocumentsthe
and foreignexchangeprioritiesand
Governmentdefinedits expenditure
exchangeamongdifferentusers (e.g.,
foreign
of
determinedthe allocation
goodsand servicepayments).The
capital
defense,
intermediate,
consumer,
a maximumceilingby use and by type
foreignexchangebudgetalso established
of project. This budget,once convertedinto law, allowedfor very small
1' and/orfor new
(no more than 15 percent)
marginfor reallocations
allocations.
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.8 In addition to these quantity restrictions,imports were also
1.23
subject to a combination of duties (assessedusing the official exchange rate)
and other charges. However, the binding factor was access to foreign exchange
and not import prices. Therefore,certain goods with very high import duties
could not be imported, in practice, because there was no foreign exchange
allocation. The mosL important trade taxes are: customs duties, the
commercialbenefit tax and the tax on letters of credit. In addition to
these, some items, such as cars, are subject to specific taxes.
Although there is no study on effective protection and/or the
1.24
anti-exportbias that resulted from the above trade restrictionsin the 1980s,
the analysis of customs duties, commercialbenefit taxes (nominalprotection)
and nontariff barriers suggested the following conclusions. First, import
duties were subject to generous exemptions. This was indicated by the average
effective import duty rate (measuredas the ratio of import duties collected
to total imports), which was lower than the simple arithmeticaverage oi
nominal import duties. For example, while the arithmetic average of nominal
im'iport
duties was above 100 percent, the average effective import duty rate
was, on average, 30 percent. Second, effective protectionwas low taking into
account the official exchange rate (only price effects), but was high when it
included the effect of foreign exchange rationing (nontariffbarriers).
Third, effective protection showed a wide dispersionas a result of government
interventionand the dispersion in nominal protection. The Government biased
effective protection by granting direct and indirect subsidies to the
designatedpriority sectors, and by giving those sectors preference in the
allocationof foreign exchange. In particular, higher protection (as
discussed in Chapter V) was concentratedon sectors such as heavy industry,
food and some other low value-added industrialproducts in which Iran was
considered to have a comparativeadvantage.V
1.25
Non-oil exports in the 1980s were also subject to restrictions
designed to prevent under-reportingof foreign exchange earnings by exporters.
In brief, exporters were required to sign a foreign exchange contract or
consignment agreement that established the amount of foreign exchange they
would surrender to the central bank. (Until late 1986, 100 percent of all
these proceeds had to be turned over.) Before making their export commitment,
firms had to negotiate with the Government (the Export Promotion Center) the
minimum internationalprice at which they would sell their exports. This
price, after allowing for a small discount, was used to compute the foreign
exchange contract. The price discount was fixed by the type of non-oil export
and was used by the Government as an export promotion instrument, since
exporters could retain and/or sell in the free market any excess foreign
exchange above what was recorded in the foreign exchange contract.
1.26
In 1985/86, the authorities,aware of the problems posed by the
excess demand for foreign exchange on the balance of payments and on the
economy, introducedadditional,more depreciated,exchange rates for certain
imports and exports as a way of correctingdistortions. This amounted to a
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devaluation in the weighted-averageexchange rate for imports from 79 rials
per US$1 in 1986 to 190 rials per US$1 in 1989. The Government limited the
number of goods that could be imported at the official exchange rate (the socalled essentials) and introducedthe more depreciated "preferential"exchange
rate of 420 rials per US$1 for all other authorized imported goods in the
foreign exchange budget (the nonessentials). Furthermore,in October 1989, in
an attempt to restrain the rapid devaluation of the free market exchange rate,
the Government started selling foreign exchange at the -competitive"rate of
900 rials per US$1 for a list of imports that were not in the foreign exchange
budget but for which a strong demand existed. Any other permitted imports,
for which no allocationswere provided, had to be importedat the free market
exchange rate. In addition, the authorities introducedsimilar changes (i.e.,
more flexibility and a more depreciated exchange rate) for service payments by
the private sector.
The Governmentalso introducedsome measures to encourage non-oil
1.27
exports. These measures resulted in a devaluationof the trade-weighted
average non-oil exports exchange rate: from 79 rials per US$1 in 1986 to
about 200 rials per US$1 in 1989. In brief, the Governmentenabled certain
non-oil exporters to opt for two alternative schemes: (i) surrender only 89
percent of their foreign exchange earnings, for which they would be paid the
"preferential"exchange rate, and keep the remaining 11 percent or sell it in
the free market; or (ii) exchange 100 percent of their foreign exchange
earnings for an import certificateor declaration,which exporters could
either sell to other importers or use to import certain goods. The price at
which the exporter could sell this import certificatewould be determined by
the market. Furthermore,exporters could also benefit from any excess foreign
exchange they made, i.e., foreign exchange earnings in excess of the amount
committed to the central bank in the foreign exchange contract.Y
Trade Flows and the Current Account
Trade flows and the current account are reported in Table 1.3.
1.28
The current account data indicaterapid deteriorationin the second half of
the 1980s, turning from a surplus of more than US$5 billion in 1982 to a
deficit of more than US$5 billion in 1986, with an average deficit of more
than US$2 billion during 1987-89. The current account went into deficit
mainly because the trade balance turned from a strong surplus of about US$8
billion in 1982 to a deficit of over US$3 billion in 1986; the trade balance
improved thereafter, and registereda sizable surplus in 1990 when oil prices
rose steeply. The most important factors behind the deteriorationin the
current account between 1982 and 1986 were the sharp fall in internationaloil
prices, the hostilities and the lack of domestic adjustment policies. Imports
rose rapidly during the early 1980s, helped by the sharp increase in oil
prices and the expansion in demand; however, when oil revenues fell in the
second half of the 1980s, imports fell less rapidly.
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continuedto stimulatethe demandfor imports.
Pricedistortions
1.29
exchangecontrols,in 1985/86the
While Governmentrespondedby tlghtening
official exchange rate was quite overvaluedand the foreign exchange gap

for
-the demancd
-ratherthandiscouragingreachedits peak, thus encouragingimports. It was not untll the latteryears thatGovernmentsoughteffective
to curtailimportsand/orstimulatenon-oilexports.
instruments
1.30

Table 1.3 also

highlights the response of non-oil exports to thre

changesin tradepoliciesdescribedabove. Non-oilexportsshow a
duringthe period1980-85,when the real officialexchangerate
deterioration
and the forelgnexchangegap increased.In fact, this was the
appreciated
non-oil
bias was at its highest. Thereafter,
periodwhen the anti-export
exportsrose as Governmentprovidedthe tradersa more devaluedexchangerate,
and also allowedthem to convert11 percentof theirearningsat the free
indicatesa positive,
marketexchangerate. In fact,availableinformation
1
which increasedfrom 7
,
exports
thoughsmall,responsein industrialnon-oil
to
above10 percentin the
1980s
early
the
in
exports
percentof totalnon-oil
late 1980s.
CapitalAccount
in the capitalaccountand in net foreignexchange
Developments
1.31
Iran deployeda largeamountof its foreign
1980-88
in
assetsindicatethat
to thoresexchangeratoand, In
PriUminy regresslonreufs,reportedIn Annex V.suggestthat nonoll exportsare senstive
exchangegap.
pwtcular,
to theforeign

11

-

-

assets to finance current account deficits. Iran also lost foreign exchange
2 / which was stimulatedby the increase
assets as a result of capital flight,1
in the foreign exchange gap. In addition, Iran replaced its long-termpublic
sector external debt with short-termdebt.
1.32
Owing to some differences in data, it is difficult to provide
accurate estimates of net foreign exchange assets. First data on net foreign
3
reserves is unavailable.
y Second, the balance of payments treat frozen
foreign assets as a reduction in net foreign exchange reserves; the balance of
payments also do not disaggregatethe fall in net foreign reservesby type of
use, thus masking the amount of foreign assets used to finance the current
account deficit. Third, there are differencesbetween the overall balances in
the balance of payments and the change in net foreign assetsia(compare Tables
1.3 and 1.4). Data in Table 1.4, presumablyare also influencedby valuation
effects in certain assets, such as gold, and/or of the effect of the
unfreezing of some assets.a'
TABLA
h 1

:

CHAGRMIIN NM F>UBIWIASSETSOF TMEBARKINGSYST
(US$ million)

1980

1982

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990/c

-4322.0

-1476.0

-1455.1

1203.7

20.3

-512.2

-778.9

1313.6

5868.4

-5401.1
-5801.9
-233.7

-1735.6
-2100.4
545.4

-1970.5
-3154.5
1721.6

-1059.8
370.1
-608.4

403.8
1643.0
-1216.4

75.6
-1441.4
71.4

-966.8
1101.2
49.5 1123.4
-36.4
-493.0

5293.2
5983.4
-55.3

Commtercial & Specialized
Banks
Memorandum Items:

1079.1

-259.6

515.4

143.9

-383.4

-587.7

187.8

212.5

Public

2875.9

2168.0

1330.1

925.4

589.4

444.6

312.4

255.6

Total

Net Foreign

Assets

Monetary Authorities
Foreign exchange /a
Bilateral
Balances

MLT Debt /b

/a Excludes gold and IMF subscription
and includes
in foreign bank branches.
/b Public Medium & Long-term Debt Outstanding.
/c Ten months.
Note: Changes
Source:

in net

Statistical

foreign
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assets

are defined

foreign

as changes

assets

of Iran

in foreign

held

assets

in domestic

less

changes

575.2

banks and

in liabilities.

Table 6.5.

102/
Capitalflighttook other formsas well,e.g., the over-or under-involing of Importsand expoftsand, thus, was not necessarilyrecoraed
as a financialflow.
ill/
The IMF,in is 1990RecentEconomic oevetooments
Report,estimatednet foreign assetsat the end of Iranianfiscal year 1989/90 (.e.,
March 1990)at US$10billon.
i/
Theseestimatesare problematicwhenused as estimatesof foreign exchangereserves.They (1)treat foreign exchangedepositsheld
by Iranianswith commercialbanks and forelgn branchesas foreign assets,while balanceof paymentsestimatesdo not; (11)Includevaluation
changesarising f,om tiuctuatlonsIn the dollar againstthe SDRIn the estimates;and Oil)treat bilateralcredits differentlyfromthe batane of
paymentsestimates.
la/
In fact,the BOP and the foreignassetsdata differfor other reasonstoo. First,the balanceof paymentsestimatesfor the late1980s
record the unfreezingof foreign assetsas net Inflowof capital,whilethis distortionIs not presentIn the net foreign assetsedimates; second,net
foreIgnassetsestimatesIncludethe gold revaluationas an IncreaseIn assets. althoughthe Item lforelgn exchangeassets providesa more
accurateIndicatorof changesIn net forelgn assets,It also IncludesIndividualholdingsof foreign exchangeassets. Oneanomaly In the balanceof
payments stimatesIs the positivesign ot the Item efors and omisslons,which IndIctes a positiveInflowof a largemagnitude,especlaly during
theearly 1980. Bearingin mindthe unslablepollticalenvironmentand the relativelylow rateof returnon domestic-denominated
financialassets
MhM
domesticlnterestrate) during this period,one would havo expectedan outflow, I.e.,capiltalfight.
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1.33
External debt in the last decade was carefully contained and the
stock of public sector medium and long-term debt was reduced significantly,
from about Us$4.5 billion at the end of 1980 to an initially estimated US$1.8
billion at the end of 1990. Iran also obtained short-term, trade-relatedand
other revolving credits which, according to OECD data sources, averaged around
US$3 billion annually between 1983-89. At the end of 1990, the stock of such
short-term credits is estimated to have been between US$2 billion (Central
Bank estimate) and US$6 billion (OECD estimate).
E.

THE PUBLIC SECTOR

1.34
The Iranian public sector consists of financial and nonfinancial
enterprises and agencies. The financialpublic sector consists of the central
bank, the public banks and the nationalizedbanks. The nonfinancialpublic
sector includes the general government, local governments, some public
enterprises,pension funds, the nationalizedindustry corporation (NIC) and
the foundations. The mission, however, only reviewed general government
1 'i Indicationsare that the
informationand the accounts of the central bank.
size of the other entities--NIC,the foundationsand public and nationalized
banks--is substantialwhen compared to the general government. The present
section reconstructsthe role of the public sector based on the available
information,policies pursued and other evidence collected. Conclusions
should be consideredpreliminary and subject to future correction as more
informationbecomes available. In the first part, the main trends and policy
changes in general governmentrevenues and expendituresare analyzed. In the
following part, a broad estimate is made of the total public sector deficit.
General GovernmentRevenues and ExRenditures
The informationavailable on general government includes: (i) the
1.35
revenue and expendituresof the general government--thecentral governmentand
the 24 provincial governments;(ii) the recorded transfers from the general
government to the municipalities,the pension funds, some public enterprises,
NIC and the foundations;and (iii) the recorded transfer of profits from
public sector enterprises. The general government accounts, therefore,do not
record the total activitiesof NIC and the foundations.

NIC andthefoundatlons
areconsidered
bythe Govemment
as private
sector
enterprises,
yetthepublicsectorIslleir major
shareholder.
NIC,a holding
corporation,
isorganized
underthe National
Iranianlisdustrlal
Organization
(NIIO),whichis underthesupervisicn
of
theMinistryof Industry.Foundatlons
alsoperformsemi-govemmental
activities
and,In mostcases,areholdingcompanies
ownedbythe puDliC
sector
banks. (Thiswaschieflythe casewih the so-called
speclall:sdbanks.)Thelargestfoundation
Isthe Foundatlon
for theOppressed,
a
hotding
company
for enterprises
thatbelonged
to the Shah;nprovides
fundsfor reliefof the poor. NICIncludes
enterprises
thatwereabandoned
by thOsefleeingthe country,as wellas enterprises
thatdefaulled
on thelrloanswithdomesticbanks.TheHousingFoundallon
wascreatedfrom
the donations
givento theAyatollah
Khomelnl
andfromcontributlons
to the causeof the Islamicrevolutlon.Theseresources
wereused,In part.
to financethe warand,in part,to buildhousesfor the poorIn ruralareas.However,
staflingIn 1985,the foundatlon
received
flnancialsupport
fom thecentralgovemment.
14/

-
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The past decade saw important changes to the composition of
1.36
general governmentrevenues and expenditures.)u The most important revenue
changes were the collapse of oil revenues in the latter half of the decade and
the declining proportion of revenues from internationaltrade taxes. On the
expenditure side, an increasingproportionof resources were assigned to
social services, priority sectors, and war-related expenses. Authorities used
revenue instruments (tax exemptions)and expendituresto benefit the priority
sectors. This was the case with agriculture and certain industrial
subsectors,notably heavy industry.
1.37
A summary cf governmentrevenues and expendituresis presented in
Tables 1.5 and 1.6, respectively. They suggest a very steep drop in both
revenues and expendituresfor the period 1980-88. The declining trends in
both total revenues and expenditureswere affected by the very fast
appreciationof the official exchange rate during the second half of the
1980s. The overvaluationof the official exchange rate imposed a sharp
reduction in oil revenues. This was accelerated in 1985-88 with the nominal
overvaluationof the official exchange rate. The overvaluation,however also
sharply reduced expenditures,which were affected by price controls and their
effect on public sector expenditures. However, the decline in the relative
price of tradeablesvis-a-vis nontradeablesand in the real official exchange
rate indicates that the effect was stronger for revenues than for
expenditures.
SM4RY CF GhlERL GOVERf
(percentageof GDP)

TABLE 1.5:

Total

Revenues

Oil and Gas Revenues

B.

Non-oil
1.

lS8Z

1984

i19S

188B

1987

1988

1989

21.6

24.2

19.7

17.9

11.1

11.8

10.6

12.8

16.9

'.3.4

15.1

9.1

7.2

2.3

3.6

2.8

2.7

3.1

6.6

7.3

8.8

8.9

7.1

6.6

6.0

8.5

12.4

5.1
(2.0)

5.5
(2.6)

5.9
(2.7)

6.2
(3.2)

5.7
(3.2)

4.8
(2.9)

4.2
(2.7)

4.2
(2.3)

4.7
(2.5)

(0.8)

(0.9)

(1.0)

(1.4)

(1.2)

(1.0)

(0.8)

(0.6)

(0.7)

(2.4)
1.5

(2.0)
1.8

(2.3)
2.9

(1.7)
2.7

(1.2)
1.5

(0.9)
1.8

(0.6)
1.6

(1.2)
4.3

(1.4)
7.7

1.6

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.8

1.6

1.4

Revenues

Tax Revenues
Income Taxes
Taxes on Production
and
Consumption
Taxes on International
Trade
Non-Tax Revenue /a

2.
C.

980
(A+B+C)

A.

Special

Revenues

BERVYEN

/b

/a Includes profits
from public enterprises
and gains from foreign exchange sales.
/b Revenues from fees and charges under the control
of and earmarked for particular
various ministries
and government agencies.
Note:
Source:

uses by

governments
governm±int and 24 provincial
The general government comprises the central
to and from public enterprises,
but excludes NIC and the foundations.
transfers
Statistical
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2.1

1990

and the

and 5.1.

The decrease in revenues shown in Table 1.5 was due to a drastic
1.38
drop in oil and gas revenues, from 13.4 percent of GDP in 1980 to 2.5 percent
in 1988, and by a fall in tax revenues from 5 percent to 3 percent during the

v
Ttheaechanges were not sanctioned
by lawuntil1988/89and not enforceduntilthe followingyear: before,changes were recordedas
aMendents to the old law.

-
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same period. Host of the drop in oil and gas revenues is closely associated
with the overvaluationof the official exchange rate and with the war-related
hostilities,which targeted oil productioncenters and refineries.
1.39
The drop in tax revenues is explained by a sharp fall in
internationaltrade taxes from 2.4 percent of GDP in 1980 to 0.6 percent in
1988, and by the fall in production and consumption taxes. The drop in
internationaltrade taxes is explainedby restrictions,such as import
rationing, and by the overvaluationof the exchange rate, which reduced the
import duties tax base. The low level of taxes on production and consumption
is due to absence of a broad-based indirect tax such as the VAT and/or a
1W
general consumption tax. Indirect taxes in Iran are besed on excise taxes.
Proposals to introducea VAT have been prepared for Parliament, which has not
approved the scheme pending improvementsin tax administration.
1.40
The other factors which also contributedto the drop in tax
revenues were (i) tax evasion; (ii) the existence of widespread tax
exemptions; and (iii) the effect of the fall in real income in 1985-88 on the
income tax base. Regarding tax evasion, until the most recent initiatives,
treated later, only 50 percent of those subject to taxes actually paid. Tax
evasion was compoundedalso by the lack of an efficient tax administration,
very high marginal taxes and a very low tax threshold.IZI Also very liberal
tax exemptionshave been provided, notably to agriculture,some subsectors in
industry, the military, the Governmentand newly established firms. In
addition, a significantnumber of charitable institutionsand foundations,
accounting for a large proportion of the national income, are tax exempt; this
is also the case for enterprisesbelonging to these institutions. Individuals
and/or businesses that contributea significantportion of their income (i.e.,
up to 30 percent) to charitable institutionsare granted generous tax
deductions as well.
1.41
Reported expendituresshow a very sharp drop since 1980. The fall
in reported governmentexpenditures(Table 1.6) was accounted for by a drastic
cut in capital and current expenditures. Capital expendituresfell from 9
percent of GDP in 1980 to 3 percent in 1988; within capital expenditures,
"economic services" took most of the cuts. Current expendituresfell from 26
percent of GDP in 1980 to 13 percent in 1988. The most important cut took
place in general services and other expenditures. However, the general
governmentexpenses do not represent total nonfinancialpublic sector
expenditures. The former exclude expenses incurredby public enterprises,
local governments,the NIC and the foundations.

if/
CenanItemshaveveryhightax ratesas a wayof limitingthewr
demand.ThemostImportant
are:cars,cigarettes,
telephones,
refined
ol caviar,tapes,videocassettes
andInduatrial
alcohol.
iz/

Forinstance,
thereareonly3.500taxadministrators,
andthetaxsystemhas19taxbrackets,
witha highmarginal
taxof 75percent

an a low marginaltaxof 12percent.Forthe Ftve-YerPlan,authoritles
Intended
to Increase
Incometaxrevenues
by: (I) reducing
the tax

brwets to 10; (U)increasing
the taxttireshold;and(111)
Increasing
theefficiency
of taxadmInIstratIon,
e.g..by hiringmoretaxadministrators
and
estasishing
a register
of business
andpersonal
taxpayers.

-
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1.i: GENERAL GOVERNMET EXPENDITUJVB
(percentaa
of GDP)

36.3

30.2

24.0

21.8

19.1

18.7

19.7

16.9

I8.3

A. Current Expenditurea
General Services
National Defens,
Social Services
Economic Services
Othor Expenditures

26.1
3.8
5.7
9.1
3.6
3.9

20.2
3.1
3.0
6.0
2.3
5.7

16.3
2.5
2.4
5.8
2.0
3.7

15,4
1.7
2.9
5.7
1.4
3.7

13.3
1.5
2.6
5.7
0.7
2.8

13.7
1.4
2.2
5.3
1.2
3.6

14.4
1.4
2.2
5.6
1.2
3.9

12,0
1.2
2.3
5.5
0.8
2.2

11,9
1.3
1.8
5.5
1.1
2.3

B. Capital Expenditures
Goneral Services
National Defense
Social Services
Economic Services
Other Expenditures

8.6
0.4
0.0
2.5
4.9
0.8

8.2
0.3
0.0
1.6
4.8
1.5

5.8
0.2
0.0
1.2
3.9
0.5

4.6
0.2
0.0
0.9
3.0
0.6

4.1
0.2
0.0
0.6
2.6
0.7

3.4
0.1
0.0
0.8
2.1
0.4

3.5
0.2
0.0
1.0
1.8
0.5

3.3
0.2
0.0
1.0
2.0
0.2

5.0
0.4
0.0
1.1
2.6
0.9

C,

1.6

1.8

1.8

..3

1.7

1.6

1.8

1.6

1.4

Total Exponditures (A+B+C)

Special Expenditures/a

/a Expendituresfinancedwith special revenues; (see footnote/b under Table *.5).
Source: StatisticalAppendix Tables 2.1 and 5.3.

The Measurement of

e Tot

Publi

Secto

eficit

1.42
A wider measure of the total public sector deficit is obtained by
including the central bank cash transfers to the rest of the public sector,
though this estimate may still hide the subsidies provided by public banks to NIC
and the foundations. Those banks implicitly subsidized semi-public enterprises
by offering a constant stream of low-cost credit (below inflation). This did not
show as public bank losses because of the way banks operated, paying depositors
the rate of return that they (the banks) obtained on their assets.
1.43
The total public sector deficit was estimated by: (i) computing the
public sector deficit from the increase in the net domestic liabilities of the
public sector vis-a-vis the total banking system (by measuring the deficit from
below-the-line); and (ii) estimating the cash losses generated in central bank
operations. The latter is also known as the cash quasi-fiscal deficit of the
central bank. An advantage of using the financial sector information is that,
unlike the government accounts, it classifies NIC and the foundations as part of
the public sector. The financial public sector deficit is defined as the
difference between the total public sector deficit estimated from below-the-line
and the reported government deficit (revenues less expenditures in Tables 1.5 and
1.6), plus the cash central bank quasi-fiscal deficit.
1.44
These estimates ale reported in Table 1.7, showing that, in 1980-88,
the difference between the fiscal deficit estimated from below-the-line and the
reported general government deficit (see item "Gap in Domestic Financing") was
above 2 percent of GDP in 1980, 1982, 1984 and 1986. The table also indicates
that most bank finance was provided by the central bank, and in Section F it is
shown that this was done by expanding base money, i.e., inflationary finance. On
average, the central bank accounted for close to 100 percent of total bank
financing. There were years, such as 1985, when the central
bank provided
more

-
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than 100 percent of total bank financing,enabling the public sector to repay
commercialand specializedbanks.
TABLE I.7: FINANCIALPUBLICSECT

DEFICIT CALCULATED
FMo CHANE= IN DOMSTIC SES LIABrLITIre
(percentageof GDP)

Total Bank Financing
Net Increase in Assets with:
Total Public Sector (M+B)
Government
Public Corp. & Agencies
Other /a
A. Central Bank
Government
Public Corp.
Other /a

& Agencies

B. Commercial and
Specialized
Banks
Government
Public Corp. & Agencies

12.7
14.3
-1.0
-0.6

6.9
8.3
1.1
-0.3

5.9
5.4
0.1
0.4

4.6
3.9
0.3
0.4

9.0
9.1
0.3
-0.4

5.7
6.2
-0.5
-0.1

8.1
6.8
1.3
0.0

5.1
4.7
0.5
-

!4.7
15.0
0.2
-0.6

5.0
6.3
-1.1
-0.3

5.6
5.2
0.0
0.4

5.5
4.7
0.3
0.4

8.2
8.8
-0.2
-0.4

5.6
6.3
-0.7
-0.1

7.5
6.9
0.6
0.0

4.4
4.3
-

1.9
2.0
0.0

0.4
0.2
0.1

-0.9
-0.8
-0.1

0.8
0.3
0.5

0.1
-0.1
0.2

0.6
-0.1
0.7

0.8
0.4
0.4

2.3
n.a.

2.8
0.9

3.1
0.4

1.5
0.4

2.0
0.5

-0.5
0.5

-0.2
0 5

0.7
0.5

n.a.

3.7

3.5

1.9

2.5

0.0

0.3

1.2

-2.0
-0.8
-1.2

MemorandumItems:
Gap in Domestic Financing/b
Quasi-FiscalDeficit /c
Total Financial Public
Sector Deficit /d

/a Import deposits
of the public sector held in the central bank.
/b Increase
in net liabilities
of the public sector (first
row of this table) less total reported
bank financing
less the discrepancies
item in Table 5.1 of the StatisticalAppendix.
/c Estimated from Profit
and Loss Statementsof the central
bank. This is an estimate
of the cash-flow deficit
of
the central
bank.
/d Equals the sum of the Gap in Domestic Finance and the Quasi-fiscal
Deficit.
Note:

Source:

The estimates
in this Table are calculated
from the consolidated
balance sheets of the central
bank and
the commercial and specialized
banks and correspond
to a below-the-line
estimate
of the deficit
financed
using domestic sources.
They are an estimate
of the domestically
financed portion of the totaL public
deficit
and are calculated
as changes in net liabilities
of the public sector with the banking sector.
Changes in net liabilities
are defined as change in liabilities
less change in assets of the public sector
with the banking system.
Statistical
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2.1.

5.1,

6.1.

6.3,

6.6,

6.7.

1.45
The estimate of the quasi-fiscaldeficit (see Memo item in Table 1.7)
from the profit and loss statementsof the central bank reveals that during the
period 1982-86 the central bank incurreda deficit and was also financedby
expanding base money (inflationaryfinance).R/ On average, this deficit
fluctuatedaround 0.5 percent of GDP. There are, however, three qualifications
to make to this estimate. First, it assumes that all central bank assets were
performing, which was not the case. The central bank made no provisions for its
bad loans and had not received any payment on its loans to the Government since
1980. Public sector loans account for over 90 percent of total central bank
assets. Had central bank profits been adjusted for nonperformingassets--i.e,
force provisions on the nonperformingassets--thequasi-fiscaldeficit would have
been larger.

it/
The fofnial definitlonfor the quasi-fcal defct used Is provided in Annex V. In Iran,the quasi-fiscaldeficit mainlyconsistsof the
unpaidIntereston the centrl bank debt with the generalgoverment.

- 17 Second, the central bank effectivelyadvanced resources to the
1.46
Governmentwithout necessarily reflectingthem in its balance sheet and/or proft
and loss statements. An example of this was in 1985, when the central bank
started selling gold at book value to the National Bank, which later sold the
gold to the public at close to market value. Gross estimates of the resources
the Government obtained in this way suggest that they fluctuatedbetween 3
percent and 5 percent of GDP.
Third, the nominal appreciationof the official exchange rate since
1.47
the mid-1980s generated an artificial foreign exchange gain to the central bank
and the public sector. As the rial appreciatedin nominal terms, the central
bank realized a gain by repaying the public debt and limiting its negative effect
on foreign assets. This artificial gain also reduced the size of the quasifiscal deficit. This effect, however, would be even more pronounced if the
quasi-fiscaldeficit were estimated at purchasing-parity,as is indicated by the
strong real overvaluationof the official exchange rate in Chart 1.
The above qualificationsindicate that the estimated quasi-fiscal
1.48
deficit understates its true size. They also indicate that the size of the
public sector deficit would have grown, had the economy entered a big decline.
If this had happened, the accrued asset losses would have been realized.
Moreover, the realization of the losses of the public sector banks would have
added to central bank losses. This would have been the case particularlyhad the
inflation rate increased or the economy fallen deeper into a recession. Both
situationswould have had the effect of reducing the volume of deposits financing
the bad assets, and forcing the central bank to resort more and more to
inflationaryfinancing.
TABLE 1.8:

1980
Total

Public

Sector

Deficit

Non-financialPublic

/a

Sector

Financial Public Sector /c

/b

ESTI4MAEDTOTALPUBLIC SECTM DEFICIT
(percentage of GDP)
1982

18

LOSI

198

1987

1988

1989

6.9

9.2

5.2

17.2

9.7

7.7

5.8

10.5

14.0

6.0

4.2

3.9

8.0

6.9

8.9

4.0

3.7

3.5

1.9

2.5

0.0

0.3

1.2

3.2

/a The sum of Nonfinancialand Financial public sector deficits.
/b The "Overall Deficit" in Table 5.1, StatisticalAppendix, expressedas a proportionof GDP.
/c From Text Table 1.7; 1980 are staff estimates.
Source: StatisticalAppendix Table 5.1 and Text Table 1.7.

When the nonfinancial (the reported general government deficit) and
1.49
the financialpublic sector deficits are added the deficit becomes larger. On
average, Table 1.8 indicates that in 1980-86, the omission of the financial
public sector deficit understated the total public sector deficit by more than 2
percent of GDP. The corrected public deficit depicts a trend consistentwith
that of aggregate nominal demand and, thus, with the inflation rate and the
foreign exchange gap (shown in Chart 2). This is evidence of the role of the
fiscal deficit in generating the excess aggregate demand of the late 1980s. The
inflation rate increased in the early 1980s (see Chart 3) when the public sector

- 18 deficit was above 10 percent of GDP; it fell in 1985 after the deficit was cut
from above 10 percent of GDP in 1980 to 6 percent in 1985; it picked up again in
1986 and 1988 when the deficit increased to 10 percent and 9 percent of GDP,
respectively. Furthermore,the foreign exchange gap (see Chart 2) showed its
steepest increase during the period 1985-87. The similarity in these trends,
therefore,establishes the impact of the deficit on the rest of the economy and,
in particular, underscores its role in generating the excess aggregate nominal
demand In 1985-88.
F. THE MONETARY SECTOR
1.50
Monetary policy during the 1980s was marked by the increasing
borrowing requirementsof the public sector, in particularduring the war years.
That same period was marked by a lack of instruments for controlling monetary

expansion.
TABLE 1.9:

A. Noet Foreign

Assets

/a

SOUERCS OF 8KPh1SIOK IN CENTRAL BAWI BASE IOEY
(percentage
of GDP)

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

198I

-5.7

4.3

-1.3

-1.1

-1.2

0.6

0.2

5.4
5.0
6.3
-1.0
-0.3
0.4

4.2
4.2
4.5
0.5
-0.9
0.0

B. Domestic
Credit
1. Net Public
Sector
Government
Public
Coiporations
Other
2. Banks

16.6
14.7
15.0
0.2
-0.6
1.9

7.6
7.3
7.4
-0.1
-0.1
0.3

C. Other

-4.2

-4.0

2.7

-0.5

7.9
2.1
5.9
-0.1

6.8
2.6
4.1
0.0

20.2
5.2

17.8
4.5

0.

Items,

Net

Base Money
Currency
Bank Deposits
Other /b

Memorandum
Inflation
Inflation

6.7
4.6
2.2
0.0

5.8
5.6
5.2
0.0
0.4
0.3

!§

198

1989

0.0

-0.2
7.5
7.5
6.9
0.6
0.0
0.0

3.9
3.4
2.5
1.1
-0.2
0.5

0.1

4.5
5.5
4.7
0.3
0.4
-0.9

7.9
8.2
8.8
-0.2
-0.4
-0.3

5.7
5.6
6.3
-0.7
-0.1
0.1

-1.5

-1.1

-1.8

1.3

0.6

-0.1

2.5
1.5
0.9
0.1

3.1
0.9
2.3
-0.1

4.0
0.8
3.3
0.0

6.3
2.6
3.8
0.0

7.0
1.6
5.4
0.0

7.9
2.2
5.7
0.0

3.8
1.0
2.9
0.0

12.3
3.0

8.2
2.1

9.5
2.6

27.5
7.4

29.0
8.1

30.5
8.6

Items:
Rate (Y)
Tax/GDP

/c

(%)

/d

26.5
6.3

19.3
5.3

/a Equals Items D-B-C in the table.
/b Private
sector
import
deposits
with the central
bank.
/c Armual changes
in end-of-period
CPI, end-of-period
being the end of Iranian
fiscal
/d Difference
between
seignorage
(i.e.,
expansion
in base money) and the increase
in

yeer.
real
money base.

Note:

by GDP.

Source:

Estimated
Statistical

from

central
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change
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ExRansion in Base Money
1.51
Base money expandedmost rapidly during 1980-82 and 1986-88 when it
averaged 7 percent of GDP. These periods coincided with periods of fastest
expansion in central bank credit to the public sector, which averaged 9 percent
of GDP during 1980-82 and 7 percent of GDP during 1986-88. In fact, the
expansion in base money was the most important liability used by the central bank
to fund credit to the public sector. During the early 1980s, the central bank
also complementedexpansion of base money with a reduction of its net foreign
assets.
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The growth of base money provoked expansion of nominal aggregate
1.52
demand that resulted in an increase in the rate of inflation. The high inflation
rate implied transfer of resources from asset holders (chiefly the private
sector) to the public sector, through the inflation tax; i.e., the tax levied on
currency and low-yieldingassets.
In addition, the central bank deployed higher reserve requirementsto
1.53
increase base money: reserve requirementsbetween 1978 and 1983 were revised
from 17 percent to 27 percent for sight deposits and from 15 percent to 25
percent for nonsight deposits. As a share of total liquidity--i.e.,M2--total
reserve requirementsincreased rom 12 percent in 1980 to 42 percent in 1989. The
increase in reserve requirementsprovided the central bank with additional
sources of finance and, by increasingthe tax base of the inflation tax--i.e.,
the money base, it also provided more inflation-taxrevenues.
The banking System
Analysis of the banking system (Table 1.10) also indicates that most
1.54
of the expansion in private liquiditywas channelled to the public sector. On
average, during the 1980s, the increase in credit to the public sector exceeded
the expansion in private sector liquidity,indicating that the main factor behind
the expansionarymonetary policy was public sector borrowing.
SOURCE OPF MANSION IN iRVMATE81TR
(percentage of GDP)

XABLE.J1

A. Not Foreign

/S -4.5

Assets

0

20.0
12.7
14.3
-1.0
-0.8
& Banks 7.3

B. Domestic Credit
1. Net Public Sector
Government
Public Corpora'ns

Other
2. Prvt.
C. Others,

Sector
Net

M2
D. Liquidity,
Money, MI
Quasi-Money
Memorandum, Item:
H2/GDP /b (2)
M1/GDP /b (1)
IncomeVelocity /c
Growth in Income
/d (X)
Velocity

MD1 9na
-0.9
-1.1

3.8
11.8
9.9
9.3
0.6
-0.1
1.9

12.2
0.8
10.8
-0.7
-0.3
2.4

10.5
5.0
5.3
0.8
-0.9
5,5

im
-0.9
7.5
5.9
5.4
0.1
0.4
1.6

1

LIQUIDITY

.anz
-0.2

1988
-0.2

no

11.8
9.0
9.1
0.3
-0.4
2.7

9.6
5.7
0.2
-0.5
-0.1
3.9

13.3
8.0
6.8
1.3
0.0
5.2

8.9
4.4
2.8
1.8
-0.2
4.5

0.7

0.0

8.1
4.8
3.9
0.3
0.4
3.5

-3.8

-6.5

0.0

-1.8

-3.8

-2.5

-2.3

-0.3

-1.5

-1.1

11.9
8.1
3.8

9.3
8.0
3.2

11.8
7.0
4.9

7.7
2.7
5.0

3.0
4.5
-1.8

8.3
2.2
4.0

9.5
4.9
4.6

9.2
4.5
4.6

11.4
5.8
5.9

7.0
3.7
4.2

57.8
29.2
1.7

55.0
29.1
1.8

52.4
28.4
1.9

49.7
25.6
2.0

48.8
28.5
2.0

50.2
27.5
2.0

53.0
28.7
1.9

52.9
28.3
1.9

52.1
27.6
1.9

47,1
24.5
2.1

n.a.

4.7

4.9

5.4

0.0

-1.0

-5.3

1.5

10.0

/a Equals Items D-B-C in the table.
i.e., by converting
for price differentials,
have been corrected
/b Thoee ratios
that they could be divided by real GDP that ts also valued at mid-year prices.
/c The ratio of real GDP to real M2.
/d The annual growth rats of income velocity,
Note:

Source:

banking system balance sheets as the annual
Estimated from the consolidated
from the balance sheets
for 1988 and 1989 were consolidated
GDP. Estimates
banks.
specialized
Statistical

0.2

Appendix Tables

2.1 and 6.1,

and Bank) staff

0.3
stocks

to mid-year

change
of the

pricos so

in stocks divided
commercial and

estimates.

The expansionarymonetary policy, by increasing the level of
1.55
inflation and the depreciationof the rial in the "free" market, induced a

by

- 20 portfolio shift. As the inflationrate and foreign exchange gap increased,
foreign-denominatedassets became more attractive to asset holders than currency
and/or rial-denominatedassets.1V The expansionarypolicy thus turned the free
market exchange rate into an outlet for private sector savings; the return on
this market was higher than that offered by the financial system, and, in
addition, it provided a hedge against the increase in prices.
1.56
The upshot of the past monetary policy was that inflationary
instruments to finance the expansion of the public sector rendered the financing
strategy unsustainable. Inflationaryfinance had its limits because: (i) asset
holders (who bear most of the cost of inflation)responded by reducing their
demand for rial-denominatedassets, thus limiting the ability of these
instrumentsto continue transferringresources from the private to the public
sectors; (ii) asset holders, by switching to foreign currency denominated assets,
e¢celerated the devaluation of the free market exchange rate and hence the fall
in demand for rial-denominatedassets; and (iii) tax collectiondeclined in real
terms due to the time lags in collection (the Tanzi-Olivieraeffect). Typically,
in such conditions, the greater the lags and the higher the inflation level, the
lower the tax collection in real terms. Furthermore,as inflation increases,
total tax revenues, including the inflation tax, decline. Then, more revenues
from inflation tax can only be obtained by inducinghigher inflation rates which,
however, in turn, induce an even greater reduction in base money. After a
certain level of inflation is reached, the volume of low-cost resources starts
declining, even if the inflation level increases. Usually, this type of
financing strategy results in hyperinflation.
G.

THE TRANSFER OF RESOURCES

1.57
Here, the analysis of preceding sections is drawn together in a
national savings-investmentframework to help answer two important questions.
First, what impact did past public sector expansion have on private sector
behavior? Second, what are the long-term implicationsof using an exhaustible
resource, such as oil, to finance consumption?
1.58
Table 1.11 provides estimates of net savings. This table uses the
adjusted total public sector fiscal deficit of Table 1.8. The current account
deficit, denoting foreign savings, was estimated evaluatingexports and imports
of goods and services at their respectiveexchange rates. On average in the
1980s, the public sector deficit was financed with an external net transfer
(current account deficit) and an internalnet transfer (positivenet private
savings). While, in aggregate,public sector net savings rose from -17 percent
of GDP in 1980 to -9 percent in 1988, this was attained by drastic cut in
investment, from 12 percent to 6 percent of GDP. This method of cutting the
deficit, necessitatedby war, ultimatelyweakened the productive base of the
economy.

iv

EonOnCt c8Oulat&ts
indlscate a strongpositiveelasicity of moneydemandwlth respectto the foreign
exchangegap and the
tnflaion rate. See Annex V.
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The public investmentcuts notwithstanding,the public sector deficit
that still prevailed had important influence on private sector behavior. The
mode of financing the public deficit (see section F), crowded out private sector
investment,which fell in 1980-88, from 10 percent to 5 percent. In addition,
private investmentwas negativelyaffected by the risks associatedwith domestic
upheavals and the Iran-Iraq war.
1.60
In the same period, war-time price controls led to the developmentof
parallel markets for goods and foreign exchange, forcing some subsectorsto pay
premium prices for necessary goods and/or foreign exchange. Prices for goods and
foreign exchange in these markets were several times the "official"prices.
Producers,who would have been efficient in a price system where relative prices
reflected relative scarcities,were forced to pay - ienalty (a bonus price) for
staying in the market. This discouraged production of goods and encouraged
misallocationof resources, resulting in production losses. A more efficient use
of resources would have led to a higher income growth. Instead, consumers had to
pay higher prices for goods; national income was lower than it would otherwise
have been; and efficient producers had to pay excessively in the parallel market.
jA :l1,:
(percentage
1980

1982

1983

MET SVnICm
of GDP)
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Total Net Savings (-A+B+C)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

A. Foreign Sector /a
Non-Interest Current Account /b

2.6
3.2

-4.3
-4.0

-0.2
0.2

0.2
0.5

0.3
0.4

2.2
2.4

1.1
1.1

2.1
1.4

2.1
2.3

-17.9
-7.5
10.4

-9.7
-0.2
9.5

-7.2
1.8
9.0

-7.7
0.6
8.3

-5.8
0.8
6.6

-10.5
-4.7
5.8

-6.9
-2.0
4.9

-9.1
-4.4
4.7

-5.2
-0.3
4.9

15.3
26.2
19.9
6.3
10.9

14.0
20.8
16.3
4.5
6.8

7.4
18.9
15.9
3.0
11.5

7.5
19.6
17.5
2.1
12.1

5.5
16.1
13.5
2.6
10.6

8.3
16.8
9.4
7.4
8.5

5.8
13.4
5.0
8.1
7.6

7.0
13.7
6.5
8.6
7.2

3.1
10.2

B. Public Sector /c
Savings /d
Investment /e
C. Private Sector /f
Savings /8
Market Determined /h
Inflation Tax /i
Investment /e

7.1

/a For the period 1980-86, the current account deficit plus net unrequited transfers are converted to rials
using the official exchange rate. For 1987-88 the multiple exchange rate system is taken into account,
and trade flows are converted to rials by applying
the corresponding exchange rate. It, therefore,
includes the taxes (subsidies) implicit in a multiple exchange rate system. These are reported in the
memorandum item in the table.
/b The noninterest current account deficit is defined as the current account deficit less net factor
payments.
This is an estimate
of the net flow of resources
transferred
from abroad.
It was converted
into
rials by using
the same method as for the current
account.
/c The total
public
sector
deficit
is as defined
in Table
1.8.
i.e.,
corrected
by adding
to the general
government
deficit
the financial
public
sector
deficit.
/d Estimated
as the difference
between total public
sector
deficit
and public
investment.
/e This is the public
and private
sector
GFCF.
Public
investment
is underestimated
(and private
overestimated)
because
national
accounts
record
nongovernmental
public
sector
investment
as private
investment.
This form
of classification
only affects
the savings
breakdown
and not the net savings
estimates.
/f Estimated
as a residual
after
estimating
the external
and public
sector
net savings.
/g Obtained
as a residual
after
calculating
private
sector
net savings
and investment.
/h Obtained
as a residual
by deducting
the inflation
tax from private
sector
savings.
/i From Table
1.9.
Note:

Souree:

Net Savings defined as the difference between total savings and investment; ex-post, the value is zero by
definition.
Statistical Appendix Tables 2.3, 3.1, and Bank staff estimates,
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It wiaspointed out in Section C that considerableoil resources in
the last decade were used to finance public and private sector consumption.0
This is confirmed by the negative public sector savings (total revenues less
see Table 1.11). With efficient allocation of oil resources,
total expencI.tures,
the public sector could be in surplus. These resources could be used to increase
the income streamaof the country by augmenting the stock of productive capital
and/or incrcasing the rate of saving.
hleabove can best be explained by using intertemporalconsumption
1,62
analysis. Thleoil resexves in an oil-producingcountry, such as Iran, are a very
importanitcomnponent
of the country's net worth; therefore,when the oil revenues
are only used to finance present consumption (as has been happening), the country
depletes its net worth and thus reduces future consumption. This is similar to
financing present:consumptionwith debt. Debt payments can only be financed by
reducing coesumption, if no new income is generated. One type of net worth
should, optimally,be used to finance the acquisitionof another and, thus,
maintain the country's permanent consumption level.
1.63
In the case of oil, moreover, a country can gain by optimizing the
timing of oll extraction. This is explained by the fluctuatingnature of oil
prices, whvlvi. generates windfall gains. With oil prices, a boom is usually
followed by a contraction. In fact, the extraction of this resource should be
conceived a.;a portfolio reallocation: the total variance of the portfolio
should be reduced by investingthe stock subject to greater variance (oil) into a
(productive
capital). Moreover, this portfolio
stock subject
to smaller variance
shift shcwlldbe done by maximizing oil revenues, i.e., when prices are at their
highest ½ves.
This strategywould enable the country to maximize its permanent
consumpt.ioll.
1.64
Thiisanalysis also has important implicationsfor market prices and,
in parli.cular,
for the equilibriumreal exchange rate. Treating
oil as an income
stream and not as thledepletion of an asset tends to provoke a "dutch disease"
problem by genuratinig
an excess supply of foreign exchange, which results in an
equilibriutbi
real exchange rate that discouragesnon-oil export producers and
incomc-geonratingactivities. The relativelyhigh real exchange rate stimulates
an excess demand for tradeablesrelative to nontradeables,thus encouraging the
consumiptlorn
of these oil revenues (and not their investment in income-generating
activities). Hlowever,to the extent that these oil revenues are temporary,
conisumption
will fall whenioil prices fall. This usually results in a more
vulnerabl.eeconomiiy.
The economy would be unable to sustain past consumption
levels because of the lack of income-generatingactivitiesand because of the
greater need for foreign exchange.
1.65

This has been the experienceof most oil-producingcountries. In the
oil shock of the early 1970s, most oil-producingcountries experienced a
"dutch disease" problem. However, in the second oil shock, some countries, like
Indonesia.sterilized part of their oil revenues and devalued their currency by
first

viS
Tnoro
b a vefyextensive
litoraluro
thatanalyzes
thisproblem.SeePerhaDOsgupla
onthesublect
ofexhaustible
resources.
Foran
lmuminoine
tnawssalongthBso
linesandforthooftes of oilshocks
onotheroll.poducing
countrles,
seeAlanGeIb.ooct.
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30 percent. This was in response to highly fluctuatingoil prices and to the
"dutch disease" problem faced in the first oil shock. In fact, estimates (see
Gelb) indicate that Indonesia outperformedother oil-producingcountries. This
became apparent when the downturn of the oil price cycle started in the mid 1980s. Other developing countries,such as Chile (with copper) and Colombia
(with coffee), also sterilized their foreign revenues with very successful
results in terms of export diversificationand output growth, which are among the
objectives Iran was able to start focusing on after the 1980-88 war period.
H. POST-KM ECONOMIC TRENDS. 1gag-20
While Iran repaired the most critical war-damaged assets even during
1.66
active combat, concerted efforts at physical reconstructionand peace-time
economic policy formulationbegan after the fighting ended, with the appointment,
in August 1988, of the high ranking Council of Policy Making for Reconstruction.
The Council's guidelineswere incorporatedin Iran's FFYP (1989/90-1993/94)
submitted to the Majlis in May 1989 and intended to be enacted before the Majlis
was to break that Summer. The debate on, and enactment of, the Plan had to be
delayed,however, as the nation mourned Imam Khomeini's demise in June 1989 and
as, later that year, Presidentialelections followedby appointment of a new
Cabinet took place. The FFYP was formally approvedby the Majlis in January 1990,
but Government started implementingkey aspects of the Plan strategy--notably,
reconstructionworks, public deficit reduction and relaxationof economic
restrictions--from1989.
1.67
Economic growth in 1989 was 4.3X, led by a resurgence of oil output
(which grew 15 over 1988) made possible by quick repair of vital installations
and infrastructure,especiallythose relating to exports and offshore production.
In other sectors, restorationof water, power, housing and communications
facilitiesfurther boosted overall growth and also enabled manufacturingoutput
to begin growing for the first time since 1984. Agriculture in 1989 recovered
from the preceding year's drought,which had affected wheat and sugar beet
production in particular.As conditions improved in 1989, agriculture grew nearly
6%, close to the trend rate of growth of this sector in the 1980s.
1.68
In 1990, the rate of economic growth accelerated,reaching 10%, and
was, once again, broad-based,with oil, manufacturing,mining (other than oil)
and constructionproviding the main impetus to total GDP growth. Agriculture in
1990 was set back as a result of the severe Manjil-RudbarEarthquake,which hit
Iran's principal areas growing basic foodgrains (wheat, rice and barley). The
earthquake also destroyed prosperous treecrops (olives,almond, pomegranates,
tea), livestock (sheep, cattle, poultry) and vegetable-growinglocated in the
affected provinces (Gilan and Zanjan). The disaster-relatedrescue, relief and
temporary rehabilitationexpenses by the governmentaccounted for a good part of
the 31 expenditure overrun in 1990/91. Despite these extra expenses, Iran's
overall fiscal position was not impairedbecause, as in the preceding year,
revenues increasedmuch more than expenditures.
As a proportion of GDP, budgetary expendituresdeclined slightly,
1.69
from 20% in 1988 to 19X in 1990. Total revenues, on the other hand, rose from the
equivalentof 11% of GDP in 1988 to 171 of GDP in 1990. The overall deficit was

- 24 thus reduced from 91 of GDP in 1988 to 2X of GDP in 1990. The deficit reduction,
itself a result of revenue boost, was due in large part to profits from the sale
of forsign exchange. Such profits accounted for 58X of the incremental revenue
between 1988 and 1990; the other 421 came from higher tax receipts (191), greater
oil and gas income (121), and additional receipts from a variety of government
sales, fees and charges (111). As a result of the lower deficits, the growth of
net credit to government and, correspondingly,that of broad money declined
between 1988 and 1990, helping to bring down inflation,from 29X in 1988 to 171
in 1989 and, by preliminary estimates,around 10 in 1990.
Due mainly to an upsurge of imports after years of compression, the
1.70
external current account in 1989 worsened, despite a 261 increase in oil export
volume. Because of a slight decline in the average oil price received by Iran in
1989, current receipts (901 from oil) rose 241 that year while imports (c.i.f.)
rose 27Z. Consequently,the current account deficit widened, from US$1,692
million (1.31 of GDP) in 1988 to US$2,563 million (2.11 of GDP) in 1989. However,
the current deficit in 1989 was offset by net capital flows (includingerrors and
omissions) and the overall balance was a positive US$1,633 million.
1.71
The overall balance improved further in 1990, equalling an estimated
US$2,073 million. That improvementresulted mainly from a sharp reduction of the
current deficit to US$385 million (0.31 of GDP), from US$2,563 million the
previous year. An important factor in 1990 was that oil export receipts rose 381,
made up of 291 price and 71 volume increase. Although fortuitous, the oil price
increase in 1990 enabled Iran to raise its imports and the rate of capacity
utilization in the economy for the second successiveyear after the long war
years.
In conclusion,during the war years Iran's economy had to endure many
1.72
forms of controls and administrativeinterventionsin, for example, determination
of prices of various goods and services, domestic and external trading,
decisions, and ownership of firms and enterprises.Such interventions
investmer't
inevitab.ydistorted financial and economic signals to producers and consumers
both in the public and the private sectors. The result was a misallocationof
the country's financial and economic resources at an increasingcost to the
people, especially those--suchas the ones on low and fixed incomes--most
vulnerable to unstable economic conditions. Soon after the war ended, however,
Iran focused its attention on improving the economic policy environment in which
to undertake the massive task of reconstructionand economic growth facing the
country.
Economic growth has picked up and been strong over the last two
1.73
years. At the same time, the economy has stabilizedconsiderably,helped last
year by the fortuitous increase in oil prices. Further development in the medium
to long term, however, will depend on implementationof wide-ranging economic
policy reforms aimed at sustainingeconomic growth in a stable financial setting.
Iran itself is very much aware of the needed economic reforms. A number of these
reforms are stated clearly in the FFYP described and assessed briefly in the
following chapter, which also relates some most recent policy initiativesand
proposes complementarymeasures for the years ahead.
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RECENTECONOMICREFORMSAND THE ROADAHEAD

TO RECENTREFORMS: THE FIVE-YEAR PLAN
BACKGROUND

Drafted soon after the war with Iraq ended in mid-1988, Iran's
2.1
First Five-Year Plan (1989-93)was in many ways a precursor of the encouraging
changes institutedmost recently in the country. Basically the Plan aimed to
reorient economic management away from the largely war-induced pervasive
government interventionand towards greater reliance on market mechanisms. In
addition to comprehensivesector strategies,policies and expenditure
proposals, the Plan's economy-wideobjectives included progressive elimination
of financial imbalances,decentralizationof economic decision-makingand
privatizationof state enterprises in various parts of the economy.
To eliminate budgetary imbalances,the FFYP proposed raising
2.2
revenues and containing expenditureswhereas, to eliminate imbalances in the
external accounts, it envisaged rationalizationof the exchange rate and the
trade and payments systems. The decentralizationpolicy proposed devolving
local taxation and expenditureauthority to provincial and town councils, and
the promotion of urban and industrialcenters outside existing conglomerates.
The privatizationpolicy required the state sector to sell off shares in
various enterprisesby public tender or through the local stock exchange.
The progress to date in implementingthe FFYP policies and the
2.3
next steps required are treated in this chapter. This chapter deals mainly
with the macroeconomicmeasures and issues; the chapters that follow deal with
key sector policies and issues. By way of background, this chapter will first
describe the main targets of the Plan and then proceed to the policy reform
process.
Aggre-ate Output and ERenditure Targets of the FFYP
Based largely on projected reconstruction,rehabilitationand
2.4
higher rate of manufacturingcapacity utilization,the FFYP has targeted real
GDP to grow at 8 percent per year, on average; gross domestic investmentby 12
percent per year in real terms; real private consumptionby 6 percent per
year; and governmentconsumptionby 4 percent per year in real terms. With
consumption growing at a lower rate than output, national savings is targeted
to rise, from around 30 to 35 percent of GDP during the Plan period.
The principal sectors of the economy have been projected to grow
2.5
annually as follows in the FFYP: agricultureat 6.1 percent; manufacturingand
mining at 15 percent; oil at 9.6 percent;water, electricity and gas at 14.7
percent; services at 6.7 percent; and constructionat 14.5 percent. The
shares of agriculture and services sectors in GDP (respectively,23Z and 54X
in 1988) are projected to decline in the Plan period, while the share of
industry (includingconstructionand utilities) is projected to increase.
Table 2.1 below contains the growth and government finance projections of the
Plan.
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Table 2.1: FIVE-YEAR PLAN PROJECTIONS

(in percentages)
Share
Rates

of GDP

1988
A.

1989

1990

of Growth

1991

1992

1993

1989-93

Output Growth
4.2
21.4
14.8
14.8
15.0
6.4
29.0
5.1
5.1
4.2
7.9
3.0

4.6
9.6
15.3
13.0
30.3
7.2
15.7
7.1
5.7
7.2
9.2
5.8

6.6
3.4
14.6
13.9
18.5
11.7
12.4
7.2
4.6
7.4
6.8
3.7

6.5
11.3
16.4
15.6
21.2
5.3
10.1
7.0
4.4
7.2
8.5
5.1

8.5
3.0
13.8
13.9
13.5
47.8
6.5
7.1
5.8
7.2
8.4
4.8

6.1
9.6
15.0
14.2
19.6
14.7
14.5
6.7
5.1
6.6
8.2
4.5

2.6
-4.1
26.4
34.7
17.0

4.7
9.0
31.9
17.0
51.4

6.7
2.8
2.9
4.6
1.2

7.3
5.2
-0.2
1.7
-2.3

7.6
6.7
1.2
5.9
-3.9

5.8
3.8
11.6
12.2
11.0

6.0
3.7
2.4
1.3
2.5
1.7

10.9
4.0
2.4
1.5
3.1
15.4

13.1
5.5
3.3
2.2
3.3
18.2

14.7
6.5
3.9
2.6
3.6
18.9

16.5
7.6
4.5
3.1
4.0
18.6

17.9
8.8
5.3
3.5
3.7
18.1

14.6
6.5
3.9
2.6
3.5
17.9

16.1
13.0
3.1

15.4
11.9
3.5

18.2
12.8
5.4

18.9
13.2
5.7

18.6
13.2
5.5

18.1
13.0
5.1

17.9
12.8
5.0

-6.1

-4.5

-5.1

-4.2

-2.2

-0.3

-3.2

23.2
9.1
7.2
6.3
0.9
2.0
5.5
53.9
4.0
50.4
100.0
1.9

Agriculture
Oil
Maufact. & Mining
Manufacturing
Mining
Water Power & Gas
Construction

Services
Transportation
Other
GDP at Market Prices
GDP Per Capita

B. ConsumntionS InvestmentGrowth
58.7
12.8
14.5
7.7
6.8

Private Consumption
Govt. Consumption
Gross Domestic Invest.
Non-Governmentala/
Governmentalb/
C. government

Finances

(as

I of GDP)

1. Revenues:
Taxes
Direct
Indirect
OiL
Other
2. Expenditures:
Current
Development
BUDGETDEFICIT (- 1-2)
Sources of Finance
Return from Prov. Ye
From Banking System
a/ Includes
b/ Includes

8.1
0.5
7.7

4.5
0.3
4.2

5.1
0.4
4.7

private
savings and the Banking System.
development budget and savings of Government

Spumse: First

Five-Year

4.2
0.4
3.8

2.2
0.3
1.8

0.3
0.3
0.0

0.4
0.4
2.9

institutions.
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The Public Sector and The Government Budget
2.6
The Plan stipulates that a portion of public service costs should
be borne by beneficiaries. This is to be done by institutinghigher prices
and user fees; by designing a new tax system which would increase taxes on
personal income, wealth and property; and by improving the collection of
taxes. Total taxes are projected to grow from 3.7 percent of GDP in 1988 to

- 27 8.8 percent in 1993. The FFYP also proposes to reduce the burden of
governmentexpenditures,by, among other means: (i) transferringsame
activities to the private sector; (ii) transferringsome services In ecucation
and training (public,technical,etc.) to the private sector and using the
savings to improve the quality of those services remaining in the public
domain; (iii) reducing the current expendituresof loss-makingpublLcly-owned
firms; and (iv) maximizing oil productionand exports to increase earnings ln
rials and foreign currency.
The budget deficit is estimaFed to decline from 9.6 percent of GDP
2.7
in 1988 to 0.3 percent in 1993. Total revenues as share of GDP are estimated
to double over the plan period from 9 percent in 1988 to 17 percent in 1993.
Tax and oil revenues are projected to total 44.8 percent and 24 percent,
respectively,of all government revenues. Budgetary expendituresrelative to
GDP are estimated to decline, from 18.6 percent in 1988 to 17.3 percent in
1993.
External Trade
Exports of oil in the FFYP are projected to rise from 1.5 million
2.8
day (MBD) in 1988 to 2.3 MBD by 1993. The price of oil is
per
barrels
projected to increasefrom $14.2 per barrel in 1988 to $21.4 in 1993. The
total projected export revenues of oil and gas during the plan are $83.1
billion, while earnings from non-oil exports (e.g., agriculturalproducts,
carpets, minerals and manufactures)are projected at $17.8 billion (Table
2.2). The Plan points out that in generatingforeign exchange, it would be
important for Iran to promote non-oil exports via appropriatepolicies,
particularlywith regard to the exchange rate.
Total imports during 1989-93 are estimated at $114.3 billion.
2.9
During the Plan, the proportion of consumer imports in total imports would be
reduced, and the shares of capital goods and intermediateproducts increased.
2abL2 2 2

OF T8E FIVE-YEAR PLAN
EXTERNAL BALE5
1989-93
Billions
Of US$

Total Exports
Oil & Gas
Non-Oil
Services
Foreign Exch. Receipts
of InvestmentAcot
Other Foreign Exch.
Receipts - External Gap
Total Exports of
Goods & Services

100.9
83.1
17.8
2.8

Imports of Goods
Services
Capital Account
Disposal
At President's
Total Imports of
Goods & Services

114,2
4.5
0.9
1.0

Source: First Five-Year Plan.

2.6
14.4
120.7

120.7
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Money Suogly and Inflatlon
2.10

Money supply

is projected to grow during the Plan at 8.2 percent

per year, a significant slowdown from 14 percent per year during the five
years preceding the Plan. Net foreign exchange assets are assumed to stay
constant at 724 billion rials. (Net government assets held by the banking
system, which were 27.3 percent in 1988, are projected to grow at 8.4 percent
per year during the Plan.) The annual increase in the assets of government
firms held by the banking system is projected to equal the annual increase in
total governmentbanking deposits (Table 2.3). The Plan projects that the
banking system would finance 47.8 percent of private sector investments. The
projected annual growth in money supply (taking into account the changes in
net foreign assets, net government liabilitiesand private sector liabilities)
is as indicated in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3:
(Actual)
1988

EEJHETID IUMTAEY ARMATS
(growth rates in percnt)

AND InFAlOlIM

1989

1990

1991

1992

Average
1993

2.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Net Gov't Sector
Liabilities

27.3

12.4

13.5

9.8

5.2

1.7

8.4

Private
Sector
Liabilities

11.8

10.4

9.8

9.1

7.4

6.8

8.7

TOTAL

20.1

11.2

11.7

9.2

5.9

3.5

8.2

Money Supply

21.0

ln.8

11.7

9.2

5.9

3.5

8.2

Inflation

28.6

28.5

20.5

16.8

14.3

11.4

8.9

Net Foreign Assets

(CPI)

souroe:First

Five-Year

1989-93

Plan.

Assessment
2.11
The main objectivesof the FFYP are well consideredand, when
fully accomplished,would strengthenthe country's economy significantly.
Iran's resource endowmentsand its current reform-orientedeconomic policy
stance would point to very considerablepotential for attaining relatively
high growth rates in the medium to long run. Actual attainmentof such growth
will depend on, among other factors, the implementationcapacity of the public
sector and the supply response of the private sector. Here, it should be
noted that Iran does possess elements of highly dedicated and technicallywell
qualified public sector personnel. It will be important,therefore, to deploy
financiallyand administrativelyfeasible options to retain and continue
motivating such personnel. Iran also has a traditionof a highly enterprising
and resilient private sector. This sector too can be expected to respond
strongly towards meeting the Plan objectives,provided the incentives
framework and the regulatoryenvironmentare continuouslyliberalized,and
adequate infrastructuremade available efficiently. In this regard, Iran can
be said to have moved distinctly in the appropriatedirection through some
very recent economic reforms.

-
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RECENT ECONOMIC RPEORMS

2.12
Iran's recent economic reforms have touched most elements of
macroeconomicpolicies and have, in the main, attempted to reduce the
distortions and imbalancesthat had set in during the war years. The account
provided below is by no means exhaustive, if only because new measures were
being designed and considered even as this report was being prepared. It
appears clear neverthelessthat the policy environmentevolving from the
recent measures would be more conducive to efficient growth of output than the
one which prevailed prior to the reforms presented below under different
categories titled pricing, trade, fiscal, financial sector and private sector
development policies.
Pricing Policy
2.13
A far-reachingchange in Iran's pricing policy was effected early
in 1991 when the Government reduced the number of multiple exchange rates from
seven to three.W The three rates institutedat the time the change was made
on January 28, 1991 were: the official rate (Rls 70 per US dollar); the
competitiverate (Rls 600 per US dollar); and the floating rate (in recent
months, Rls 1350 to Rls 1400 per US dollar) determined in a daily market
comprisingcommercialbanks, licensedbrokers and the central bank. While
reducing the number of multiple rates Government also shifted over 100 items
from the list of imports bought at the official to one bought at the
competitiverate.VJ This shift implied a sizable depreciationeffectively of
the exchange rate pertaining to imports. On the export side, Government freed
non-oil exporters entirely from surrender requirements(previouslybetween 89%
and 100%), letting them exchange their proceeds at the floating rate and
thereby providing them a tremendousboost in incentives.
2.14
Concomitantwith the above exchange rate action, the domestic
pricing system and prices were changed. In the first instance, all items
imported at the competitive and the floating rates were deleted from the list
of price-controlleditems. This list was being shortened since 1989 when it
was first cut from 296 to 196 items and then to 132 items last year. At the
time of the January 1991 reforms, it was cut further to 22 items, which

i/
Thesevenrates,empoyedbeforethechangeover
to three.included:I) the offilcl rate(Ris92.3perSDR,to whichthe riaIs pegged)
appliedto exportsof oll, Importsof essentWi
goods,milHiary
Items,certIn rawmaterials
andmachinery,
allowances
for certaininvisibles,
and
publicsctor capitaltransactlions;
II)tw lIncentlverates(offca
rate+ Fis
350/US$andoMcWrate
+ Ris
270/US$)applicable
to non-oil
exports;III)a *preferentila
rate(Pis420/USS)
appliedto Importsof sparepartsusedIn production
of Somedurablegoods;Iv)a 'preferentlW
competItive'
rate(Rls800/US$)
appiledto Importsof rawmaterlals
andsparepartsfor the production
of a listof 131Itemsby publicandsome
pivateenterprises:
v) a 'servce'rate(Ris845/US$)
appWled
to payments
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(medialandeducational
services);
andvA)a 'tree
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El/
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SDRat therate of is
92.3perSDftForeaseofreference
and
accounting,
however,
the offilcl rateIsoftenslatedIn USdoliartermsat Fis70perdollar,thishavingbeentheroughaverage,
since1987,of the
rlalrateperSDRtransalaed
IntoUSdollars.
v/
Al thistime,32items(comprisIng,
as examples,
basicfoods,someconstructlon
materils,fertilizers,
educational
supplies,
defence
tems)andnational
development
projectInputsareImported
at theolficialrate:247Items(mostlyIndustrial
rawmaterials)
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at the
compettive
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constitute 5X of all items included in the Iranian CPI and which carry 2X to
31 of the value weight in the CPI.W Along with reducing the scope and
coverage of price controls, Governmentabolished the special courts and subcourts (numbering20 at one time) that, jointly supervisedby the Ministries
of Commerce and Justice, used to enforce price controls in the country.
2.15
A landmarkprice reform has also been effected in agriculture,
where Government has replaced the system of fixed prices and public
procurement of eight strategic cropsf'with that of guaranteedprices set
below expected market prices, and has abolished compulsorypublic procurement.
In the other sectors, in an attempt to pass through the exchange rate
depreciationto key public utility prices, several tariffs and charges have
been raised in recent months. A few examples, also noted in the sector
chapters in Part II, include the tariffs for telecommunications,road
transport,railways, water and power, and airfares. These public utility
prices will still need to be adjusted regula.ly to pass through fully the
necessary exchange rate changes and thereby keep reducing financial and
economic subsidiss to consumers all roune. As expounded in the FFYP, the
guiding principle here should be to cover the full domestic and external costs
of providing these services, while devising explicit means of targeting any
necessary assistanceto the low-incomeusers.
Trade Policv
2.16
Recent reforms in trade policy have focused on simplifying
proceduresand preparing to synchronize the tariff system and structure
eventuallywith the exchange rate changes taking place. Iran is also
currently engaged in talks to join the GATT and, on completing the talks,
expects to devise its tariff scheme to conform with GATT rules. Meanwhile,
with the opening up of the import business at the floatingexchange rate, all
non-tariffbarriers on imports at this rate have been lifted. There are only
20 items now facing prohibitionson religious and national security grounds.
While imports purchased at the floating rate are still licensed, this is done
purely for statisticalpurposes, with licenses issued automaticallywithin a
day. Imports at the competitiverate of exchange are licensed in less than a
month now, compared to four or five months before the recent streamliningof
procedures. Licensing authority now rests largely with the Ministry of
Commerce whereas, before, permissionshad to be obtained all the way from the
Council of Ministers.
2.17
The easier access to imports has helped exporters too. In
addition, export procedures themselveshave been simplified. Exporters,for
example, are no longer required to deposit the equivalentof officially set
prices for their sales. Instead, indicativeexport prices, based on import
content, are provided for the informationof traders. By Commerce Ministry
estimate, as a result of the smoother exchange control and export procedures,

VWhitle
32 ttem areImported
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it now takes about two weeks to fill an export order,' compared to four
months before the recent procedural reforms.
Fiscal Policy
2.18
On the fiscal front, recent measures have been directed at
redressing the problem of low tax effortRVand examining the tax system
thoroughlywith a view to improving its efficiency and equity. To impzove tax
effort within the existing system, the Income Tax Department has been very
active strengtheningtax administration. Over the past year or so, income tax
rolls have been computerized,cross-checksintroducedwith bills of lading and
Customs declarations,and individualnotificationsinstituted in place of
voluntary filing. In this way, the Tax Departmenthas succeeded in
identifyingmany new payers. In Tehran alone, for instance, 150,000 guild and
self-employedp&yers were identified for the 1990/91 tax year, compared to
10,000 who had filed voluntarily in 1989/90. Overall, the recent measures
appear to have succeeded in slightly improving the tax effort, which had been
declining from 1985.W
2.19
A revised income tax scheme now before the Majlis proposes to
reduce tax brackets from 19 to 9, raise the tax threshold and slash the top
marginal rate from 75% to 54%. The new scheme is clearly intended to
facilitate the operation and improve the equity and efficiency of the income
tax system. Intensive efforts have also gone into preparing a system and
legislation for a value added tax (VAT). These efforts included a study of
the experiencesof 52 different countries and visits by Iranian officials to
Turkey and the Republic of Korea to learn about the VATs of those countries.
Passage of a VAT Bill was postponed by the Majlis, which deemed the
administrativemachinery still inadequate. Accordingly,the Ministry of
Finance,with technical assistance from the IMF, is continuing to strengthen
tax design capability and administrativemachinery.
Financial Sector Policv
2.20
A good start has been made in strengtheningmonetary policy and
management. Specificmeasures adopted recentlyhave been to raise five-year
deposit rates from 6% to 13% and also to offer other depositors guaranteed
minimum returns. Lending rates too have been raised. Where previously they
ranged between 4% and 121, now they range between 6% and 19%, with credit to
industry,constructionand services sectors at rates ranging between 11% and
19%, and coming out positive in real terms in 1990/91. Inflation in 1990/91
was estimated at around 10%. Should inflationpick up with further price
liberalization,the deposit and lending rates would need to be reviewed.
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2.21
In another recent move, credit ceilings were eliminated, providing
commercialbanks more flexibility in their operations. Commercialbanks have
also been improving their customer facilities,expanding the range of their
activities (e.g., participatingin foreign exchange and money market
operationsabroad) and seeking joint ventureswith banks overseas.
Private Sector DeveloRment
2.22
Since the end of the 1980-88 war, promotion of the private sector
has been stepped up, with reference to explicit Constitutionalprovisions
(Articles44 and 47) concerningprivate enterprise and to a July 1979 law,2U
which sought to "preventgovernmentmonopoly and encourage and support nonpublic activities and private initiatives". Important elements of Iran's
private sector developmentstrategy thus far have been the price and trade
reforms recounted above, and activationof the local capital market along with
divestitureof public enterprises.
2.23
Development of the local capital market began earnestly with
revival of the Tehran Stock Exchange in September 1989. Within a year to
eighteen months, the number of firms listed on the Stock Exchange had risen
from 56 to 90; the volume of shares traded, from 3.5 million (of which, none
were government-owned)to 1O million (of which, 5.1 million were governmentowned); and the value of shares traded, from Rls 9.5 billion to Rls 51 billion
(Rls 26 billion in governmentstocks). At the time of preparing this report,
Governmentwas examining prospects for divesting close to 700 public sector
firms and, in the first phase, the Council of Ministers had already approved
divestitureof 250 firms.
2.24
Before this, the Governmenthad already succeeded in augmenting
private participationsubstantiallyin the mining and export of non-metallic
minerals. As 700 mines were sold off and their regional holding companies
abolished,and as the regulatorypractices were relaxed, the share of private
sector production doubled (from 30X to 60x) within two years, royalty receipts
tripled and the open market prices of non-ferrousmetals came down owing to
increased competitionand efficiency. Encouragedby this experience, Iran has
now also earmarked large scale metallic mining and smelting (copper and
aluminum) for joint venture with local and foreign private firms. Such
flexible and pragmatic approach to promoting efficient post-war growth will
serve the country well in furtheringits economic reform process.
C.

THE NEXT STEPS IN ECONOMIC REFORMS

2.25
Several reform measures suggested in this section either extend or
complement the changes institutedmore recently in Iran. The Government is
thus aware of many of the required follow-up steps, so that some proposals
herein will have been adopted by the time this report is read. The proposals
which follow are organized in the same way as the preceding section and,
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- 33 together with the actions described there, would constitute policies conducive
to sustained economic growth in a stable financial setting.
Pricing22licy
While much improvedby recent reforms, Iran's price system is
2.26
still beset with distortionsemanating mainly from the widely differing
exchange rates. In particular, the official rate (Rls 70/US$) is artificially
highly overvalued relative to the competitive (Rls 600/US$) and the floating
(Rls 1350-1400/US$)rates. The rial prices of imports converted at the
official rate (see footnote 23) do not reflect the true costs of those imports
to the economy and convey wrong signals to users of those imports.VJ Under
these conditions, there is bound to be profligate use and, conceivably,
speculative resale and/or smugglingout of imports priced so cheap in rials.
Many observers in the country itself have noted wasteful use of bread for
example, wheat and flour imports being among commodities subject to the
official rate. Others have observed resale of medicines, also priced at the
official rate, and farmers, it is said, take the opportunity to divert
fertilizers,imported at the official rate, from low- to high-priced crops.
An artificiallyovervaluedrate also is bound to discourage
2.27
domesticproduction of import substitutesthat might have been viable
otherwise. Indeed, besides the war situation,this form of disincentivewould
have been an important factor inhibitingindustrialgrowth in Iran in the
1980s, especially in the latter half when exchange rate differentialsgrew
wider. Thus, measured by value added in constant prices, manufacturingoutput
by 1988/89 had declined steadily to 22% below the peak reached in 1984/85;
even in 1990/91, the output was still 10% below that in 1984/85.
The next step in reforming the price system, therefore, should be
2.28
a speedy abolition of the current official exchange rate and a corresponding
adjustment, including uecontrol,of domestic prices of the items affected.
The Government is very rightly concerned that such a step would entail sharp
increases in the prices of essential commodities,requiring significantwage
adjustments and possibly an increase in financial subsidies,at least for a
period. Hence studies are underway within Government to design a suitable
safety net program. Iran's ultimate aim is to adopt a single exchange rate at
an appropriate level. To that end, the differentialbetween the competitive
and the floating rates also needs to be reduced, possibly via some traderelated measures.
Trade Policy
In regard to trade policy, there is an immediate need now to
2.29
undertake tariff and duty reforms consistentwith the recent and intended
exchange rate action. In the first place, the old practice of convertingall
imports to rials at the official rate to assess Customs duties will need to be
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altered.A changeover to the competitiverate for Customs valuation will
give a more straightforwardindicationof the cost in rials of importing a
product. The changeoverwill also capture potential revenue and remove the
need for other parallel charges on imports,such as the CommercialBenefit
Tax, In the same move, following the ongoing review by the Ministry of
Commerce and the Customs Department, the Governmentmight take the opportunity
to rationalize the tariff structure,reducing the level and the dispersion of
duties as a trade promotion measure. Government might also consider a
temporary import surchargeW'to further depreciate the effective import rate,
thereby narrowing the differentialbetween the competitive and floating
exchange rates and facilitatingtheir eventual unification.

2.30
In the interim, the non-oil export incentivessince this year's
January measures should be reviewed as well. It is possible that these
incentivesmay be excessivenow, because exporters of such items receive rials
at the floating rate while paying for imported inputs at the competitive rate
or--in the case of certain wage goods--eventhe official rate. If the
suggested review finds the latest incentives to be excessive indeed,
Governmentmight consider levying some form of export duties for a time until
the exchange rate is unified at an appropriate level.
2.31
Subsequently,the exchange rate should be monitored constantly to
guard against undue appreciationin real terms. In the past, many oil
exporting countries, including Iran, saw their currencies appreciate
significantlyin real terms when oil price booms led to excess supplies of
foreign exchange. The currency appreciationthen reduced the incentivesfor
production of other tradeablesin those countries. To avoid such a problem
should excess foreign exchange build up in future, Iran could consider some
means of sterilizing the excess resources.R/ There may be various ways of
doing this. For example, the excess foreign exchange might be treated as an
increase in the net worth of the central bank. The important principle would
be to prevent these resources from translating into, successively,large
expansion of the money base, high inflationrelative to trading partners and,
in the end, rapid real appreciationof the rial.
Fiscal Policv
2.32
Fiscal discipline and financial stability are among key objectives
of Iran's FFYP. To that end, as noted in the preceding section, good progress
has been made already in designing a new income tax schedule, in preparing
legislation for a VAT and in strengtheningtax administration. The next steps
should be to expedite passage and implementationof the income tax and VAT
proposals. In this regard, it should be pointed out that it will be important
not to complicate the new schemes with many discretionaryexemptions,which
tend to be difficult to administerand which also forego revenues, sometimes
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unnecessarily. Revenues, moreover, would be boosted substantiallyin Iran
when the use of the official exchange rate for valuing oil exports and
assessing import duties is discontinued. The deployment of such extra
revenues are expected to provide significantoptions for public expenditure
policy.
Extra expenditureswill be required first to adjust:public sector
2.33
wages to offset to some extent the impact of exchange rate and other price
adjustments. There will be a need also to provide transitionalassistance to
low income and unemployedpersons in other parts of the economy. It would be
advisable to provide such assistancein the form of well targeted direct
transfer payments, possibly out of an annually budgeted Social Safety Net
Fund. The cost of this fund could be reduced progressivelyas real incomes
and employment grow in the wake of policy adjustments.
The adjustmentprocess, furthermore,also involves restructuring
2.34
the public enterprises sector, including selling off firms and businesses best
operated in the private sector. Some enterprises,however, may require
injection of finance to prepare them for sale. So, a portion of the proceeds
of exchange and revenue reforms might be used to constitute an Enterprise
RestructuringFund to meet a variety of expenses (closingaudits, paying off
old debt, severance payments, etc.) that would be associatedwi.thclosing
and/or selling public enterprises.
Another possible use of potential extra revenues, when they
2.35
accrue, might be to create an InvestmentFund to enhance cooperative and
private sector investments. After initial establishment,the fund could be
replenishedwhenever revenues, especially from the volatile oil market, surge
up.W Resources of the Investment Fund could be lent long-term to the
cooperative and private sector at market prices, preferably through the
financial system. The Treasury may, moreover, design a system that would
encourage financial institutionsto compete for these resources, as they do
for deposits.
Financial Sector Policy
To complement the price, trade and fiscal reforms proposed thus
2.36
far, the efficiency of Iran's financial system should be improvedby exposing
banks and other financial institutionsto greater competition,while
respecting the Islamic principles the country has chosen for itself. The
important economic principle guiding monetary policy would need to be sound
management of base money deploying the wide variety of instrumentsalready
developed in the country. Following the removal of credit ceilings, which
took place recently, the monetary authorities should consider removing
ceilings on profit shares and lowering reserve requirements. The aim
ultimately should be to set reserve requirementsin line with those prescribed
by prudential regulations designed to guide banking activities.
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2.37
As yet, banking activities are subjected more to direct controls
and instruments,such as reserve requirements,than to market instruments. A
more efficient system would be to invite greater private sector participation
and develop sound supervisionand prudential regulations to govern commercial
banks. These banks, in turn, ought to be relieved progressivelyof the burden
they still carry of owning and managing firms and businesses in the nonfinancial sector of the economy.
Private Sector Development
2.38
Iran's ongoing policy reforms aiming to reduce and eventually
eliminate various anomalies in the incentivesregime are expected to lead to
greater opportunitiesfor the growth of the private sector in the country.
More specifically,the liberalizationof prices and investmentsand the strong
encouragementnow provided to non-oil exports constitute important stimulus to
the private sector. Fiscal reforms,moreover, envisage that public sector
deficits will be small and private savings will not be preempted. Along with
liberalizingthe economy, a practical action needed now would be to study
Iran's regulatory environment governing private businesses and design
necessary changes to facilitatedevelopment of the market economy.
2.39
The development of the private sector will also depend closely on
strengtheningand instillingefficiency into those enterprises,such as
natural monopolies, that remain in the public sector. Inefficientpublic
enterprises,especially if they are protected by virtue of their links to
government, ultimatelypose extra costs to the private sector. Hence, the
reform of public enterprises--involving,
as examples, the establishmentof
independentboards, and financial and managerialautonomy--willneed to
proceed side by side with private sector development. As the operating
conditions of public enterprises are thus reformed, Governmentwill need to
limit preferentialaccess to credit and budgetary resources previously
available to those enterprises.
D.

MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS

2.40
This section presents, in very broad quantitativeterms,the likely
evolution of the economy taking into account: i) the recent economic reforms
instituted in Iran as recounted in Section B above; and ii) the agenda of
pending reforms proposed in Section C.W It should be emphasizedhere that,
as with all such exercises, the quantitativeprojectionswhich follow are
illustrativeonly; they should not be viewed as forecasts of any sort. The
main purpose of the projections is, in fact, to draw attention to the policy
reform package and depict the direction in which the economy could evolve in
response to the reform measures.

Pi

7Theeconomic
modelusedto derivetheseilustrallons
is detailedIn AnnexV. VolumeII.

- 37 after falling in 1991-92 will grow moderately in real terms over the next
several years. The main sources of growth, underpinnedby continued reforms
of the exchange, trade and price systems, are expected to be the commodityproducing sectors. In particular, the shift in relative prices towards
tradeables will strengthenthe industrialgrowth rate while the agricultural
growth rate can be maintained at a high level through increased investmentand
institutionalsupport. Finally, the very large gas reserves in Iran can make
an important contribution to electricity generationas well as provide the
basis for important petro-chemicaland metallurgicalindustries, such as
steel, copper smelting and aluminum refining. Real GDP growth in 1991-95
could feasibly average 5% to 6% per year, rising from between 4% and 5% in
1991 and acceleratingto 7% by 1995.
Provided further that the fiscal measures envisaged in the reform
2.42
program are carried out, governmentrevenues, both oil and non-oil, could
increase sharply, enabling a strong recovery in much needed public investments
as well as giving Government the means to finance a targeted social safety net
program for a temporary period. Under the reform program, moreover, public
sector deficits, if any, would be small and the private sector would not be
crowded out.
Despite dips in oil prices in 1991-92, Iran's export earnings in
2.43
the medium term are expected to remain healthy, partly owing to concerted
ongoing efforts to increase oil productionand export volumes, and partly
owing to the reform-inducedsteady increases in non-oil exports, although the
latter, it must be noted, constitutesonly around a tenth of total exports.
Export receipts overall would be sufficientto finance the imports required
for the growth of GDP, with the external current account deficit sustainable
at between 3% to 4% of GDP. Such levels of current account deficits could be
financed with external capital. Iran's external financing requirementswould
amount to at least $12 billion to $15 billion over the next four to five
years. This substantialamount of capital should be contracted,however, with
careful regard to maintaining the country's low level of indebtednesswhile
the needed economic reforms are being put in place.
Iran is entering the 1990s with a small external deot relative to
2.44
exports. Initial estimates show the stock of Iran's medium and
and
its income
at the end of March 1991 (the end of Iranian fiscal year
debt
long-term
$1.8 billion (2% of FY90 GDP). There were, in addition,
about
1990/91)was
trade-relatedcredits of between $2 billion (CentralBank
and
debts
short-term
estimate) and $6 billion (OECD estimate). Taking into account all debts, the
debt service ratio in 1990/91 was about 3 percent. While the stock of debt
may be expected to rise as Iran undertakes reconstructionand other
investments,it is expected that the debt service ratio will remain
manageable. This assumes, however, a foreign borrowing strategy emphasizing
careful identificationof likely sources and terms of financing for clearly
viable projects, as well as attention to an appropriatemix of financing for
the public and private sectors. Adhering to such a strategy in the medium
term, and based on its current low indebtednessand its exemplary payments
record, Iran could be considered creditworthyfor external borrowing to
rebuild what is potentially a highly dynamic economy provided the momentum of
sound policy reforms is maintained.
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(continued)
ANDAISUWPTIONS
TABIS2.4: "00GLPROJICTICON
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See Model fn Arex V.
SOURCE:
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AND2POLICY ISSUES
PART II: SECTORALPERFOQRMANCE
CHAPTERIII:

OVERVIW

The war left deep marks on the various sectors of Iran's economy,
3.1
adversely affecting,with equal impact, basic infrastructure,education,
health and housing, irrigated agricultureand industry. In the case of
industry, the main problems have been largely unutilizedcapacity due to the
scarcity of imported intermediaryproducts; as for basic infrastructure,
problems of inadequatecapacity and distributionnetworks have dominated;
education,bealth and housing have not been able to keep up with the rapid
increase in population at more than 3 percent p.a.; and, in the case of
irrigated agriculture,the failure to complete the required'irrigationnetwork
has limited the productive capacity of the sector. Finally, insufficient
resources for maintenancehave characterizedall sectors.
As will be clear from the discussion of individual sectors,
3.2
capacity utilization and expansionhave not been the only problems. More
fundamental issues of efficient use of available resources developed during
the war years as a result of pervasive price and other controls. Agriculture
and industry were severely affectedby distortionsof input and output prices,
and the energy sector has suffered from subsidizedoil prices. Dominant among
distorted prices has been the exchange rate, as discussed in Chapter I. In
addition to price distortions,poor design choices also affected large
infrastructureprojects, essentially as a result of inadequate "selection"
procedures. As to the social sectors, educationhas paid a very high price to
the war effort, both in terms of the number and quality of teachers and of
materials available to students. Housing and transport have suffered more in
the rural areas than in the larger urban centers, with the exception of
Tehran, where traffic congestionhas increased continuously.
Under the Five-Year DevelopmentPlan, strong post-war economic
3.3
policy reforms have been initiated. Important economy-widereforms were
presented in Chapter II; key sector-specificreforms are pointed out in the
respective chapters which follow. The lion's share of the FFYP investment
program (35 percent) goes to construction(residentialand public buildings)
and to transport and communications(31 percent). The other sectors-agriculture,oil, manufacturing,and water and power--receiveabout 8 percent
each. The apparentlymodest shares allocated to these sectors are in fact
explainableby unutilized capacity, at least for agriculture,manufacturing,
water and power. Whether allocated resources are sufficient to expand and
rehabilitatethe distributionnetworks for agriculture,water and power is
still not known, but should be kept under review. As to construction,the
bulk of residentialbuilding is expected to be carried out by the private
sector, with some support from the Housing Bank. Direct public housing
construction in Iran has traditionallybeen very modest. As discussed below,
the available resources and absorptivecapacity may not be sufficient to meet
the plan target of 2.5 million units per year.
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CHAPTER IV: AGRICULTYR
A.

ITIDTN

Agriculturaldevelopmentpolicies underwent a drastic change under
4.1
the Islamic revolutionaryregime. The pre-revolutionpolicies which focussed
on developing agriculturemainly through large and highly mechanized agribusinesses and agriculturalcorporationswere replacedby support for
traditionaland medium-size farms through an array of support policies and to
dismantle large agro-industrialconcerns. As a result, agriculturalvalueadded increased by 55 percent in constant terms from 1980 to 1988. In spite
of this spectacular increase in production, Iran continues to have a large and
growing agriculturaltrade deficit. The demand for food products reflects the
interplay of various factors: the increase in total population (about 3.2
percent per year); the deficit in basic staples,most notably grains; and
consumer subsidies,which have fueled the consumption of basic products.
The expansion of agriculturewas exceptional in the context of a
4.2
stagnating, or even deteriorating,economy with a very inward orientation and
a tendency, generated by the war, to self sufficiency almost at any cost.
While considerableprice distortionsand overvaluationof the exchange rate
led to subsidizationof food imports,agricultureproductionwas sustained
through high support prices and large subsidies on agriculturalinputs. The
growth of agriculturalproduction and the Government'ssupport policies do not
seem to have markedly improved the lot of the rural population; however, it
prevented excessive rural-urban migration and some 46 percent of the total
population was still considered "rural" as of the 1986 census (a ratio which
apparently still pertains). Statisticsare unclear about the share of
agriculture in total employment,but it is recognized that there is disguised
unemployment,togetherwith pockets and periods of labor shortages. More
importantly,average rural income is estimated at about 50 percent of urban
income, and income distributionremains skewed against the farmers.
B.

THESETTING

With 165 million ha, Iran is a vast country; however, about half
4.3
of this land is mountains or desert. Soils are deep and fertile over
extensive areas, but they are subject to erosion and require irrigation.It is
estimated that only about 40 million ha of the total geographicarea is
suitable for agriculturalproduction.E/ Overall, about three fourths of the
country receives less than 250 m/m of rainfall per year; almost 48 percent of
all crops are irrigated (including35 percent of the wheat) thanks to the
extensive storage capacity developed over the past 20 to 25 years and to the
traditional conveyance and irrigationsystems (qanats). Cultivated land
expanded by some 1.5 million ha during the 1980s to the current total
estimated at around 13.5 million ha, of which 5.9 million ha is under

a1/
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irrigation and 7.6 million ha supports rainfed agriculture. In addition,
about 8 million ha are fallow, pastures extend over some 10 million ha, and
forest and scrubland 19 million ha.
ab'.at50 percent (of
Of the total cultivatedarea, wheat occupies
4.4
which 65 percent is rainfed) and some 20 percent is devoted to barley (mostly
rainfed), giving traditionalrainfed cereals the lion's share among crops in
terms of land use. Rice, sugar beet, cotton, oil seeds, tree crops and forage
occupy the remainder of cultivatedarea (See Annex I, Attachment I). In the
mid-1970s, it was estimated that 80 percent of the country's farm families
were engaged in traditionalagriculture,and this proportionappears to have
changed little. Land holdings average 6 to 7 ha, and livestock rearing is
almost entirely traditional.
Agriculturalaffairs are handled by several government and quasi4.5
government institutions,although activities in agriculture and rural
development are mostly controlledby three ministries: the Ministry of
Agriculture (MOA), the Ministry of Energy (ME), and the Ministry of Jihad
(MJ). ME is responsiblefor the constructionand maintenanceof dams and main
canals. MOA was originallyresponsible for all aspects of policy planning and
production support for Agriculture. The Jihad Sazandighi (meaning Crusade for
the Reconstruction),was founded by Imam Khomeini at the start of the
revolution as a movement to coordinateefforts for consolidatingthe
revolution, organizingthe war effort, and developing the agriculturalsector
to achieve self-sufficiencyin basic foods. The Jihad was transformed into a
Ministry in 1990 and now has responsibilityfor natural resources,
encompassing livestock,rangelands, forests and fisheries. When MJ was
created, the existing personnel employed by MOA were divided between the two
organizations. Although MOA and MJ are supposed to coordinate their actions,
in particular at the agriculturalservice centers, the division of technical
responsibilitiesis causing some difficulties,including some duplication in
work and even some competitiveness.
The AgriculturalBank (AB), born from the merger of the
4.6
Agricultural DevelopmentBank and the AgriculturalCooperative Bank and
supervisedby MOA, practices Islamic banking, i.e., it provides loans free of
interest. Like other specializedbanks, it can receive deposits (with
GoverDnmentguarantee). It is also allowed to maintain checking and savings
accounts and, while the latter bear no interest, the bank's profits (minus its
expenses and fees) are distributedamong depositors. However, depositshave
not been forthcoming,despite some subsidizationto compensate for the
insufficientreturn on assets. Therefore,AB has had to rely on advances from
the central bank. A crop insurance system, originally established for wheat,
rice and soya, was extended in 1985 to cover cotton, sugar beet and cattle.
The crop insurance fund is financed by voluntary contributionsfrom the
farmers, with 50 percent being provided by the Government,and it covers
farmers against losses due to cold, storms, fire and other natural disasters,
and against pests such as locusts. In addition, there is a "catastrophe"
fund, entirely financed by the Government, to provide protection against
natural calamities.
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4.7
With an average growth rate of 6.3 percent p.a., the growth of
agriculturalproduction in the past decade was exceptional. The performance
of grains and other basic staples was particularlyremarkableand reflects:
(i) the relatively low priority and mediocre development of agriculturebefore
1980; (ii) the existence of a large inventoryof infrastructuralequipment at
the beginning of the revolution,in particularmultipurposedams and primary
irrigationnetworks; and most importantly (iii) an all-out effort by the
Government in the 1980s to promote self-sufficiencyin basic staples.
However, the growth was mostly achieved through expansion in production area
rather than yields, which remain low.
The current policy of the Government is to achieve self4.8
sufficiencyin wheat and rice by the mld-1990s. This policy has been pursued
since the revolution through subsidies for both producers (output and input
prices) and consumers (particularlyfor bread). Guaranteedprices are
established by the Government for basIc staples (wheat, rice, potatoes), meat,
and other products such as sugar beet, cotton and oil seeds. Previously, the
1
guaranteed price was coupled with additional incentivesM
and active
governmentprocurement. Government'swheat procurement reached about 2.5
million tons (about 85 percent of farm surplus)which severely limited the
role of the private sector in marketing. This level of public sector wheat
procurementwas possible, due to: (a) the increased availabilityof barley,
leading to a decrease in the use of wheat as animal feed and, therefore,
greater availabilityfor human consumption;(b) the tendency among farmers to
market a higher proportion of their wheat and buy subsidizedbread for their
family needs; (c) a reduction in the demand for wheat by the private sector
because of the high level of subsidy in the public sector; and (d) increased
procurement prices, coupled with premiums, which may have influenced farmers
to sell a greater proportion of their surplus wheat to the public sector.
However, most of these inducementswere eliminated in 1990 and the private
sector is re-establishingits role in marketing.
4.9
As for ingut subsidies,the Islamic Republic has applied a policy
of continued low prices for fertilizersand pesticides. The unit prices of
DAP and urea have not changed since 1979 and 1982, respectively. The
Government also implementeda massive mechanizationprogram at subsidized
prices. The price index of agriculturalmachinery slowed down considerablyin
the early 1980s, although it accounted for an increasing slRre of fixed
capital formation in agriculture through the mid-1980s with significant
expansion in numbers of tractors, tillers and combines. With respect to
consumer price policy, the current policy concerningmajor staples is a
pricing and two-tier pricing with
combination of subsidization/controlled
coupon allocation for certain categoriesof the population. The subsidy for
wheat is particularlyhigh: the 1988/89 farm gate price was Rls 105/kg and
the selling price to flour mills Rls 17.5/kg; including procurement,transport
and milling costs, total subsidizationreached Rls 91.5/kg, almost 80 percent

IV/

In 1984,theGovemment
Introduced
a systemunderwhich
farmers
wereentitledto utilize25percentofthe payment
for
wheatreceived
fromthe Govemment
for thepurchase
of ronsumergoodsat officialprices,I.e.,substantially
beowmwaret
pr ces.
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There is also an element of subsidizationin the price of
flour sold by mills to bakeries. The price of bread was pegged at Rls 30/kg
throughout the 1980s and, as there was no rationing,this resulted in high
wastage. The consumer price was raised to Rls 50/kg in 1990. Conversely,
subsidizationof rice is restrictod to sales through cooperative stores and
most of the production is milled and distributedat free market prices. There
are dual markets for meat and milk and, with reductions in the availabilityof
coupons, free market prices are playing an increasingrole in food prices.
The consumer price of most nonbasic staples, notably barley, fruit and
vegetables, is not controlled or subsidized.
4.10
The highly interventionistpolicies of the 1980s, which were
partly explained by the war situation,had a profound impact on agricultural
activities. While their cost in terms of resources is difficult to assess,
the major objectives of these policies, in terms of the promotion and
protectionof the rural world and of food self-sufficiency,do not seem to
have been achieved. In terms of the explicit financialburden on the
Government, the subsidies do not appear to be a major element in the fiscal
situation. However, in economic terms, consideringthe differentialbetween
the official and competitiveexchange rates (respectively,Rls 70 v/s Rls 600
per US dollar), the consumer subsidieson wheat remain substantial even after
the recent increase in the price of bread, but at the same time the subsidies
to producers at the competitiveexchange rate are relativelymodest.
4.11
Government interventionin the 1980s resulted in price disparities
within the agriculturalsector as well as between this and other sectors.
Within the sector, for instance,barley fetches a much higher price than wheat
(for which the price is guaranteed through governmentpurchase). The reasons
are that (i) barley is mainly used as feed and reflects the high price of meat
in the open market while the price of bread has been kept at an artificially
low level; and (ii) there is no fully developed private sector market for
wheat. For similar reasons, the price of bran is higher than that of flour.
These distortions in relativeprices have induced changes in production as
well as in consumptionpatterns and trends. The increase in the production of
barley is a case in point, as is that of meat, for which quantities offered at
the guaranteedprice substantiallyexceed governmentsupplies. (Subsidized
forage and feed make meat productionvery attractive.) More important,
however, because more permanent,are changes in consumptionhabits. For
example, the constant price of bread compared with other foods led to
increasedbread sales of 14 percent per year through 1980-87. In addition, a
proportionof the rural population,who previouslyretained their own wheat
for consumption,have been selling it to the governmentpurchasing agency to
buy cheaper subsidizedbread.aI
4.12
Agriculturehas benefitted from consistentlyfavorable terms of
trade vis-a-vis its major supplier of inputs, i.e., manufacturing. The
Government'spolicy of promoting the rural world haE been obtained at a hefty

i
.The
evolutlonof thetermsof trade for agriculturecannotbe calculateddirectlyonthe basisof the dataavilable. Asa proxy,we have
ued Inde of rative pres (valueaddedat currentpricesdividedby valueaddedat comtantprices)for agricunlure
andothersectotsduring
the perlod1983.1988(see Annexi, Table5).
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cost and it is now recognizedthat changing product prices to achieve these
terms of trade is likely to be unsustainable.
The increase in agriculturalproductionunder the revolution was
4.13
concurrentwith a substantial increasein inDut utilization and mechanization.
The increase in output, however, was the result of an increase in cultivated
area more than of yield improvements. Total fertilizerconsumption triggered
by concessionarypricing increasedby almost 65 percent between 1979/80 and
1987/88, from 1.0 million tons to 1.6 million tons. The average consumption
per ha in 1988 remainedmodest, with about 64 kg of nutrient (DAP and urea),
which is less than 30 percent of the European average. However, if we assume
that most fertilizergoes on irrigated areas, this about doubles consumption,
which then becomes relativelyhigh. The results of this massive effort appear
quite disappointingwhen compared to yields, which varied little over the past
decade and are still generally low (see Table 4.1).
TAM
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CW SELE!U

TIMM

WS

(kg/ha)
Percetage

WI'hsat
Barley

1985-87

In¢r

1,063
1.000

1,140
1,200

7.24
20.00

3.215
14,324
15,491

Rice
Potatoes
Onions
Source:

1979-81

Ministry

3,547
15,792
19,297

13.00
10.00
25.00

of Agriculture.

Yields are not recorded for fruits and vegetables; for other
4.14
crops, they range from low (notablywheat, barley and sugar beet) to moderate
(rice, soybean and potatoes);only sugar cane yields are good, reaching about
85 tons/ha. The improvedoutput, in particular for basic staples, was not in
line with the increase in inputs, which demonstratesthe general inefficiency
of the input pricing policy followedby the Government.
The governmentmechanizationprogram brought the number of
4.15
tractors in the country up from 71,000 in 1979 to 135,000 in 1985 (the last
year for which we have figures), which is an increase of 90 percent; the
number of tillers and combines also increasedduring the same period.
Undoubtedly,more tractors and tillers helped facilitate the increase in
cultivatedarea, 19 percent for irrigated farming and 12 percent for rainfed
cultivation during the 1980s.M/ Overall, the government subsidizationpolicy
did not generate an improvement in production technologyand, in the case of
inputs, proved a rather inefficientway of raising output.
The Profitabilityof Agriculture. Throughout the 1980s, the
4.16
Government periodicallyadjust guaranteedprices (particularlyfor cereals) so
as to restore the incentiveseroded by inflation. It is questionablewhether
such policies did preserve the profitabilityof those very basic crops which
at
owe tenat

atis aso

likely that one of the reasons for the Incrmse In cuntied area Is that under the first land rforn. ownethlp
who had cultated the most area prlo to the eform; In aGddtlon, farmers now tend to occupy much more land.
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the Government intended to support. The example of wheat, which amounts to
about 24 percent of total crop value, is a case in point. The real price of
wheat is definitely lagging behind consumer prices, as well as behind other
agriculturalprices. One major factor for this lag is the Government'sdesire
to contain inflationarypressures; this would also explain the popularity of
premiums among farmers. However, the lack of precise criteria and automatism
for price increases is likely to appear as a lack of long-term commitmentto
price support on the part of the Governmentand to act as a further
disincentiveto farmers.
AgriculturalCapital Formation. Government capital expenditure
4.17
for agriculturedeclined and changed structure during the 1980s. Between 1983
and 1989, a period for which consistentfigures are available, the nominal
increases in governmentbudgetary allocationsfor capital expendituresdid not
compensatefor inflationand went through a steep decline in real terms (from
40 to 35 billion Rls).
4.18
The allocationof developmentexpenditures (i.e., salaries and
other costs together rith capital expenditure)changed drastically under the
Islamic Republic. In 1979, 75 percent of disbursementswent to agroindustrialand large agriculturalunits, as well as to agricultural
cooperativesand corporations. This reflected the policy emphasis at that
time for modernizing the sector through agro-business. Conversely, since
1983, about two thirds of all disbursementshave to preserving and exploiting
natural resources, agriculturalservice centers and another 23 percent has
been devoted to improving of farm and livestock products and various services
to farmers. Finally, the availabilityof credit since 1983 increased from 220
to 383 billion Rls.
4.19
Consumntionand Imnorts. Generally,increased food production was
unable to meet the steady increase in total demand over the past decade (see
Annex I, Attachment 4) stimulatedby population growth and the subsidization
of basic staples. As a result, imports continued to grow, although less
steeply than in the 1970s. Consumption growth was mainly centered on basic
products and accelerated for wheat and other locally grown crops such as
pulses and vegetables. The annual growth in wheat consumption from 1980 to
1986 increased to almost 6 percent per year, as compared to less than 5
percent from 1970 to 1980; at the same time, the wheat self-sufficiencyratio,
which hovered around 87 percent in the 1970s, deterioratedto 73.4 percent
from 1984 to 1986. The position of other food products remained about even.
There was a substantial decelerationin the rat
t growth of imports,
reflectingthe chronic shortage of foreign exchange. Still, total food
imports (mostly staples and particularlywheat) increased from an overall
$1.98 billion per year in 1979-81 to over $2.26 billion in 1987-89, topping
$2.4 billion in 1989.
4.20
The lag in production and the squeeze on imports combined to
induce a profound change in the structureof consumption: there has been a
return to traditionalbasic foods and a decline in the purchase of higher
protein products (see Annex I, Attachment 7). Per capita consumption of
wheat, spurred by the scarcity of other food products at affordableprices,
increasedby about 17 percent from 1979-81 to 1984-86; indicationsare that it
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capita consumptionof meat and milk decreased as did that of "luxury" import
items such as coffee.
4.21
Overall, Iran has not been very successfulat promoting selfsufficiency in basic staples. The terms of trade were relatively favorable to
agriculture,but it can be argued that this was due as much to the
disincentivesfor manufacturingas to the agriculturalpolicy. Capital
formation seems adequate in terms of on-farm individualequipment but lacking
in terms of collectiveequipment requiring government intervention. Other
indicatorsshow that governmentpolicies (particularlyfood self-sufficiency)
did not attain their objectivesand may have had contradictoryresults,which
could jeopardize their sustainability. Price distortions tended to negate the
country's comparative advantagesand the productionof major staple crops has
probably not been profitable.
D.

OJTL2QK

4.22
Agriculture in Iran is not yet constrainedby a lack of natural
resources. There are still substantialuntapped or underutilizedresources in
water and probably soils, as well as scope to increase yields by the
introductionof improved technology.
4.23
Water Balance. Under average conditionsof 240m/m of yearly
precipitationequivalent, the water balance of Iran is about 120 billion i 3 .
Currently,the supply of water to agriculturefrom existing works totals about
70 billion m 3, including qanats. Additionalneeds to be covered under the
First Five-Year Plan total 6.1 billion i 3. This leaves some 40 to 50 billion
i 3 , or over 40 percent of economic water resources, still available for
harnessing. While considerableworks have already been constructed,equipment
is incomplete,essentiallybecause tertiary and quaternaryon-farm
distributionnetworks are missing. As a result, national water use efficiency
is estimated at only 30 percent. This should be a priority for improvement:
an increase in irrigationefficiencyof 5 percent overall would allow an
additional1 million ha to be irrigated. Gains from water savings and
agriculturalproduction could be obtained by adopting improved water
harvesting technologies,rehabilitatingdam command areas, and improving and
completingdistributionnetworks.
E.

CQNSTRAINT5

4.24
The most important and obvious constraints to agricultural
production include: price distortions,an increasingbacklog in capital stock
maintenance and creation, limitationsin technical know-how, and institutional
shortcomings.N'

!2/
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Relative Prices. The major constraint imposed by the distortion
of relative prices, which does not match relative scarcitiesand results in
grave inefficienciesin the allocationof resources. Subsidies provide wrong
signals to producers and consumers. The combined effect of widely dispersed
rates of exchange and subsidizationcreates even worse distortionsvis-a-vis
world prices. Table 4.2 shows the variations in the nominal protection
coefficients (NPC) for a few selected agriculturalproducts and inputs.
Protection rates are very high for agriculturalproducts when calculated at
the official exchange rate. However, they are much more moderate for
fertilizers,which turn negative even with the trade-weightedrate. Under the
circumstances,economic choices become almost impossible.This confusing
incentive framework facing agriculture should clear up somewhat when the
economy-widereforms proposed in Chapter II are implemented.In addition, it
is recommended that a systematicreview and evaluation of agriculturalpricing
policies (includingproducer prices and profitability,and consumer prices and
subsidies)be carried out urgently to determine the most efficient means of
attaining the FFYP's multiple objectives (e.g., food security, export
production,competitive cropping patterns, etc.) for the agriculturalsector.
Thereafter,prices should be reviewed systematicallyeach year.
XANLK .Z: LVEL W
1989
Produce
Price
Rls/t
Wheat
Rice
DAP
Urea
/a
/b
/c
/d

100,000
450,000
28.500
22,000

196
Average
World Price
in US$/t

Border/a
Price
70

181.25 /d
320.2
172.8
132.2

12,687
22,414
12,096
9,254

NPC
7.88
20.08
2.36
2.38

RoTTI
Border /b
Price
600
108,730
192,120
103,680
79,320

NPC
0.92
2.34
0.27
0.28

Border Ic
Price
1400
253.750
448.280
241,920
185,080

NPC
0.39
1.00
0.12
0.12

Official rate.
Trade weighted rate.
Free market rate.
Average Canada - USA.

Source:

Bank staff

estimates,

using

figures

from MA

and Commerce.

4.26
Investment. Governmentcapital expenditure for agricultureand
water resources,which took a nosedive in the past decade, was not completely
compensated for by private, largely on-farm, investment. Considerable
infrastructurewas completed prior to the revolution and is still the basis of
economic activity. However, there are many unfinishedworks downstream of the
major dams and at the local and village level. There have also been virtually
no additions to the capital stock of agriculture-relatedinfrastructure,and
there is an enormous backlog of deferred maintenance. For instance,many
retention schemes suffer from heavy siltation,which reduces their life span
and the conveyancenetworks in dam command areas need to be rehabilitated.
4.27
Know-How. Technical know-how in agriculturerequires upgrading
as, over the past ten years, Iran has experienced a considerablelag in
acquiring new technologies. Research expenditureswere cut by more than 80
percent from 1979 to 1984 and, although budget provisions have now been
restored, there is a backlog of work to catch-up on. The situation at the
farm level is unclear; however, there seems to be a combinationof
technological,sociologicaland institutionalfactors hampering the
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weak, crop rotations appear to have deterioratedand the suitabilityof
technical packages needs to be reviewed.
4.28
Institutions. The ministries and agencies in charge of
agriculture are poorly coordinated in several areas, notably policy
implementationin the field for extension, research, and irrigation,and
pricing and tariffs. Field action seems to be an area of competition for MOA
and MJ. The ability of the Jihad to mobilize energies cannot be doubted, nor
its closeness to the rural populations and their needs and aspirations.
However, its program is so broad that it may jeopardize its coherence,
efficiency and sustainabilityas needs in the future will be quite different
from those of a war economy. There is no unique entity or coordinatingbody
in charge of irrigationpolicies. As a result, action is wanting for on-farm
development and drainage, as well as for setting and collecting water
charges.i" All irrigationpolicies urgently need to be reviewed and
coordinated. Pricing and tariff setting for agriculturalproducts and inputs
are handled by the Ministry of Commerce, under the supervision of the High
Economic Council. The quality of the input from MOA needs to be reviewed.
4.29
Other key institutionalissues which need to be resolved concern
land tenure. Since formal titles were never distributedat the time of the
first land reform, there has always been considerableworry over the longterm security of land ownership. Clearly, any long-term program of
agriculturaldevelopmentbased on private sector activity should state the
Government'sintentionsin an unequivocalway; define the roles to be played
by the private and the public sectors; and confirm or reconfirm private
property titles. Property consolidationis also needed because of the many
small and misshapen plots, which impair the modernizationof cultivation
practices. Any consolidationwill take a very long time and should be
started as soon as possible.
4.30
Credit availabilitydoes not seem to have posed a quantitative
problem; however, the efficiency and financial viability need to be studied.
Similarly, labor shortages,seasonal or otherwise,should be examined.
F.

THE FIVE-YEAR PLAN

4.31
For the agriculturalsector, the two basic objectivesof the plan
are food security and irrigationrehabilitation. Food security has been a
goal since the revolution; it aims at ensuring self-sufficiencyin basic
staples for the fast growing population, fighting the increase in
malnutrition,and freeing the nation from dependence on imports "which are in
the hands of a few countries or multinationalcompanies." The main instrument
for achieving food securitywould be to ensure Iran's self-sufficiencyin
wheat, based on improved dry farming and water husbandry techniques. The plan
envisages that irrigationsystems would be provided or improved on close to 1

V/
Waterchargesfor modemsystems
aresetby the Mlnistryof Energy(undertheSupervision
otthe HighEconomic
Council)atverylow
levels:the charging
system,whichconverts
a contractual
feepercubicmeterIntoa payment
perha.doesnotdiscourage
overuse
or waste.
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million ha. The planned constructionwould aim essentially at saving water
through covering open canals, rehabilitatingthe command area of dams and
modernizing perimeters under traditional schemes. Efficiency in the new and
rehabilitatedareas would be increased to 45 percent, bringing the national
average up to 35 percent. The need to increase the technologicallevel of
agriculture is also emphasized in the plan, with the twin objectives of
increasingproduction and yields, as well as rural incomes. There are
provisions for strengtheningresearch, in particular for rainfed cultivation,
and to train extension workers in disseminatingmore advanced technologies.
The effort to improve technologywould be shared between the Ministry of
Agriculture and the Jihad, specificallyfor dry farming.
4.32
Generally, it seems that the above agriculturalprogram is going
in the right direction: raising the technologicallevel of agriculture and
improving yields are well chosen objectives. The major unresolved strategy
issue is whether to give priority in resource allocation to irrigated or
rainfed agriculture. There is no assessment of the comparative advantage of
the various regions. A long-term choice seems to have been made in favor of
irrigation,if one takes into account the number and size of the new dams to
be constructed,as well as those already completed; however, the detailed
water balance would have to be reviewed. No economicjustificationof the
proposed investmentis available. A second critical problem is centered on
the institutionalresponsibilityfor deciding and implementingagricultural
policies. The dichotomy between MOA and MJ will obstruct the realization of
the Plan objectives and requires urgent resolution. Overall, there are some
doubts that the plan can be carried out as is. The projected rate of growth
of the agriculturalsector is, indeed, in line with that of the past decade.
There are doubts, however, about the continuationof such a growth rate. It
is questionablewhether technologychanges can be brought to bear quickly
enough to increaseaggregate production elasticity. It is, therefore, likely
that the continuationof current policies would result in shifts of resources
among crops without substantialincreases in output, and at a growing economic
cost.
G.

STRATEGY PROPOSALS

4.33
In order to protect capital inventory and to increase the economic
rate of return of the resources put at the disposal of the sector, certain
macroeconomic,investment,and irrigationadjustmentsare critical. Since
macroeconomicpolicies are discussed elsewhere in this report, it suffices to
say here that adjustments in the exchange rate, pricing, subsidies, and trade
regulationscan help to resolve the basic contradictionbetween the two
essential objectives of the plan, i.e., the drive towards self-sufficiencyin
low value-added cereals and the effort to raise the technologicallevel in the
sector.
4.34
As to investmentadjustments,several technical aspects of the
First Five-Year Plan can be improved. First, investmentshould be redirected
as much as possible towards the rehabilitationand completion of existing
works. The economic justificationof the dam constructionprogram, from the
standpointof both agriculture and power, should be carefully studied. The
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benefits from such schemes may take a long time to come, given the need for
complementaryinvestments. The dam constructionprogram should be critically
reviewed and resources diverted towards the deferred maintenance of reservoirs
and conveyance canals and towards the constructionof unfinished on-farm
distributionnetworks, on the basis of a master plan defining economic
priorities.
4.35
An action plan to address irrigationissues should be prepared and
should include the following:
(i)

a program to complete networks and improve the technical
quality of distributionstructures;

(ii)

a review of the prospects and constraints for the increaseduse
of groundwater;the almost trebling of the number of deep wells
since pre-Revolutiontimes raises the fear that certain
aquifers may be depleted (e.g.thearea south of Shiraz);

(iii)

an extension prograw for water management at the farm level,
based on a study of the factors impairing current practices and
a review of prospects for increasedO&M cost recovery (farmers
seem ready to pay more than they are presently asked, as
evidenced by the increase in the use of expensive underground
water)-W;and

(iv)

a crash research program on the establishmentand management of
pressurized systems. The areas selected for development should
be carefully chosen, as well as the techniques and
requirementsin terms of equipment and spare parts.

4.36
Certain institutionalimprovementsshould be implemented
immediately. An umbrella organizationshould be establishedto coordinate the
various agencies in charge of research, extension and training. Help is
needed to resolve the socio-politicalproblems which seem to hamper the
utilization of modern techniques in both rainfed and irrigated areas.

EsUmatesare tht the cost of groundwatercan be as high as 5 Rlsper m3. as comparedto 0.5 Rls per m3 inO&M costsforsufiace

water.

* 52 CHAPTER V:
A.

INIDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION

5.1
It should be recognizedat the outset that Iran's industrial
sector has now entered a transitionalphase after over a decade of war,
neglect and poor performance. These factors have also eroded the information
base to assemble a coherent picture of the industrialsector. The task of
rebuildingphysical infrastructureand redesigningthe policy and
institutionalframework is massive and complex. This is recognizedboth
within the Government and by the people of Iran. During the 1980s, the
industrialsector in Iran suffered negative growth, low capacity utilization,
aging technology (except in oil-based industries),stiff regulations,a strong
governmentalrole in industrialproductionand investment,and a stagnating
private sector. To overcome these problems, the Government has to undertake a
serious and consistentprogram of deregulation,a greater market orientation
and competition, increasedprivate sector participation,and trade
liberalization. Starting in early 1991, the Governmenthas made a beginning
through gradual and specific reforms in the areas of foreign trade and
exchange liberalization,deregulationof domestic pricing, governmental
production and investment, the rehabilitationof existing viable industries,
and to overcome institutionalinertia.
5.2
The industrialsector in Iran accounts for 15 percent of GDP.
Manufacturingvalue-added amounts to about 55 percent of industrialoutput.
For most of the 1980s, industrialgrowth was negative (Table 5.1). Yet,
industrialexports have shown a positive trend in recent years, increasing
from about US$20 million in 1982 to over US$120 million in 1989 (Table 5.2).
There are an estimated 350,000 industrialunits in Iran, of which 13,000 are
medium and large enterpriseshaving more than ten workers. Medium and large
industrialenterprises account for about 70 percent of industrialvalueadded. A vast majority of these enterprises are owned or managed by the
public sector.
5.3
Iranian industry is heavily dependent on imported inputs: about
70 percent of all inputs are imported. Such dependence is highest in capital
goods (85 percent), followedby intermediateproducts (70 percent) and
consumer products (65 percent). Under the Five-Year Plan, the domestic
production of intermediateand capital goods is emphasized, thereby reducing
Iran's dependence on imports. However, large investmentsin importsubstitutingindustriesmust be assessed carefully to ensure that they are
economicallyviable and do not saddle the economy with heavily protected,
inefficientand uncompetitiveindustries.

B.

POLICY ENVIRONMENT

5.4
Several factors contributed to the last decade's poor performance
of the industrialsector in Iran: the uncertainty associatedwith the
prolonged war with Iraq; the predominanceof the public sector in industrial
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production and investment,and the subsequent crowding out of the private
sector;
negative effects from the then existing structure of prices and
incGntivos,which did not encourage the efficient production or allocation of
resources; cumbersome regulationsand procedureswhich inhibited efficient
industrializationand private sector initiative; the lack of Institutional
coordination,which fueled a sense of uncertainty in investmentand management
decisions;and a lack of resources to upgrade the technologicalbase of
industry.
5.5
InvestmentIncEntives. Until recently incentives to encourage
private sector investmentwere nonexistent. In fact there were many
disincentives,as discussed earlier. The Government is developingways to
encourage private investmentand provide institutionalsupport. Tax
exemptionsare being offered to some investors. To get the full benefit from
such incentivesexplicit criteria and guidelines for approving such incentives
need to be developed further. The structure of incentivesand protectionmust
be rationalizedto ensure a neutral investmentclimate for all viable
productive activities and trade.
5.6
EXchange Rates.
Normalizing exchange rates is perhaps the single
most important issue facing the economy as a whole, and more specificallythe
industrialsector. Until recently,with the official rate of around 70 rials
to a dollar, the parallel market rate fluctuatedbetween 10 to 20 times the
official rate. Several preferentialexchange rates were applicable to exports
and strategic and nonstrategic imports. Strategic imports were allowed at the
official rate. Importers of consumer goods and inputs for these industries
paid about Rls 800 per US dollar. Finished consumer goods and restricted
import items could be importedat the parallel rate. Exporters were given
about Rls 400 per US dollar. The exchange rate regime was essentially
discretionary. In early 1991, the Government replaced this with three rates
as described in Chapter II. With the recent changes the bulk of industry
sector transactionstake place at the free market rate of exchange.
5.7
Pricing Plicy. Along with the policy of multiple exchange rates,
prices were also controlled in Iran. Foreign costs of imports were determined
on the basis of exchange rates which varied according to the type of import.
The prices of inputs procured domesticallywere predeterminedby the costplus method, which also specified profit and distributionmargin.
Consequently,the final price of a product depended on who the producer was
and how production inputs had been purchased. Prices of interchangeable
products varied widely in the market. There was hardly any price competition
or incentive to reduce costs or increase efficiency. Managerial attention was
limited to achieving break-even status and to meeting production targets. The
pricing system, therefore,was a major obstacle to reviving industrialgrowth
and private sector participation. Along with the partial rationalizationof
the exchange rate, the Governmenthas also decontrolledprices for those items
which are now using the Rls 600 per US dollar rate for their import
requirements. The Governmenthas also freed all non-oil exports from any
surrender requirementsfor their foreign exchange earnings. As the number of
items (32) which are presently imported at the official exchange rate are
reduced, the Government also intends to liberalizeprice controls on these
items.
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Privatizatign. The role of the prlvate sector has been relatively
5.8
small, as a result of the pervasive government control of pricing, production
and investment. Private entrepreneurshave been primarily active in the area
of small-scale industry. In recent years private investmenthas concentrated
on services and trade, rather than on manufacturing. Policy uncertainty and
the unfavorable business climate (para. 5.4) have severly constrained private
sector participationin the sector.
In recent months, the Governmenthas encouraged the private sector
5.9
to participate in rebuildingthe economy and in reviving the investment
climate. Some shares in large industriesaro being gradually transferredback
to the private sector. The National Iranian IndustriesOrganization (NIIO)
and the Bank of Industry and Mines are taking the lead in privatizing assets
held by them. While some initial positive steps have been taken to relax the
policy environment,the privatizationeffort is likely to be a risky,
expensive and long, drawn out process. There is a need to develop a clear
privatizationpolicy, strategy and program. Criteria for selecting
enterprises to be privatized and a program for restructuringpotentially
viable enterpriseshave to be developed. The institutionalstructure and
decision making process on privatizationneed to be spelled out. The approach
to privatizationup to now is protracted,based on a formula which requires a
phased and limited transfer of assets; in each phase, only 15-20 percent of
assets can be sold to private investors. A program also needs to be designed
to include complementarypolicies and measures in restructuring,financing and
the liberalizationof pricing and trade policies.
Trade Policy. Trade policy in Iran was quite complicated,with
5.10
import protectionprovided through quantitativerestrictionsand variable
tariff and exchange rates. All imports for commercialpurposes used to
of "unauthorized"items and,
require an import license; there was a long list
to "conditional"status,
subject
products
in addition, there were hundreds of
imports. Imports of all
specific
for
which could be relaxed from time to time
Where domestic
restricted.
goods that could be produced domesticallywere
subject to a wide
allowed,
were
imports
productionwas lacking or inadequate,
on
many imports
taxes
and
tariffs
range of tariffs and taxes. The sum of
tariffs and
import
of
range
The
value.
could exceed 500 percent of import
tariffs and
Actual
5.3.
Table
in
shown
is
taxes on selected product groups
since the
and
basis,
a
case-by-case
on
taxes charged appear to be determined
effective
the
purposes,
valuation
custom
for
used
official exchange rate is
duties are actually very low (import duty collections including special
surcharges etc. were only 1.4X of GDP in 1990/91). Given the distortion in
exchange rate policy, the restrictive trade policy and high tariffs followed.
With the recent liberalizationof exchange rates a reform of tariffs and trade
regime is urgently needed.
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2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
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9.
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11.
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13.
14.
15.
18.
17.
18,
19.
20.
21.

Live animals and animal products
Vegotable products
Vtgotobl wal, canned tood, etc,
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food pr'Aucts,
Minor*a products
Chemical and related industries
Art4Zicialplastic, tire, linoleum
PAIn, leather
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Paper and cardboard
Artificial tibor, silk. .ottcn, etc.
flowers
Shoe, hats, artifticial
stone, concrete, cement
Pearl, precious stones, and motels
Metals and artiticialmetals
Mechanical end electricalmachinery. etc.
Hoving vehicles and parts
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Guns, artilleries,etc. -- all torbidden
Other
Items (art and antiques)
Collector's

SAu=:

Ministry
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ltateC)

Rat. (Z)

3- 50
5- 70
5- 50
0-100
3- 45
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0-100
20-100
0-100
0- .I)
0-lOu
25- 50
10- 75
0-100
0-100
0- 30
0- 75
0- 50
50
0-100
50

10-200
5-225
10-125
15-350
5- 95
0-250
0-100
0-200
0-225
0-150
0-300
260-300
5-A40
0-400
3-300
0-220
0-355
0-200
50-150
0-300
100

"Rulex and Regulations

of Trade." 1988.

The compositionof Iran's imports (Table 5.4) shows heavy
5,11
concentrationon intermediateand capital goods, amounting to about 80 percent
of total imports during the 1980s. Imports of consumer goods account for the
remaining 20 percent. The share of industry and mines has been about 60
percent of total imports.
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Although import charges are not applied consistently,total
5.12
duties and taxes) ranged between 10 and 15 percent of the
(customs
charges
during the 1970s and between 15 and 28 percent during
imports
of
total value
The relative importanceof import taxes has also
5.5).
the 1980s (Table
often exceeding the customs tariffs collected.
years,
increased in recent
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However, it should be borne in mind that, during the 1970s, the exchange rate
was free and uniform whereas a controlledmultiple exchange rate system
prevailed during the 1980s. Consequently,import tariffs and charges are not
comparablebetween the two decades.
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ForeiarnInvestment. The door to foreign investmentis being
5.13
opened in Iran, with the exception of some "strategic"industriessuch as oil.
The objectives are to attract foreign capital and technology,and open markets
for non-oil exports. The major task ahead is to reestablish a favorable
investmentclimate. Some signs of recovery are already evident. External
assistance from Japan is under discussion, including $1 billion for the
rehabilitationof the Bandar Khomeini PetrochemicalComplex (total cost $4.5
billion). Assistance from South Korea and some European countries is also
expected in this major rehabilitationprogram. Export credit cover has been
reinstatedby Germany and France. Trade and investmentdiscussions are also
underway with China, Canada, Sweden, Italy, Turkey and Australia. A
comprehensivetrade agreement was concludedwith the Soviet Union in mid1989, covering trade and investment in petrochemicals,metallurgy, machine
tools and building materials. Similarly,a trade agreement with China, based
on convertible currencies, includes the paper and tire industries,as well as
other manufacturingplants. There are also other bilateral agreements in the
power sector.
C.

SECTOR ORGANIZATION

Until the most recent changes to peace-timepolicy environment,
5.14
private sector involvementwas limited to small-scale industry in Iran.
Medium and large industriesfell under the public sector, for ownership and/or
management. Various ministries,banks and other organizationsare responsible
for segments of the industrialsector, but this situation is being changed.
The Government'sprimary role in industry is divided among three ministries:
the Ministry of Industries,the Ministry of Heavy Industries,and the Ministry
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All three ministries are lnvolved in the execution and
of Mines and Metals.
management of medium and large industrialprojects.
Ministry of Industries (MO0D. MOI has broad responsibilityfor
5.15
and supervises a large number of industrialunits. Six
development
industrial
subsectors including textiles, food and
differert
oversee
departments
and electronicproducts, and certain
electrical
chemicals,
pharmaceuticals,
mineral and nonmineral products. MOI also certifies eligible projects for
start-up or expansion. With about 150 staff, MOI conducts industrial surveys
at the provincial level and makes factory visits.
The main executive body of MOI is the National Iranian Industries
5.16
Organization (NIIO). NIIO was established after the revolutionwhen it
inherited about 500 medium and large companies that were nationalized. Of
these, about 100 companies were transferredto the direct control of the 3
ministries and 50 to the private sector. Of the remaining 350 companies under
NIIO, 250 are in manufacturingand 100 in the service sectors. NIIO companies
are divided among nine subsectoraldepartments. Total employment in these
companies stands at about 140,000. NIIO retains 2 percent of gross sales from
all companies which are managed, without regard to cost efficiency or
managerial accountability. The NIIO companies are heavily import-dependent.
Their average capacity utilizationrate is less than 50 percent of installed
capacity. It is anticipatedthat NIIO will retain its control over large
"strategic"companies and privatize the remainder. NIIO plans to privatize
about 100 companies through the Teheran Stock Exchange, and some others
directly on its own. Meanwhile, additionalnew projects are to be implemented
by NTIO. Evenrually, it is expected that NIIO will have control over 150-200
large industriesat all times, probably concentratingon industriesproducing
intermediateproducts. This strategy needs to be reevaluatedand
considerationgiven to privatize all NIIO holdings.
Industries (MHI). The main responsibilityof
Ministry of Hea
5.17
MHI is the planning, expansion and operation of heavy engineering industries,
including transrort vehicles, machine tools, shipping, constructionmachinery
and other metal products. The MHI controls a large number of companies (about
10,000), although only some 200 of these cpn be called major industrialunits
(producingsome 85 percent of the value added). All of the smaller units and
a substantialproportion of the larger companies are managed by the private
sector. Although some companies in these subsectorsare controlled directly
by the Ministry, most come under the purview of the Ministry's main executive
body--the IndustrialDevelopment and RenovationOrganization (IDRO)--an
organizationparallel to NIIO in the Ministry of Industries.
The main responsibilitiesof this
Ministry of Mines e-,r;etals.
5.18
Ministry are the expansion of geologicalexplorationand mining, and the
development and operation of metallurgicaland steel industries. Apart from
hydrocarbons,Iran's main mineral resources are iron ore, coal, copper, lead,
zinc, bauxite and phosphate. Explorationefforts are planned or underway in
these areas, and major capacity expansion is expected over the next 5-10
years. About 100 explorationprojects are included in the FFYP.
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5.19
In addition, there are a number of other government organizations
involved in the industrialsector. The Ministry of Oil and Gas covers
petrochemicalsand oil refineries. The Ministry of Armed Forces and Logistics
controls many industrialunits producing tools and supplies for the army. The
Oppressed and Veterans Foundationcovers a large number of industrieswhich
were transferred from the former Pahlavi Foundation. The Ministry of Jihad
has responsibilityfor entrepreneurshipdevelopment in small-scale industries,
in addition to a variety of other programs for the development of rural
infrastructure. A large number of industrialunits are also under the control
of other technical ministries and various foundations. Specialized and
commercialbanks are partners in numerous industrialprojects.
5.20
The Teheran Stock Exchange (TSE) was established in 1968. In the
following ten years, it witnessed phenomenal growth. The level of
transactionsincreased from 13 million rials in 1968 to 44 billion rials in
1977. However, transactionsdeclined after the revolution. They dropped to 4
billion rials in 1979 and to a low of 9 million rials in 1983. With the
modest beginning of the privatizationeffort in the mid-1980s, TSE gradually
became more active. In 1987, total transactionsreached 1.7 billion rials.
As policy reforms were stepped up from 1989, the TSE growth boomed and total
transactionsexceeded 50 billion rials in 1990/91. A number of industrial
units under NIIO control are being offered for phased privatizationthrough
TSE.
5.21
TSE policies are directed by a nine-membercouncil, and its
operationsare managed by a five-memberBoard of Directors. Companies
accepted by TSE should have at least 75 percent Iranian ownership and be
incorporatedas a public joint- stock company,with at least 100 shareholders
and no one holding more than 10 percent of total shares. The company should
be engaged in economicallyuseful activitiesand have management approved by
the TSE Board.
5.22
InstitutionalIssues. The main institutionalissue in Iran's
industrialsector is the absence of policy coordinationfor the sector as a
whole. Different ministriescover different aspects of industry. They are
engaged primarily in implementingand supervisingindustrialprojects. Their
preoccupationwith operationalmatters concerning the companies under their
supervisiondoes not leave much time for policy analysis and formulation.
Although industrialissues are discussed at various levels, coherent
industrialpolicies and a clear incentive structureare needed. An analytical
framework must be developed and consistentlyapplied to matters of pricing,
investment, trade, and finance. Even where rational policies are being
developed,such as in the area of privatization,complementaritywith pricing,
exchange rate, tariff and tax policies are essential for success. Development
of such policy complementaritiesare at their early stage now. The time is
ripe for the Government to quickly review the institutionalstructure for
industry and make appropriate changes to strengthenpolicy-makingand
coordinationin the sector, separatepolicy function from the operational
function for the publicly-ownedindustrialenterprises,streamline
administraciveprocedures, and reassess the number of organizationsinvolved
in the seztor and their respective roles.
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THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN (FFYPO

5.23
The FFYP (1989-93) recognizesrecent developmentsand the
rehabilitationneeds in the industrialsector. It sets out ambitious goals
for growth and policy reforms; however, more attention is needed to ensure
correspondencebetween objectivesand policy, and between stated policies and
their implementation.
5.24
The general objectivesof the industrial sector are to reduce
dependence on imported inputs, upgrade the technologicalbase, encourage nonoil exports, rehabilitatedamaged and underutilizedindustrialcapacity, and
improve sector management. Investmentpriority is given to intermediateand
capital goods industries in order to reduce such imports and upgrade
indigenoustechnology.Expanding the role.of private entrepreneursand smallscale industries is also mentioned in the plan. A total of US$20 billion is
expected to be invested in industryby thisGovernment,with a further US$8
billion expected in private investment. £he large amount of public investment
outlay called for in the FFYP and the relativelysmall contribution from the
private sector are causes for concern. The Government should consider ways
and means of generating a private sector led industrialsector growth.
5.25
After negative growth during the 1980s, the plan stipulatesa
growth target of 14.2 percent p.a. during the plan period. Within the sector,
the plan anticipatesa shift away from consumer products toward intermediate
and capital goods. The share of consumer products in manufacturingvalueadded is to decrease from 45 percent in 1989 to 28.6 percent in 1994; the
share of intermediategoods to grow from 49 percent to 63.1 percent, and
capital goods to grow from 6 percent to 8.5 percent. The respective annual
growth targets are 4.2 percent for consumer products, 20 percent for
intermediategoods, and 24 percent for capital goods. A large part of this
growth is expected from an increase in capacity utilization:from about 40
percent in 1989 to 62 percent by 1994. In addition to these high-growth
targets, the plan stipulatesthat non-oil industrialexports would generate $9
billion in foreign exchange over the five-yearperiod.
5.26
Most consumer goods industriesare projected to grow at the rate
of population growth, except dairy products, sugar, pharmaceuticalsand
textiles, where higher growth rates are targeted. About 10 percent of the
total plan investmentis allocated to consumer goods. The share allocated to
the intermediategoods industriesis about 70 percent. High-growth,
intermediateproduct groups include iron and steel, non-ferrous metals, paper
products, synthetic fibers, chemicalsand fertilizers. Many large projects in
these areas are being implementedor planned. Capital goods industries,
another high growth area, has been allocated 20 percent total fixed investment
to support projects in agriculturalmachinery, transportvehicles and
equipment,electrical machinery,and power generationequipment. The foreign
exchange components of investmentare $4.2 billion for consumer goods, $8.4
billion for intermediategoods and $5.9 billion for capital goods. Some
expendituresare also planned for rural industries,both for renovation and
new capacity. Technology is also mentioned in the plan, but not much beyond
an emphasis on heavy industriesand on basic research and development.
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Various l&bor and tax laws are to be reviewed with the intent of
5.27
granting exemptions and other privileges to increase the profitabilityof
large, import-substitutingindustries. This is an area where caution is
necessary in order to avoid supporting inefficient industriessolely because
of their import-substitutingfunction. Institutinga structure of incentives
would require considerablymore
to promote efficient industrialization
in
motion. Similarly, all significant
be
set
could
policies
analysis before
and economicallyjustified
appraised
be
carefully
must
investmentprojects
using appropriate exchange rate and input/outputcosts. Projects viable in
the existing regime could quickly become a burden on the economy and a drain
on public resources after the pricing policy and the exchange rate are fully
adjusted. Thus, it is critical that the Government announce its medium-term
policy goals in matters of pricing, trade, exchange rate, incentivesand
private sector involvementso that the potential investors base their
decisions on appropriateprice signals. If public investmentis indicated
(becauseall efforts to attract private sector fail) rigorous procedures for
screening of all major investmentsbased on economic criteria would help
ensure that heavy capital-intensiveindustriesare not promoted automatically
when greater returns could be achieved by restructuringor rehabilitating
viable existing industries that are underutilizedand would not require large
investmentsto generate growth.
The plan sets the target of a 14 percent annual growth in
5.28
industrialoutput and a several-foldincrease in non-oil industrialexports.
However, the supply response necessary to generate the high growth in output
and exports will not materialize by waiting for policies to be set right.
Even if all major policy reforms--includingthe liberalizationof foreign
exchange, trade protection, domestic prices and private ownership--are
implementedearly in the plan period, the impact on both the growth in output
and exports is unlikely to be quick enough to achieve plan targets.
Additional measures are also required to increase capacity utilization,
without large investments,and to remove the input constrainton those
industrieswhich are likely to be viable under a liberal pricing and trade
environment. Technical assistancemay be required to select this group of
industries, to prepare the program for the delivery of inputs, to improve
management and the production process, and to ease the availabilityof raw
materials and spares in a selected "core" group of industries. In addition to
the changes in the exchange rates, the Government last year allowed some US$ 6
billion worth of imports of raw materials for the medium and heavy industries,
thus mitigating the problems of raw material shortages and capacity
utilization to a certain extent.
Although the plan stipulatesambitious growth targets based partly
5.29
on increasingcapacity utilization,the need for restructuringor
rehabilitatingmany existing industrieshas not been considered fully.
Similarly, the emphasis on import-substitutionin intermediateand capital
goods industrieshas been put forward without due considerationto the cost of
protection in terms of losses in efficiencyand competitiveness. The
potential role and benefits of private sector participationmay not be
harnessed if industry remains dominated by the Government. While taking
encouraging steps in the areas of exchange rate, pricing and trade policies,
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the Government also needs to act rapidly with respect to institutional
reform, approaches to private sector development,and a privatizationprogram.
In these areas, and on the technology front, considerablymore preparatory
work is needed to develop suitable action and implementationplans.
5.30
Another important area deserving early attention is the
complementarityamong policies and objectives. For example, the privatization
program has to be accompaniedwith continued liberalizationof pricing policy;
the development of non-oil exports sector would require completing
rationalizationof the exchange rate regime; and a greater utilization of
existing capacity must be based on a careful screening of potentially viable
industries, assuming rationalizationof the exchange rate and the decontrol of
prices, and on the technicaland financial restructuringof these enterprises.
In other words, it is necessary to formulate and effectively carry out
policies that facilitatethe achievementof plan objectives,and to modify
these objectives if their achievementseems improbableor proves too costly to
the economy.
E.

CONCLUSIONS

5.31
The industrialsector in Iran is now at a turning point. After
years of negative growth, the sector has the potential to achieve high growth
rates; however, whether high growth would be sustainable in the long run
remains open to question. The environment in %hich the industrialsector
operated in the 1980s was heavily distorted by quantitativerestrictions,
price controls, foreign exchange allocations,public sector dominance and a
apathetic private sector. Today, Iran has a sizeable industrialbase
consistingmainly of import-substitutingindustriesoperating, on average, at
less than 50 percent of installedcapacity. Thus, potential for a quick
increase in output exists and should be exploited urgently. A large portion
of the industrialsector as a whole, and the vast majority of medium and large
industries, is currently owned or managed by the public sector, although a
policy to divest public ownership is to be pursued. A transformationof this
ownership structure to significantlyincrease private sector share will have
important economic benefits and this issue would continue to be emphasized.
5.32
The recent, as well as the envisaged, exchange rate policy reforms
will have profound impact on the industrialsector. When an appropriate and
unified foreign exchange policy is finally adopted, many of the heavily
import-dependentindustrieswould face difficult restructuring. Currently,
inputs for most consumer goods industriesand many finished products are
imported at a mix of different exchange rates, generatinga variety of market
signals and market prices depending upon what rate of foreign exchange and
what pricing regime the various industriescome under. Unification of
exchange rate is urgently needed to provide a uniform signal to current and
potential investors. Given the magnitude and direction of the exchange rate
adjustment it can be expected that the profitabilityof import substitution
industrieswith high local content will significantlyincrease. This will
represent an important area for new investmentand growth.
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The Government is making serious and laudable efforts to
reformulate industrialsector policies and to launch the sector on an
efficient growth path. These efforts are focussing on a number of problem
areas. First, the exchange rate reforms will provide a much needed boost and
right signal to the industrialsectors. Second, the administrativeprocedures
and regulationsaffecting industrial investment,production and trade are
going to be simplified. Third, several measures to encourage non-oil exports
(of which, 10% - 15% comprise industrialgoods) are under consideration,
including tax-free and simplifiedprocedures for exports, institutional
support measures in the form of a foreign exchange revolving fund, and an
export development fund. However, these measures need careful study.
Experience elsewhere suggests that a realistic exchange rate is the best and
most powerful incentive for generating exports. In the absence of such an
exchange rate the incentivesdo not help. Also, in the area of export
development,complementaryinstitutionalmeasures should proceed hand-in-hand
with measures to phase out distortions in input and output prices. Some of
the measures needed to boost exports are in the process of being introduced;
the first steps have been taken towards the unification of the exchange rate
and prices of certain industrialoutputs have already been decontrolled. The
Government intends to act on the remaining agenda in the next two years.
5.34
With the liberalizationof pricing and foreign exchange policies,
many industries,which have survived under restrictiveand protective
conditions,would need technical,financial and operational restructuringin
order to adjust to the new environment. Some industries,where such
restructuringis not feasible,may have to give way to new industrieswhich
are competitive and based on Iran's comparativeadvantages.
5.35
The FFYP contemplatesa large amount of investment in the
industrialsector. To ensure that investmentsare compatiblewith, and viable
in, the competitivepolicy and market environmentnow taking shape, it is
imperativethat all major new investmentsin industryare economically
justified at a realistic rate of foreign exchange. For this purpose, it is
important that the governmentprepare and announce its medium term policy
objectives in areas such as pricing, trade incentives,exchange rate, private
sector developmentand private sector policies. The Government should also
exercise extreme caution in undertakingnew public sector investments in the
industrial sector and should instead,design and implement measures to
stimulate private sector investment. In case some public investmentin
industry is deemed absolutelynecessary it should be subject to a rigorous
economic and commercialevaluation.
F. REFORM AGENDA AND STATUS
5.36
The three interrelatedneeds of Iran's industrialsector are:
policy and institutionalreform; greater participationby the private sector
and the infusion of market forces; and the rehabilitationof viable existing
enterprises through technologicaluplift. The Government has started
addressing some of the issues. The status of these necessary reforms and
further action necessary are summarizedbelow:
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(i)

Reforms in the exchange rate, pricing policy, and trade
liberalizationneed to be continued. The exchange rate should be
unified at a realistic level. Input/outputpricing based on the
cost-plus approach should be done away with. Import protection
should continue to be relaxed to increase efficiencyand
competitivenessand to reduce the burden of unviable, but
protected, industries. First steps towards a gradual unification
of the exchange rate have been taken. Input/outputprices for
industriesaffected by the revised exchange rate policy have been
decontrolledsubstantially. The Government intends to review the
system of tariffs in the near future.

(ii)

The Government ought to review the institutionalframework in the
industrial sector and implement the changes necessary to
strengthenpolicy planning and coordination,reduce the
predominanceof the public sector in industrialproduction and
investment, increaseprivate sector ownership and activity in the
sector, and curtail the risk of existing institutionsworking out
of harmony with sector objectives. The Government is only
starting to focus on this very important issue.

(iii)

In addition to simplifying the regulatoryenvironment for domestic
investment,a clear statement of policy and procedures would be
useful for foreign investmentand joint ventures to facilitate the
transfer of technologyand strengthen the existing technology
infrastructure. The Government is finalizinga policy document
towards this end.

Private Sector Development
(iv)

A review should also be done of the potential role to be played by
private entrepreneursand the institutionalsupport to be provided
by the public sector, followed by the implementationof chosen
programs in these areas. For instance, out of the 85
organizationswhich are presently under IDRO's control, only 10
are expected to remain so by the end of the next five year plan.
This is an area which will need further detailed study and the
Governmentmay wish to seek technical assistance in this regard.

(v)

The privatizationprograms being initiatedby various
organizationsin the industrialsector require some direction and
assistance. There is an urgent need to develop a clear
privatizationpolicy and strategy and establish appropriate
institutionalstructure and procedure to enable efficient
implementation. Without appropriatepolicy complementarity,
proper phasing, and financial and technicalbacking, the
privatizationprogram could remain protracted. This issue could
be addressed along with study mentioned in item (iv) or can be the
subje:t of a separate study.
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(vi)

To generate a quick supply response, while privatizationand
restructuringare being pursued, a program is needed for
increasing the production in those enterprises that produce some
of the basic consumption goods and who have underutilized
capacity. For such enterprisesa "crash program for increasing
production" should be launched. In parallel, a review of these
enterprises'long-runviability and privatizationprospects should
be undertaken. The Government intends to seek both technical and
financial assistance to achieve this objective.
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A.

INTRDUjCTION

6.1
The energy sector is expected to play an important role in the
reconstructionof Iran. Oil revenue plays a major role in the economy as it
has been the primary driving force behind GDP growth. The deteriorationof
internationaloil prices, starting in 1982 and acceleratingin 1986, had a
substantial impact on Iran's economy. The decline in oil revenue from oil
price decreases was further exacerbatedwhen oil facilitiesbecame primary
military targets during the war with Iraq. Until 1990 Iran was not able to
increase oil production to meet its OPEC quota. However, as world oil demand
continues to increase and output from non-Opec countries decreases, oil
pricing over the medium term is expected to revert once again to OPEC. Unless
world oil prices remain high for an extended period of timefU or increase
dramatically(which is generally consideredunlikely), only four countries are
expected to have the capacity to respond to increaseddemands for oil: Saudi
Arabia, Iran, Iraq and possibly Kuwait. Therefore,over the medium to long
term, Iran is in a relativelyhealthy position with regard to oil revenue.
6.2
The revenue from oil exports is expected, to a limited extent, to
be complementedby gas exports to the USSR. Gas exports were restarted in
March 1990 after a ten-year hiatus and are expected to average 3 billion cu.
m/yr (BCM), with the possibilityof increasingto 10 BCM. Revenues at the
current rate of export are expected to earn Iran about $300 million per
yearw. As Iran has the second largest natural gas reserve in the world
(second to the USSR), the potential for export revenues and domestic interfuel
substitutionis considerable.
B.

INSTITUTIONALSTRUCTURE

6.3
The energy sector falls under two ministries: the Ministry of
Petroleum and the Ministry of Energy (power and water). Within the Ministry
of Petroleum,the National Iran Oil Corporation (NIOC) is responsible for the
development of oil reserves and the distributionof petroleum products; the
National Iran Gas Corporation (NIGC) is responsible for natural gas
development;and the National PetrochemicalCorporation (NPCorp.) is
responsible for the petrochemicalfacilities.VJ The Ministry of Jihad also
plays a role in the energy sector as it is responsiblefor extending the
distributionof electricityand petroleum products to the rural areas. It has
been quite successfulin acceleratingthe electrificationof new villages
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proposes to connect 10,000 new villages to the grid, an achievable goal given
that 940 villages have been electrified during the first nine months of
FY89/90.
C.

DEMAND FORECAST

Domestic demand for petroleum products accelerated rapidly during
6.4
the 1970s, from 165 thousandbarrels per day (TBPD) in 1970 to 545 TBPD in
1979, for an annual growth rate of about 14 percent. As a result of the war,
consumption grew during the 1980s at the much more modest rate of 6.6 percent,
reaching 852 TBPD by 1988. During the First Five-Year Plan, the annual growth
rate is expected to decrease to 6.1 percent, largely due to the increased
penetration of natural gas in the domestic market. With a population growth
of about 3.2 percent per annum, continuing growth in energy consumptioncan be
expected. However, as the Governmenthas stated, it intends to reduce
subsidies in general (which presumablywould include domestic energy prices)
and increase the supply of natural gas; domestic demand for petroleum products
should, therefore,be modest.
The domestic consumptionof natural gas has grown at an irregular
6.5
pace. Because natural gas has been supply constrained, it has been difficult
to forecast demand. However, given that the Governmenthas set a goal of
doubling the number of cities supplied by natural gas, from 100 to 200 during
the plan, natural gas consumption is expected to acceleraterapidly. This
growth in residential consumptionwould be augmented by the implementationof
gas-fired thermal power stations, particularlybase-load combined cycle
plants, and by exports.
Electricity sales in Iran increasedby 10 percent per annum over
6.6
despite the impact of the war on industrialgrowth.
period,
FY80-88
the
During this period, agriculturalconsumptiongrew at 20 percent per annum and
industrialconsumption at 3.7 percent. However, this trend is expected to be
reversedwith industrialelectricityconsumptionprojected to grow at an
annual rate of about 20 percent. With a relatively large growth in industrial
consumption,the system load factor is forecast to stabilize at about 60
percent, decreasing the relative size of the peak of the demand curve and thus
increasingthe utilization of the capital stock, which would lead to the
reduction of the total cost of supply. In the period immediately following
the war, up until about October 1989, there was substantialload shedding
resulting from damage to the physical assets in the sector. The high priority
given to reconstructionresulted in the power system becoming marginally
stable as of March 1990, with rotatingblackouts. A considerable level of
suppressed demand still exists.
Over the first plan period, electricitysales are projected to
6.7
grow at an annual average rate of 9 percent, led by industrial sector growth
(20 percent). Sales are expected to be even higher should the supply
constraintproblem be resolved. Assuming the Government'sprojected growth in
the economy of 8 percent per annum, the implicit GDP elasticity of electricity
demand of 1.1 is unusually low for an economy expected to rebound after ten
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constrained. On the other hand, the GDP growth forecast appears to be
optimistic, which would indicate that the projected growth of electricity
sales of 9 percent may be too high.
D.

RESOURCE BASE

Iran has one of the largest hydrocarbon asset bases in the world,
6.8
with about 93 billion barrels of proven crude oil reserves (the fifth largest
supply in the world, representingabout 9 percent of the world's total) and
about 17 trillion cubic meters (TCM) of natural gas (the second largest supply
in the world behind the USSR, representing12.2 percent of the world's total).
At production rates for oil of about 3.2 million b/d, the reserves to
production ratio is about 80 years. In addition there is reasonable potential
for increases in reserves with further exploration. The production of natural
gas in 1989 was about 30 BCM, for a reserve to production ratio of a
staggering 567 yearsl Exports to the USSR, which resumed in March 1990, could
increase to 10 BCM/yr. Although this would dramaticallyincrease production
levels, the reserve to production ratio would still remain above 400 years.
The exploitationof natural gas resources needs to be refocussed, especially
given the fact that about 30 percent of total gas production in 1989 was
flared.
Oil revenues have the potential for modest growth in Iran. World
6.9
oil consumption continues to grow at a rate of about 2.8 percent per annum,
partly driven by low oil prices (in real terms, crude oil is selling below its
1974 price level) and partly by environmentaland safety concerns associated
with nuclear and coal technology. Many of the oil exporting countries are
expected to require substantialcapital outlays and technicalassistance to
increase production. Iran is, therefore, in a good position to respond to
increased demands in the global oil marketplace.
Iran's hydroelectricpotential is also substantial,amounting to
6.10
MW on the Karun and Karkheh rivers alone. Two sites have been
20,000
about
level and one at feasibilitylevel on the Karun
at
prefeasibility
studied
River. The Governmenthas invited bids for the implementationof the Karun
III Project which are under evaluation. With the extensive developments
proposed for the Karun River watershed, a comprehensivewatershed development
plan is urgently needed. Environmentaland resettlementaspects need to be
reviewed in the context of a water resource management study to establish the
optimal sustainabledevelopment of the Karun River system and the potential
for increasedbenefits through conjunctiveoperation of reservoirs.
The Governmenthas adopted a policy of increasingthe exploitation
6.11
of its enormous natural gas reserves for domestic consumption and exports. In
relative terms, natural gas is expected to be the fuel of the future for Iran,
given the size of the resourceand its relativelyacceptable impact on the
environment. There is substantialpotential for the export of natural gas to
Europe (either using the USSR conduit or via Turkey) and to Pakistan and/or
India, A study of the feasibilityof a gas pipeline to Pakistan is currently
being contemplated.
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E.

CAPITAL STOCK

Capital stock in Iran has been hard hit during the past ten years.
6.12
Many of the oil refinerieswere primary targets during the recent war, along
with some of the electricity generatingstations. Since the end of the war,
the Governmenthas put high priority on a reconstructioneffort, and some
refinerieshave already undergone the first phase of their redevelopment. In
the power subsector, the reconstructioneffort has made substantialprogress
in decreasing the load sheddingproblem.
6.13
In addition, some dams appear to be unstable, and unacceptably
large earth movement has been detected at certain sites. The cause of this
movement is not known, but war, seismic events, inadequategeotechnical
analysis at the feasibilityand design stage and/or poor detailed design may
be at the root of the problem. The Govenimenthas initiated a monitoring
system of these dams to detect the extent of the problem and possible
solutions. It is strongly recommended that a panel of experts be engaged to
examine the safety of these dams.
As a result of the financialconstraints imposed by the war,
6.14
investmentand maintenancewere also deferred. Much of the capital stock is
in dire need of rehabilitationto bring the equipment back to its design
capability. The generating stations are generally running at unacceptablylow
levels of efficiency,with about 2,400 MW (17 percent) of the installed
capacity operating at efficienciesof less than 25 percent. Outages due to
equipment breakdown are excessive as a result of deferred maintenance and the
lack of spare parts. Given that the effective load-carryingcapacity of the
system is only about 9,000 MW, with an installedcapacity of about 12,000 MW,
there clearly is the potential for solving the current supply/demandgap by
upgrading capital stock.
F.

RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

Given that Iran is still primarily an oil economy, this sector
6.15
will be of crucial importance in reviving economic growth. The crude oil
production rate during 1989 was about 5 percent less than Iran's OPEC quota.
The Government has conservativelyestimated that foreign exchange revenues
from this subsector would amount to $76 billion during the first plan. By
gradually reducing the import of petroleum products during the plan period,
the Government is trying to ensure that all domestic consumptionwould be met
by production from indigenousrefineriesby the end of the plan. In addition,
the growth in the domestic consumptionof petroleum products is expected to be
curtailed by substitutingincreased natural gas supplies for oil. This would
not only benefit the economic cost of the energy supply but would also help
reduce the environmentalproblems in major cities (particularlyTehran).
The power subsectorhas improved its capacity in a short period of
6.16
time. Blackouts, which were reported to be as long as six hours a day in some
parts of Tehran during 1989, now are under control. However, given that the
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wfith an installed plant capacity of about 12,000 MW, substantialpotential for
incroasing the output of the existing system still exists. The reconstruction
element of this exercise is currently being given top priority; it should be
complementedwith a rehabilitationprogram which increases the reliability and
efficiency of existing plants. It is strongly recommended that a study of the
rehabilitationneeds of the sector be initiated as soon as possible.
The proposed investmentplan for the first and second plan periods
6.17
was cursorily reviewed, revealing some projects whose economic merits appear
to be questionable. As a component of a generationinvestmentprogram, a
least-costplan is usually analyzed in detail to assess the relative merits of
alternate investmentsin a system-widecontext. Such an analysis has not been
undertaken for the First Five-Year Plan. It is highly recommended that such
an analysisbe carried out as soon as possible in order to reassess the
proposed investmentsfor both the First and Second Five-Year Plans. It is
recommended that a consultantwho is fully conversantwith computer models be
engaged to assist in completingthis task and in training counterpartstaff.
In particular, given the abundance of natural gas in Iran, the option of
increasinggeneration capacity fueled by natural gas should be directly
addressed by such a study.A'
G.

PRICING

Iran suffers from the same problem as most other oil producing
6.18
countries: the domestic prices of most petroleum products are heavily
subsidized in terms of their opportunitycost. This problem has been
seriously exacerbatedby the overvaluationof the exchange rate. As of May
1991, kerosene, gas oil and fuel oil are all sold at less than 10 percent of
their internationalequivalent, the result of only one price increase in the
past ten years (March, 1986). Gasoline, on the other hand, had been priced
close to its internationalequivalent,when the trade weighted average value
the of RI was estimated at about 300 Rls/$. However, based on an exchange
rate of 600 Rls/$, gasoline would be priced at about half of world prices.
Given that Iran is expected to import many petroleum products until the end of
the First Five-Year Plan when refinery reconstructionis expected to near
completion, the Government is carrying the burden of large financial
subsidies. The fuels that are the most heavily subsidizedare the primary
targets for substitutionby natural gas. Hence, a targeted acceleration in
price increases for these products would be warranted to create appropriate
incentives for consumers to switch to gas use. Should the Governmentwish to
retain energy price subsidies to protect the poor from the shock of price
adjustments,energy price increasesshould be focussed in such a manner so as
to ensure that the beneficiariesof such a scheme are the poor. This approach
to energy price reform would have three primary benefits: (i) increasingthe
revenue base for the sector and, hence, the budget; (ii) decreasing the growth
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thus freeingup more petroleumproductsfor export;and (iLi)
in consumption,
reducingair pollution.
Given the immensesize of the resourcebase relativeto demandand
6.19
the largeextentof naturalgas flaring,naturalgas pricesshouldreflectthe
long-runmarginalcost of supply (becauseof the largereserveto production
ratiothe depletionpremiumis negligible).NIGC has calculatedthat the cost
of supplyat the plant fence to be about1.0 Rls/cu.m.for offshorefieldsand
0.48 Rls/cu.m.for onshorefields,reflectingthe fact thatmuch of the
resource base is associated

gas and hence low in terms of cost of supply.

Naturalgas consumerpricesare 2 and 5 Rls/cu.m.for industrialand
whichwould indicatethatnatural
respectively,
categories,
household/other
gas pricingdoes not appearto be a problem. However,since the foreign
exchangeinputcosts are pricedat the officialexchangerate, the real cost
of supply

is likely be much greater than the above estimate. A revaluation of

shouldbe
the consumerprice structurein lightof exchangerate adjustments
undertaken.
priceswere subsidized,
6.20
Until the late 1980s,electricity
consistentwith the levelof subsidiesappliedto petroleumproducts. In the
recentpast, the Governmenthas undertakena pricereformprogramto correct
priceswere increased64
's= imbalance. In March 1991,averageelectricity
-_ent,from 5.17 to 8.49Rls/kWh(seeAnnex II, AttachmentVIII for details
tariffschedule).To ensurean appropriato
regardingthe currentelectricity
of the industrialsector,the
enablingenvironmentfor the reconstruction
burdenof the priceadjustmentfocussedon theseconsumersas theywere
increasedby about243 percentto 8.5 Rls/kWh. However,the currentaverage
revenuein the powersubsectordoes not reflectthe marginalcost of supply,
based on a realisticexchangerate. Given the low cost of naturalgas and the
schemesthe marginalcost of supplyis expectedto
attractivehydro-electric
be relativelylow (in the orderof about 5 UScents/kWhin 1990 prices). At
the officialexchangerate of 70 Rls/$,thiswould give a marginalcost of
supplyof about 3.5 Rls/kWh. However,the competitive
exchangerate of 600
Rls/$would yield an estimqtedcost of supplyof about30 Rls/kWh. To meet
exchangerate,
the estimatedmarginalcost of supplybasedon the competitive
electricity
pricesneed to be increasedby about 350 percent. The criterion
pricesis full cost
that the Governmenthas used in settingelectricity
recoveryby the sectorduringthe plan period. In the mission'sview, this
however,it is importantthat the cost of foreign
policyis fullysupportable;
exchangemore accuratelyreflectits scarcity.
sector
pricesfor the consumption
in the agricultural
6.21
Electricity
high levels
disproportionately
thusencouraging
are also heavilysubsidized,
of energyintensityin that sectoras thereis littleincentivefor
conservation.There is also the dangerof excessiveminingof the water table
development.
agricultural
resultingin unsustainabla
H.

FINANCINGPLAN

from the oil
Becauseof the relativelylargerevenuege.aeration
6.22
is unusuallyhigh. This subsectoralso does
and gas subsector,self-financing
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6.23
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CONCLUSIONAND RECONHENDATIONS

6.22
The primary recommendationsfocus on
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forecastby the Government and domestic gas subs
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6.23
The flaling of 30 nercent of associated gas production should be
curtailed as guicklX ag Is
shysigallv possible. As the world generally looks
for cleaner fuels to burn, the value of natural gas is likely to increase.
Gas can also be put to better use domestically,shifting industrialand power
consumption away from petroleum product use. The Governmenthas undertaken to
study this problem. This study. and any subseguent imolementation.should be
given hiah Rriority to ensure the aRRroRriateutilization of flared asno2ifited
Smf. The optimal utilization of natural gas in competing downstreamsectors
(such as power, fertilizerproduction,potential exports, etc.) should be
assessed in terms of the relativepotential net benefits. The proposed
exports of liquified natural gas should be reassessed in this context,
focussing on maximizing the expected net benefits given the risks of natural
gas liquefaction,the potential market and the relative benefits of gas use in
downstreamdomestic sectors.
6.24
A rehabilitationeffort. in concert with the reconstruction
Vrogram. slhouldbe given a high RrioritX to maximize the returns on existing
cagital stock. Such investmentsare expected to have a higher return on
marginal capital employed and would help "pump prime" the economy more
expeditiouslybecause of their relativelyshort gestation period. The
immediate demands of load shedding can also be addressed by converting some of
the extensive installationof open cycle CTUs to combined cycle operation at
low cost, with no incrementalfuel costs and a lower environmentalimpact.
6.25
The relative merits of the energy Rrojectsproposed within the
First Five-Year Plan should be reviewed in light of a revised price structure.
Projects which may have seemed attractivewhen appraised prior to 1986 may not
reflect appropriate relative values for fuels, capital or changes in
technology. Therefore, the generationand transmissionplan for the power
subsector should be reassessedon an urgent basis. This effort requires
technical assistance in terms of upgrading analytical techniques,using
computerizedmodels and training. Because of the potential impact of large
misallocationsof rasources,the analyticaleffort needs to be finalized as
soon as possible.
6.26
Training needs must be addressed in conjunctionwith any caRital
investmentRrogram. Ten years of relative isolation has had a considerable
impact on the human resource base. A comprehensive,broad-based training
program, including all aspects of sector developmentfrom management training
and technologytransfer to maintenance training, is urgently required.
Investmentplanning *-apabilities
are also in need of upgrading to avoid
imprudent investmentsor policies which could have a majo-;negative effect on
sustainablegrowth.
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A.

IR

TIIN

7.1
The last decade has seen Iran's population growth decelerate
somewhat. However, strong rural to urban migration continues in spite of
policies aimed at reversing this trend.
7.2
The provision of housing and infrastructureserviceshas improved
considerablyalthough with the projected populationgrowth and mounting
affluence, the strong demand for services and the pressure on public finances
is not expected to decrease in the foreseeablefuture. The Government should
look increasinglyto the private sector to finance and manage Infrastructure
services.
7.3
Long-term housing and infrastructuredevelopmentplans have been
prepared and priority--oftenlarge--projectsidentified. Closer coordination
is needed in the elaborationof these plans, and considerationshould be given
to implementingsmaller projects which can ensure earlier service and revenue
flows. Cost recovery needs strengthening. Greater use of labor-intensive
constructionmethods, as well as greater reliance on the local manufactureof
certain building materials and equipment,should be encouraged.
B.

BASIC DEMOGRAPHICDATA

7.4
In 1989, Iran's estimated populationwas 55.2 million, growing at
about 3.7 percent p.a.; about 0.7 percent of this growth was due to
immigration. In 1986, 72 percent of householdshad four or more members, and
27 percent had seven or more, with the average family size increasing in rural
areas. In the period 1956-86, the urban population grew at an average of 5.1
percent p.a., whereas in the period 1976-86, it grew somewhat faster at an
average of about 5.4 percent p.a. The fastest growth occurred in the Tehran
province.
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7.5
The population of Iran is projected to reach about 60.3 million in
1993, or an average increase of 3.1 percent p.a. ovor 1986. In the same
period, the urban population is expected to reach 36.6 million (rural 23.7
million), i.e., to increase at an average of 4.6 percent p.a. (rural 2.3
percent). Thus, the heavy rural to urban migration is expected to continue.
C.

URBANDEVELOPMENT

7.6
It is the overall
policy of the Government to discouragegrowth in
the large urban areas.
New towns are to be located away from Tehran and other
large cities. Since the early 1960s, master plans have been prepared for many
large urban areas. Most, however, were prepared without an adequate framework
and with insufficientbasic data; in addition, the planning methods followed
were not well adapted to the rapid urban growth experienced in Iran. Land use
has been poorly monitored. Urban developmenthas been made difficult mainly
because of inadequatelaws and regulations,weak or virtually nonexistent
local municipal administrations,and low citizen participation.
7.7
In addition to the populationdecentralizationpolicy already
mentioned, the plan includes the reconstructionof war-damaged areas, promotes
measures to improve the environmentand conserve energy, and advocates the
strengtheningof municipal.
administrationsin terms of both human and
financial resources. Creating urban councils, and vesting greater authority
in local government, is also being contemplated.
7.8
There is a need to develop simple land use plans for urban and
surrounding areas. General rules for planning and for the issuanceof
building permits need to be developed. Areas of ecological or other strategic
importanceshould oe identifiedand protected. Greater coordinationis needed
in the preparation of land use and general infrastructuredevelopmentplans.
Finally, given the highly seismic nature of the country as a whole, research
on seismic zoning and the safety of structuresshould be undertaken. This
last issue is being addressedunder the Bank financed Earthquake Recovery
Project (Loan 3301-IRN).
D.

HOUSING

7.9
In the period 1966-86,the number of housing units increased from
3.9 million to 8.3 million, i.e., an average of 3.8 percert p.a. In the same
period, the share of urban areas in the total number of housing units
increased from 33 percent to 57 percent, and the number of households per
housing unit decreased from 1.32 to 1.17. Householdsprefer large one-family
units. Apartment dwellings are relativelyrecent. Based on the quality of
the housing itself (steel or concrete structure,bricks or stones or dried
clay) and the available facilities (centralheating, bathrooms,kitchens,
water, electricity),the conditionof urban housing may be roughly classified
as: 35 percent good, 20 percent fair and 45 percent poor. In the rural areas,
as many as 63 percent of all housing units are considered in poor condition.
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In the period 1976-86, sector investmentsvaried between the
equivalent of 6.5 percent and 8.6 percent of GDP. The private sector provided
the bulk of the housing developments,government direct investmentshaving
dropped from 23 percent in 1976 to only 5 percent of total investments in
1986. There appears to be little direct government subsidy, except for the
financing provided at preferentialrates to government employees and war
veterans (standard interest rate for housing loans is 12X; for government
employees it is 8-9X; for war veterans it is 4X). Loans are made for upto
Rls. 10 million to be repaid over 15 to years. Some 195,000 housing units
were built in 1987. However, there is still an acute shortage, and
considerableresources will have to be mobilized by the sector. Foreign
exchange requirementsover the plan period have been estimated at some $10
billion. Greater use of labor-intensiveconstructionmethods, as well as
greater reliance on the local manufactureof certain building materials and
equipment, should be encouraged to reduce foreign exchange needs.
Manufacturingcertain products for import substitutionshould also be
considered.
7.11
The plan calls for changes in constructionmethods, improvements
in building and housing standards,constructionof smaller units, and the
raising of the number of housing units per capita. The plan contemplatesthe
constructionof some 2.5 million housing units over a five-year period, about
1.7 million in urban and 0.8 million in rural areas. This target appears to
be ambitious. However, to achieve the target, private, cooperative and other
interestedorganizationsshould be encouraged to undertake large-scale
projects. Rental housing should also be given more emphasis. New
constructiontechniques,such as prefabrication,should be considered. The
constructionindustry is relativelywell developed in Iran. Technical and
managerial capability is available,and capacity can be increasedwith
additional training.
7.12
The Urban Lands Organizationwas established in 1982 to implement
the Urbar.Lands Act, under which the Governmentprovides land for urban
housing development. At present,housing is under constructionon some 20,000
ha of government land, with a total capacity of some 500,000 units in 160
urban areas.
E.

INFRASTRUCTURE

7.13
Water resources managemen;and allocationare the responsibility
of the Ministry of Energy. National surveys and studies of water sources and
uses have been underway for several years. A water master plan for the entire
country is expected to be ready by 1991. At present, some 80 percent of the
urban popuiation is served with piped water; service is deemed of acceptable
quality for 70 percent of those served, with 90 percent service coverage
planned by 1992. Currently a number of projects, some of them very large, are
underway. Considerationshould be given to implementingsmaller projects
that have the advantage of shorter constructionperiods, the earlier provision
of services and earlier revenue flows. Smaller projects are also generally
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easier to implement. In principle, costs are to be fully recovered, although
the extent of that recovery is not known.
Sewage collection and disposal are the responsibilityof the
7.14
Ministry of Energy. Until recently, investments in sewerage facilities in
urban areas have been modest. Sewage has been disposed largely through seepage
pits and septic tanks. In many areas, there is evidence of problems with high
groundwater levels and pollution from seepage. Long-rangeplans for the
collectionand disposal of sewage have been prepared and priority projects
identified. Plan investmentsare aimed at substantiallyimproving the
sanitary situation for about 14 million, or roughly one third of the urban
dwellers. Projected investmentsthrough the year 2006 are estimated at 1.3
billion rials (in 1988 prices). The central Governmenthopes that its share
of these investmentswill drop, while the municipalitiesand the private
sector will increase their shares.
7.15
The responsibilityfor the collectionand disposal of solid waste
rests with the municipalities. Appropriatehandling of solid waste poses a
serious problem for most medium- and large-sizedurban agglomerations.
Disposal facilitiesare not designed or managed properly. Only limited
investmentsare included in the Government'splan. There is an urgent need to
develop a national policy on the collectionand disposal of solid waste.
Norms are needed for the design and operation of facilities, and municipal
staff need specialized training.
7.16
The TelecommunicationsCompany of Iran is responsible for the
provision of telephone services. At present, the demand for service is not
being met, particularly in Tehran where getting a connectionmay take several
years. As is usual in such cases, it is not clear just what the demand for
service is. A plan with a 20-year horizon has been developed,and projects
for the 1990-95 period. It is hoped that by 1995 some
have been ider.tified
4.5 million lines will be installed;half of these would be connected to
digital switching stations. Ongoing contracts provide for local manufacture
of digital telephone exchange equipment and parts and repair facilities, as
well as for staff training. Under the plan, the existing 60,000 intercity
communicationchannels would be more than doubled. Connected villages would
increase from about 3,200 to about 10,000, and remote areas would be connected
via satellite. The 1,300 existing internationalconnectionswith direct
dialing to 137 countries would be replacedby digital equipment,which would
accommodate 5,000 lines. At present, costs are not fully recovered. The
operation of telecommunicationservices is generally profitable in most
countries. Without full cost recovery, telecommunicationswill continue to be
an unnecessaryburden to the Iranian Government,with the risk that
maintenance,quality of service, and further expansion may continue to suffer.
Public urban trans2ort is provided by buses and mini-buses
7.17
operated by municipal and private companies and by several kinds of privately
owned taxis. Capacity is reportedlyinsufficient. Private car ownership is
low (but concentratedin the larger cities). Overall, the fleet of vehicles
is old, does not meet emissions standards (air pollution is high in Tehran),
and the enforcementof traffic rules and regulationsand traffic safety
records are unsatisfactory.
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7.18
Tehran's road network is extensive,but important links are
missing. In spite of the fact that parts of the inner city is closed to
general traffic during work hours, traffic is congested. In general, urban
roads and streets are in poor condition because of inadequatemaintenance.
Road and street signs are missing; pedestrian crossings are mostly
nonexistent; all types of traffic flow together; laws and regulations are not
systemat'Lcally
enforced; and parked cars and delivery trucks obstruct streets.
7.19
There is need to improve traffic management in coordinationwith
the police department,which is responsible for enforcement. All of the
problems mentioned above should be addressed. In the case of Tehran, which
suffers from all of these problems, the constructionof additional road links,
the institutionof parking schemes, the establishmentof passenger and freight
terminals,and better enforcement of traffic laws and regulationswould help
alleviate traffic congestion. However, until some of the lines of the Tehran
subway are placed in service in the mid-199Os,OJconditions are not expected
to improve dramntically. For commuters in and out of Tehran, a form of light
rail system might be more cost effective and should be carefully considered
before any decision is made to expand the subway too far beyond the city
limits. Surface transportationwill continue to play a major role in moving
commuters and in-city travellers. City transportationis inadequate, and,
until subway lines start operation,measures should be taken to cope with the
increasingdemand for transport.

/
Whenthe linescunenltyunderconsttion areplacedin service,it is expected
thal some400.000
to 500,000
passengers
perday
coud be trnspeded.
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A.
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INTRODUCTION

8.1
The Islamic Republic of Iran covers a . area of more than 1.6
million square kilometers. High internalplateaux are intersectedby mountain
ranges running generally northwest-southeast,
with narrow coastal plaint
adjoining the northern and southern coasts. Only )ne river, the Karun, is
navigable and has a seasonal flow rate. The topographyoZ the country makes
the provision of ground-basedtransportationinfrastructuredifficult and
costly. Some 4,500 km of main railways provide links to the European network
via Turkey in the northwest, as well as to the Soviet Union, and extend
eastwards via Tehran to Mashad. Of a total of 24 provinces, 14 are connected
to the railway network. Five major ports are located on the Persian Gulf, and
two on the Caspian Sea. Large distancesbetween population centers exacerbate
transportationproblems. Domestic air serviceshave relatively low capacity
in comparisonwith demand and cannot accommodatepassenger demand between
population centers.
8.2
Road transport is by far the most importantmode of transportation
in Iran, for both passengersand goods. Main highways provide connections
between Tehran and the provincialcapitals, which constitutehubs for
surroundingroad networks. Main trans-Iranianroads connect Turkey and Iraq
with Afghanistan and Pakistan. More than 200 cities, 500 towns and 65,000
villages are, or need to be, connected to the primary road network. The
predominant means of transport is by road, and this trer.Acan be expected to
continue.
8.3
The Ministry of Plan and Budget initiated a number of studies in
1987/88 to form the basis for a comprehensiveNational Transport Plan (NTP).
The purpose was not only to prepare the current plan, as a basis for
governmentdecisions and budgeting,but also to set up a system for the
evaluation and monitoring of future transportationprojects. As such, the NTP
has been incorporatedin the First Five Year Plan (FFYP) of the Government.
This would enable the Government to determine the transportneeds in each
subsector and allocate available resources efficientlybetween different
transport subsectors. The NTP comprises all modes of transport--road,rail,
air, sea, and pipelines. It is based on a comprehensiveand detailed
collectionof statisticaldata and large-scalesurveys for all modes of
transport. Projectionshave been prepared for growth in traffic demand over a
20-year period resulting from population increases,increases in economic
activity, and from additions to the transportnetwork. Data from surveys and
the different studies performed within the framework of NTP are being
published in a series of reports.
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DIFFERENT TRANSPORT MODES

Railway TransDort
8.4
The current railway network comprises a total length of 5,827 km,
of which 4,567 km are main lines. In 1987 there were 7 million rail
passengers, and close to 15 million tons of freight were transportedby
trains. Currently,the main concern of the railways is to maintain and
operate the aging track and rolling stock, much of which was damaged during
the war with Iraq. Annual operation and maintenance costs are now some Rls.
73 billion, and it has been predicted that these costs will substantially
increase. Rail revenues in 1989 were only Rls. 31 billion, or about 42
percent of operating and maintenanceexpenditures. The current railway system
does not provide convenientpassenger services. Freight transport, in
particularbulk transport for which the railway should be economicallybest
suited, is limited by shortages in rolling stock and by bottlenecks in the
railway network.
In the FFYP, high priority is given to the railway subsector. The
8.5
largest and most important project, which has been under constructionfor a
number of years, is the railway line from Bafq to Bandar Abbas. The line will
provide connection to the largest port facilities along the Persian Gulf.
Some 420 km of roadbed were ready by the end of 1988, and tracks have been
laid along 180 km, including from Bafq to Sirjan. Investmentcosts for the
Bafq-BandarAbbas line are estimated at Rls. 160 billion.
8.6
High priority has also been given to the renewal and
reconstructionof existing lines and facilities. The Railway Corporation is
planning for a general upgrading of all facilitiesand for substantial
modernization,which would include the transport of containers. Plans are
being prepared for a comprehensivestaff training program. Planned capacity
should be increased to 10 million passengers and 25 million tons of freight by
1995. The capacity utilization of freight facilitiesis to be increased from
40 percent to 63 percent. The growth in transport capacity is targeted at
12.3 percent per annum for freight, and 8 percent per annum for passengers.
Some types of equipment are locally manufactured,and others are partially
made in Iran. Passenger cars are locally made. Freight cars are partially
made in Iran, while bogies and wheels are imported. Total investments during
FFYP are estimated at Rls. 349.6 billion rials, includingUS$1.1 billion in
foreign exchange.
Road Transgort
Road transportsconstitutesome 85 percent of the value added in
8.7
the transport sector. In 1989, the road network comprised a total of 167,156
km outside urban areas. Of this total, 471 km were freeways (0.28 percent);
23,047 km were main roads (13.79 percent); 40,941 km were national and
provincial roads (24.49 percent); and 43,380 km were rural roads (25.95
percent). Other roads, such as access roads, accounted for 59,317 km (35.49
percent). A substantialproportionof this road network was built since the
revolution.
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Altogether, there are over 2,000 road transport companies in Iran,
of which fewer than 6 percent are governmentowned. Of total domestic freight
transport,some 85 percent is by road and 15 some percent by rail. Of
internationalfreight, 70 percent is moved by maritime transport; 20 percent,
by rail; and 10 percent, by road. The total volume of freight by road is
estimated at 120 million tons; agriculturalfreight predominates,followed by
industrialfreight (cement, the largest within this group) and mining
products.
8.9
Inspite of su..tintialefforts, only relatively small improvements
to the road network could be undertaken during the last decade due to the war,
and the overall quality of the road system needs improvements. Some 250,000
km of additional roads of various kinds are claimed to be needed outside urban
areas, i.e., an increase in the total network of some 50 percent. This large
increase needs to be carefully screened to eliminate all but the economically
essential links. About 8 percent of existing main and secondary roads (13,616
km) need to be improved. Emphasis is being placed on strengtheningexisting
roads. Road maintenance on the national road network is the responsibilityof
the maintenance section of the Ministry of Roads and Transportation.
8.10
New freewaysare to be bank financed, completelywithout
governmentsubsidy. Projectsunder discussion include a freeway from Qazvin
to Zanjan, with a future extension to Tabriz; a freeway from Tehran to Saveh
and Salafchegan;and another fr^m Qom to Kashan, with a possible extension to
Esfahan and Shiraj at a later stage. The intention of the Government appears
to be directed towards "Build-Operate-Transfer"(BOT).
Maritime TransRort
8.11
Iran's port facilitieshave a nominal capacity of 28 million tons
per annum. Deficienciesin equipment and a lack of coordinationbetween
different parts of the transport system, such as between ports and railways,
result in operational capacitiesof only 25 million tons, or a capacity
utilization of about 89 percent. The target in FFYP is to raise the
operationalcapacity from 28 to 30 million tons per annum; this corresponds to
the full utilization of existingbasic port facilities. The capacity of the
existing dry cargo fleet is about 2.1 million dead weight tons (dwt); the
capacity of the tanker fleet is about 4.0 million dwt. To modernize and
rationalizeport operations,a number of measures are being implementedo,
studied; these include the computerizationof port data and a comprehensive
staff trainingprogram over a ten-year period. Outside assistance in training
would be beneficial in maritime skills and in ports management at intermediate
and higher levels. Port management and dredging needs to be improved. There
is a shortage of equipment, a poorly trained work force, and a lack of
coordinationbetween ports and overland transport. The Ports and Shipping
Organization (PSO) covers its operating costs from revenues.
8.12
Iran has about 630 km of coastline in the north, and some 1,880 km
in the south. On the Caspian Sea, the only ports in operation during the last
10 years were Bandar Anzali and Nowshahr. On the southern coast, the ports at
Khorramshahr,Abadan, Bandar Boshehr and Bandar Khomeyni were important during
the 1970s. The first two were damaged during the war and have been idle ever
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sinco. During the 1980s the eastei'yports on the south coast of Bandar
Rajaie, Bahonar at Bandar Abbas, and Bandar Chahbahar have all grown in
importance. Bandar Khomeyni has 32 berths, one dolphin jetty, and a design
cepacity of 12 million tons per annum; it is linked to the rail network.
Bandar Rajaie, 30 km west of Bandar Abbas, has a design capacity of 13 million
tons; it has 1 principal dock, 3 minor docks, and 22 berths for general cargo,
containers, bulk, liquid and oil products. Bandar Bahonar, the other port at
Bandar Abbas, has a design capacity of 2 million tons per annum and facilities
for handling general and bulk cargo, as well as ores. Bandar Abbas is not yet
connected to the railway system. Bandar Chahbahar has a design capacity of 1
million tons and is remote from major cities. Bandar Bushehr is a smaller
port with a design capacity of 1.35 million tons; it handles general and bulk
cargo and ores.
The Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines, with its subsidiaries
8.13
the Iran-IndiaShipping Company and the Val-Fajr Company, owns 30 general
cargo ships with a total capacity of 491,000 dwt; 43 bulk vessels with
1,590,000 dwt, 3 tankers with 120,000 dwt; 2 container carriers with 47,000
dwt; 3 refrigeratedvessels with 15,000 dwt; 5 RO/RO vessels and 3 passenger
carriers, and a fertilizercarrier. The Val-Fajr Company has eight ships, and
the Iran-IndiaCompany has nine ships.
The priorities in the maritime transport sector are to: (i)
8.14
modernize, rehabilitate,and increase capacity utilization in the ports; (ii)
improve throughputsby the removal of bottlenecks;and (iii) provide extensive
staff training.
Civil Aviation
The Civil Aviation Organization (CAO) administers the operation,
8.15
maintenanceand expansion of existing airports, and the constructionof new
airports. CAO is also responsible for air traffic control and for issuing
permits for civilian flights. There are 27 airports in operation,of which 12
are suitable for large aircraft; 5 of these airports, in Tehran, Esfahan,
Mashhad, Shiraz, and Bandar Abbas, are for internationaltraffic. In 1987,
Iran dealt with more than 985,000 internationalpassengers; over 90 percent
were transportedby Iran Air. Import and export air cargo amounted to some
23,000 and 22,000 tons, respectively. Air corridors over Iran have been
reopened to internationalcarriers. About 4.2 million passengers and more
than 25,000 tons of cargo were transporteddomesticallyduring this period.
Two carriers, Iran Air and Aseman Airlines Company, operate the domestic
routes.
The main problem affecting Iran Air is in obtaining spare parts.
8.16
Although it is very expensive to safely and economicallyoperate an aging
fleet of aircraft, Iran Air is maintainingadequate standards of maintenance
and operation. Iran Air reports an increasingdemand for its services, both
domesticallyand internationally. Unless fleet renewals and extensionscan
be undertaken soon, this new demand will not be met. Of the 25 current
operating aircraft, 11 should be retired in the next 4 years. To meet
domestic demand, and to be able to retire some of its oldest aircraft, Iran
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Air has reportedly signed a letter of intent to obtain 12 Fokker 100 (6 plus
option), to be delivered from June 1990 to January 1991.

6

Iranian citizens departing on internationalflights have to pay an
8.17
airport tax of 200,000 rials. Of this amount, 22 percent is set aside for the
constructionof Tehr&n's new airport, and 7 percent for the purchase of new
aircraft. For non-Iranian passengers, the airport tax is 1,500 rials.
Domestic fares are relatively low compared to internationalstandards: the
one-way fare from Tehran to Mashad (900 km) is 8,000 rials 'about $30). Iran
Air estimates that to recover current operating and maintenance costs,
domestic fares should be increasedby at least 30 percent. In contrast, the
fares for Iran Air's internationalroutes are enough to produce reasonable
returns.
For the reconstructionof damaged airports, the expansion of
8.18
existing ones and the constructionof new airports, CAO has embarked on a plan
covering 18 airports. Work is in progress at nine airports. It is the
Government'spolicy that each provincialcapital should have its own airport.
The facilitiesat Mehrabad Airport (Teheran)are considered sub8.19
standardby modern ICAO guidelines. Operational conditionsfor aircraft
movements are restrictedas the airport area is limited in size and surrounded
by the city, which confines the expansion of aircraft parking and other
facilities. The capacity of the terminals is also limited.
The largest of the civil aviation projects is the constructionof
8.20
the Imam Khomeini InternationalAirport (IKIA), some 40 km southwest of the
center of Teheran. The project was studied during the 1970s, and actual
construction started in 1981. During the last decade, progress on the
project was slowed by hostilities; it was not until the end of the 1980s that
extensive constructionwork was begun. Some Rls. 9 billion have been invested
in the IKIA project so far. Total project cost has been estimated at Rls. 100
billion, plus US$500 million in foreign exchange. The possibility of forming
a separate company with private financing,and perhaps w.th foreign
participation,is being considered for the project.
During the next five years, the number of airline passengers is
8.21
expected to grow considerably. Internationally,an increase of 600,000 is
projected; domestically,an increase of 5 million passengers is expected.
This would mean an increase in civil aviation of 15 percent per annum. For
the next 10 to 15 years, a fleet of 50 to 60 aircraft would be required to
meet this demand.
C.

PRIORITY INTERVENTIONAND INSTITUTIONALCHANGE

Investments in freight transportationand commercial transport
8.22
should be given priority. Freight is transportedmainly by road, which will
continue to be the case until railways are economicallycompetitive. However,
the constructionof new and additional railway capacity will enable rail
transport to and from the main ports of Bandar-e-Khomeyniand Bandar Abbas.
Passenger transport for business is most commonly by air; this is a strong
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growth area in many countries, even those with relativelywell-developed
alternotive modes of transport. In Iran, there are no viable alternativesto
air travel for long distances,unless time costs are assumed to be extremely
low. For shorter trips, such as between Tehran and Qom (160 km), road
transport is preferred although, in the future, railways may provide an
alternativemeans of high speed/highvolume transportation.
Rehabilitationand modernizationis not just a question of
8.23
returning various infrasructural facilities to their original shape and form
but is, virtually, a complete refurbishment. The investmentcosts to improve
service levels should be kept to a minimum so that, given production
increases,substantial rates of return would result. All modes of transport
in Iran have suffered from a lack of maintenanceand renewal investment;now
is the time to modernize. Needed inputs include computer hardware and
software and various types of equipment used by the transport industry
worldwide for maintenance and operations,and the necessary training for their
use. The opportunitiesfor considerableproductivityincreases are good. To
modernize transport infrastructure,foreign inputs are necessary; even if
these inputs are relativelymodest in terms of foreign exchange requirements,
they are critical to the implementationof modernizationprograms.
Railway Trans2ort
The priorities in FFYP for the railway subsector may be summarized
8.24
as follows: the completion of the railway line from Baqf to Bandar Abbas
which will be completed in 1995 (one track), as well as other extensionsand
double-trackingprojects where these can be clearly shown to be economically
justified by traffic demand; the rehabilitationand reconstructionof existing
railway lines; renovations and additions to the rolling stock; signalization
and traffic control facilities;and the implementationof a staff training
program, which is under preparation.
Iran Railways operates on a deficit basis. Current revenues do
8.25
not cover current operating expenditures,let alone the costs of necessary
investments and the amortizationof previous investments. Modernization
should be accompaniedby reforms of both railway management and of government
policies affecting railways. The Iranian Railways should be reorganizedon a
sound commercialbasis, possibly by restructuringthe existing railway
corporation. In connectionwith such a reorganization,the Government has to
decide on how to handle previous investments;all future investmentsshould be
the responsibilityof the new corporation. If the Government, for reasons of
public interest, national defense, etc., decides to maintain some uneconomic
services, the railway should be subsidizedfor such services.
To achieve both economic efficiency in operationsand financial
8.26
viability, a plan of action should be prepared and initiated.Changes in
managementpolicies should be introduced,as well as changes in organization,
pricing formulas, operating and maintenanceprocedures, and staff training.
The rehabilitationof equipment and infrastructureshould also be undertaken.
The action plan must give management a commercialorientation to allow it to
compete with other modes of transport.
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Road Transport
In FFYP, emphasis is given to the rehabilitationand improved
8.27
maintenance of roads. The large expansion of the road network was done during
the 1970s, and these assets are now aging and increasinglyin need of
maintenance and repair. Hence, there are increasingrequirementsfor funds
for the rehabilitationand maintenance of inventoryand for new road
construction. Road-user charges do not seem to relaLe to the costs of
operating the network. The possibilitiesof undertakingroad maintenance by
contract should be investigatedwith a view to improve the efficiencyand
capability of maintenance work. Contracts for this type of work should be
awarded on the basis of competitivebidding. A reassessmentof road-user
charges should be made to relate these to the costs of road improvements.
Government regulationsshould concentrate on the licensing of public and
freight transport drivers and vehicles, as well as on determining safety and
environmentalstandards. Interurban roads require signs and markings and
channelized intersections. Traffic safety enhancers, such as driver education
and stricter traffic regulations,should also be instituted.
8.28
Without access to traffic studies showing current and projected
traffic volumes, it is only possible to conjectureabout the road capacity
needs in different parts of Iran. There are areas where there are hardly any
roads at all, for example along the southeasterncoast, and here the
constructionof new roads may well be justified. In most cases, increasing
capacitiesby widening and removingbottlenecks along more heavily used roads
should suffice. With such measures, it should be possible to meet traffic
demands, at leasi.during the next few years, with relatively small investment
in new roads.
8.29
To summarize,the objective expressed in the plan--to give
priority to rehabilitationand maintenance--isfully supported,as is the plan
to provide terminals and service facilities to road users. Since costeffective road maintenance has not been fully implemented,efforts in that
direction should be encouraged. It is recommended that priority be given to
small, rather than large, investments. In view of the time factor, it is
doubtful whether any new freeways will, or should be, in operation during the
next few years. Traffic management measures are also strongly recommended.
Ports and ShiRRing
8.30
Information available concerningthe Ports and Shipping
Organization (PSO) indicates that plans for the modernizationof operations
are underway but that necessary resources are not available. In addition,
revenues would need to be increased in order to cover all costs, not just
operating costs. Though informationon PSO activitiesis limited, it is
suggested that a plan of action, similar to the one described in paragraph
8.26 for railways, be prepared for port activities. To establish PSO as a
commercial and independentorganization,it is necessary to address all
problems as soon as possible.
The reorganizationof PSO will require a number of facilities for
8.31
rationalization,such as a computer-basedsystem for the identificationand
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goodr- to their final destinationrequires concerted efforts in order to
provide customers with expected services. All links in the chain of
transport must interact smoothly, and PSO constitutes one vital link in this
chain.

8.32
As indicated above, a considerableincrease in the number of
airline passengers is expected in the coming years; for increased efficiency
of economic activities,as well as for the convenienceof travellers, the use
of air transport is justified, as long as travellerspay all costs connected
with their travel. It is not clear to what extent charges on domestic travel
cover the costs connected with travel. It is likely that some rate increases
might become necessary.
8.33
The ongoing constructionof the main hub in the civil aviation
network, the new airport of Tehran, is a separate and important issue. As far
as is understood, the constructionof the airport is financed mainly by a
special airport tax paid by Iranian citizens leaving on internationalflights.
Additional financing,in particular the foreign currency requirement, is being
sought. The new airport in Tehran is not scheduled to become operational
until 1997, thus raising some questions regar_.ingthe Mehrabad Airport. Some
modificationsand investmentsmust presumablybe undertaken at this airport in
order to be able to handle projected increases in traffic, in particular, in
landside facilities. If, as is likely, additionaldelays occur in the
constructionof the new airport, it seems prudent to investigatemore closely
both the new airport project and required additional investmentsat the old
airport. In this way, resources can be allocated in an optimal way between
the two airport sites. It may, for example,prove to be better to speed up
constructionat the new airport to save on investmentsat the old; or, it may
prove to be more advantageousto delay investmentat the new airport and,
instead,use the old airport to the end of its practical life.
8.34
The constructionof airport facilitiesin different locations
around the country is well motivated,as long as investmentsare undertaken
step-by-stepin response to manifest traffic increases. Runways, terminals,
etc., can be built in stages. Air traffic control is, or can be, centr.lized;
other facilitiescan also be built in stages. Investmentsand operational
costs should be paid by travellersdirectly, or via the airlines.
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CHAPTER IX: EDUCATION

A.

INTRODUCTION

9.1
What is now the Islamic Republic of Iran has a long historical
tradition of education. During the rule of the Sassanids (224 BC-AD 642),
the first Iranian universitywas founded. After AD 642 and 'thecountry's
conversion to Islam, koranic schools emerged with a curriculum of scriptures,
logic, Arabic and grammar. A state education system was introduced in 1894
based on the French model. The system, however, reached very few and
illiteracyremaitxedhigh. New attempts to improve and expand education were
made in the 1950s and the 1960s. Literacy rates went up to 55 percent for
males and 30 percent for females. However,millions of people still could not
read and write, and school enrollmentratios were low, particularlyin rural
areas.
9.2
Following the 1979 Islamic Revolution, efforts were made to
further expand coverage of education,especially at the primary level and in
rural areas. The education sector, however, has had to contend with some
severe constraints such as, shortages of teachersand scarcity of financial
resources. The latter, in turn, translatedinto shortages of teaching
materials, equipment,building maintenance funds, etc. In the face of such
constraint, Iran still made considerableprogress in expanding educational
coverage, notably, in raising gross enrollments,particularlyof female
students at the primary and secondary levels.
B.

EDUCATIONAL
STRUCTURE

1 in Iran reflects the
9.3
The current educationalstructureg
pedagogical ideas of recent decades. It does not differentiateat too early a
stage and gives all students a reasonablechance to study according to
attitudes and aptitudes. It keeps the door open for a majority of secondary
school graduates to proceed to higher education.

Primary Education
9.4
After a retrenchmentimmediatelyfollowing the revolution,primary
education of five years duration has expanded. This reflects the large demand
as well as the Government'scommitmentto education. Enrollment in primary
education has increased from 3.4 million in 1971 to 8.9 million in 1989. The
1989 enrollmentcorresponds to enrollmentratios of 83 percent for boys and 74
percent for girls. Literacy is the main objective of primary education, and
the number of literateshas doubled to 24 million in 10 years. But the
population increasehas also been considerable. Data indicate that the

/
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fromthe IranReportto the 1990Conference
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SeeAnnexIIfor a moredetailedpresentallon.
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absolute number of illiterate teenagershas increasedby 0.6 million despite
the primary education expansion.
9.5
Iran is a vast country with a widely dispersed population. Large
numbers of primary schools are therefore needed to facilitateenrollment and
avoid expansive boarding facilities. Language diversity poses another
constralnt to universal education. Farsi is the instructionallanguage, but
some 50 percent of the populationhas another mother tongue. Research
lndicates that literacy increases if reading is first taught in the mother
tongue. Schools with low enrollmentsand a single village as the catchment
area are the ideal. Many rural schools are one- or two-room schools with
multi-grade teaching. Multi-grade teaching is not necessarily bad, but it
does requires special preparationat the teacher training colleges.
Statistics indicate that there are 267,000 primary teachers. Thls corresponds
to an acceptable student/teacherratio of 33:1. Some 95 percent of the
teacbers have 12 or more years of education, including teacher training. In
this respect, Iran is better off than many other LDCs. Repetition and
dropout rates are high in primary education: in the first grade alone 10-20
percent of the students drop out. The attrition rates are higher in rural
than in urban areas.
Guidance Education
9.6
About 3.1 million students, or 42 percent of the 11-13 age group,
were enrolled in 3-year guidance education in 1989. Girls comprised 39
percent of the students and were thus again under-represented. Enrollment in
guidance educationhas increased considerably,almost tripling between 1975
and 1989. The number of guidance education teachers was 106,000 in 1989,
giving a student/teacherratio of 29:1, which again is acceptable. Over 80
percent of the teachers have 14 years or more of education,which is
satisfactory. Attrition and repetitionrates are higher in guidance education
than in primary education and amount to 23 percent in rural areas and 16
percent in towns. These percentages are too high and imply wasted resources.
Senior Secondary Education
9.7
The four-year senior secondary education comprises eight major
branches. The overall enrollment in academic and technical/vocational
branches amounted in 1989 to 1.58 million students, of whom 85 percent were in
the academic streams and 15 percent in the vocational/technicalstream. The
enrollmentdevelopment is shown below:

1975
1977
1980
1988
1989

General

TahnAical/
Vocational/Azricultural

0.71 million
0.76 million
0.94 million
1.31 million
1.34 million

0.15 million
0.23 million
0.20 million
0.21 million
0.24 million

The enrollmentratio in senior secondary education amounts to 19 percent,
which is low, placing Iran in the lower half of LDCs. The rural enrollment
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ratio is less thanhalf of thatof urban areas. The percentageof studentsin
educationis also low consideringthe
technical/vocational/agricultural
and skilledworkersin Iran,as well as
technicians
shortageof middle-level
the limitedin-planttrainingin most enterprises.A low enrollmentin
has not
alarming. Iranianagriculture
agricultural
educationis particularly
the
population
demand
caused
by
to
meet
the
increased
developedfast enough
studentstake
expansion. Only 5 percentof the technical/vocational
of all senior
less
than
1
percent
This
implies
that
agricultural
courses.
Iran
needs
agricultural
education
students
study
agriculture.
secondary
technicians
and
and a good supplyof skilledfarmers,agricultural
development
agronomists.Effortsmust be made to changethe currentsituationin
education.
agricultural
9.8
In seniorsecondaryeducation,attritionis alsohigh, with
repetitionand drop-outratesof over 10 percentper grade and annum. Of
270,000studentsenteringthe gradeone academicstreamin 1984,only 136,000,
or 50 percent,graduated4 years later. In the vocational/technical/
agricultural
streams,the internalefficiencywas even lower: 70,000,26,000
and 36 percent,respectively.Such high attritionand repetitionrates should
not be tolerated.They implya largewasteof manpowerand resourcesboth at
the student,teacherand schoollevel.
9.9
Therewere 55,000teachersin seniorsecondaryeducationin 1989.
Of those teachers,70 percenthad 16 yearsof educationand were formallywell
qualified. The remaining30 percenthad 12 or 14 years of educationand
taughtin subjectsrequiringless theoretical
education.The student:teacher
ratio in seniorsecondaryeducationis an acceptable25:1. In
technical/vocational/
agricultural
education,the student:teacher
ratio is
13:1. However,as in many othercountries,the practicalexperienceof the
technical/vocational/agricultural
teacheris often limited.
C.

CUICUlA.

TEACHING AND FACILITIES IN FOML

EDVCATIO

9.10
The comprehensive
reviewof schoolcurriculaafter the Islamic
change
in educational
objectivesand content.
revolutionbroughta radical
to emphasize
The teachingof the Koran,religionand ethicswas strengthened
Muslimvaluesand reduceforeignattitudesand customs.
9.11
Schoolvisitsby the missionindicatedan emphasison blackboard
teachingand on rote learning,at the expenseof activitiesbasedon student
initiativeand creativity.The high attritionratesmentionedabove reflect
inappropriate
teachingratherthan low studentability. Attritioncouldbe
reducedthroughbetter,althoughnot longer,teachertrainingand through
and promotionpolicies.
changesin examination
attentionto the
9.12
The iLanianGovernmentis payingconsiderable
supplyof learningmaterialsand provided120,000textbooksin 1988/89. The
studentsin the schoolsvisitedhad relevanttextbooksat the time of the
visits. The supplyof other educational
materialsappearedless generous,and
schoolshad a meagersupplyof maps, scienceequipment,etc. The exceptions
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were tb?-agriculturalschools visited, which compared well with agricultural
school, anywhere.
The quality of school buildings varies. Some buildings were
9.13
designed as schools and were suitable, although overcrowded. Other schools
were housed in rented residentialbuildings. In one school, classes were even
held in a basement. Maintenance was generally poor (with the exception of the
already mentioned agriculturalschools). The low quality of maintenance,
given the overall reasonablestandard of constructionwork in Iran, is
striking. The discrepancybetween the high quality of maintenance of the
expressway leading south from Tehran and the low quality of maintenance of a
village school a few kilometers from the same express way is a case in point.
Higber Education
Some 40 to 50 percent of the secondary school graduates continue
9.14
on to university or other higher education institutionsin Iran. Close to 90
percent of the students are enrolled in the 47 universities. The number of
universitiescompares well with industrializedcountries although the 5
percent enrollment ratio is low. Enrollmentdecreased at the beginning of the
1980s but the trend is now upwards. The percentage of females being educated
is lowest at the top of the system, as seen in the table below:
..
et Enrollmentratio
Primary education
Guidance education
Senior secondaryeducation
Higher education

78X
42X
19S
5%

X of Females

45
39
42
29

The enrollment ratio is low, but the universitiesare,
9.15
nevertheless,overcrowded. The number of applicants to higher education in
1989 was 12 times higher than the number of places. There are currently about
twice as many students enrolled as there are places for them. Full-time,
part-time and hourly staff for teaching and research total 9,000, 1,200 and
5,700, respectively,at a student/full-timeequivalentstaff ratio of 20:1.
This is too high to allow for efficient teaching, student guidance or
research. The enrollment situation is made more difficult by the Government's
policy of admitting war veterans according to a 40 percent quota. Thus, in
Iran, there is a lack of both physical facilitiesand of staff to meet the
demands of higher education.
Iran has introducedseveral options in higher education during the
9.16
last decade, including an "Open University"with units throughout the country,
and a "Distance Education University",where teaching is mainly through
correspondencecourses.
Nonformal Education
Iran has devoted considerableinterest to nonformal education,
9.17
particularly to literacy training. During the last decade, over 8 million
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illiterateshave taken literacy courses. The literacy rate has, through these
courses and through the expansion of formal primary education, increased to 71
percent for men and 52 percent for women. The Governmenthas been unorthodox
in hiring literacy teachers; in rural areas, where there is a shortage of
formally qualified teachers, almost any literate may become a literacy
teacher. However, this approachhas certainly proved to have its merits.
9.18
The Ministry of Education has also fostered nonformal
technical/vocationaleducation for adults and working citizens of all ages.
Training programs have been made available in four fields: medical/
paramedical, industrial,agriculturaland the service industry. Sixty
programs exist today. So far, about 60,000 Iranianshave received nonformal
technical/vocationaleducation, and the number is increasing.
9.19
It should also be mentioned that the Ministry of Labor has been
active in organizing short-term training courses lasting from a few weeks to
eight months. Over 50,000 persons have received such training. Major
industries,such as textile and steel production, conduct in-plant training of
new employees. These training courses, and those of the open and distance
universities,are particularlyuseful for the demobilized soldiers entering
the civilian labor market.
Schools.Students. Teachers
9.20

The table below summarizes formal and nonformal education in Iran.

Pre-prhma
pnma
Guidance
Seniorseconday
Secondarytechnial
Highereducation
Nonfomal education

Schools

Students

Teachers

2,160
S4,400
12,600
3,600
760
102

0.2 mfllioa
8.9 million
3.1 millon
1.34 million
0.24 million
0.251milioin

6,300
267,000
106,000
55,000
16,000
12,000

188

Teacher Training
9.21
The demand for teachers is very high in Iran. It will increase
even further if the Government'splan to expand and improve education is
executed. It has been difficult to recruit teachers,particularly in rural
areas. The Governmenthas consequentlyhad to develop various strategies to
solve the teacher-supplyproblem. There are currently three sources of
primary and guidance school teachers: a) two-year teacher training centers;
b) rural teacher training centers; c) military conscripts.
9.22
The primary school teachers and the guidance counselorsare
trained at two-year teacher training centers. There are currently 175 such
centers, and 152,000 teachershave been trained during the f:.,t
decade. This
has, nevertheless,not been enough to meet the demand. Consequently,special
rural teacher training centers were establishedby the Government. The
students who attend these centers are selected from among rural guidance
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school graduates,which implies some probability that they will return to
rural areas as teachers. There are now 203 such training centers in Iran
with an annual output of 6,000 graduates.
9.23
Neither t;e regular nor the rural training centers have been able
to meet the demand for teachers in rural areas. The Government has,
therefore,been forced to use militarv conscriptsas teachers in rural
schools. Some 5,000 conscripts serve as teachers instead of doing their
regular military service. This system was used with some success in Ethiopia
and could also work in Iran.
9.24
Senior secondary school teachers are being trained at the
universities in a four-year program. In 1989, 35,000 students (of whom 42
percent were females) enrolled for teacher training. Officials continue to
stress that more university students must study pedagogy and become teachers
if the demand is to be met.
9.25
Training for technical/vocational/agricultural
school teaching at
the university level requires practical experience. As in many other
countries, teacher salaries in Iran are not attractiveenough to entice those
already in industry or other enterprises.
9.26
A shortage of 82,000 secondary school teachers is expected in Iran
during the next five years. Extra courses, the expansion of the education
faculties and a two-shift system in the schools will be needed to reduce the
shortage.
D.

SECTOR MANAGEMENT

9.27
Education is centrally managed in Iran under the Ministry of
Education for primary, guidance counseling,and senior secondary education;
and under the Ministry of Higher Education for post-secondaryand university
education. Specializedministries, including the Ministry of Labor, run
training institutionsthat are job oriented.
9.28
The Ministry of Education supervises the provincial and district
offices of education and, finally, the schools. The general impression,based
on interviewsand discussions in various ministries,offices and schools, is
that the pedagogicaland financial authoritiesare not decentralizedenough to
fully utilize the managerial and working capacity found at the lower levels of
the educationalsystem.
E.

FINANCING AND COSTS

9.29
Private schools have again been allowed in Iran, but the large
majority of all educational institutionsare still public. Education is free,
although parents sometimes contributefor recurrent materials and maintenance.
Recurrent materials and maintenance in vocational/technical/agricultural
schools are covered through income from service and productionwork or through
the sales of garden and farm products. The parental contributionand the
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income from "educationcum production",however, is always small. Educational
expenditures,as shown in the Iranian Government'sbudget, cover at least 90
percent of the total education expenditures. Of primary interest are the 1989
budgets of the three ministries. The figures are in billions of rials.
Reurrnt
Ministry of Education(MOE)
Ministry of Higher Education(MOHE)
(includesresearch)
Ministry of Labor(MOL)

710
78

Canital
80
24

5
......

793

......

.

104

9.30
The Governmentspends about 20 percent of its budget on education,
which is somewhathigher than the average for LDCs and compares well with
advanced countries. The proportionsgoing to primary and secondary education
have increased since the revolution,which reflects the attempts to provide
education for all.
9.31
The allocationof funds to education as a percentage of GNP is,
however, a better indicator than the budget percentageof the priority given
to human resources development. An estimate shows 3.9 percent as the
Government'scontributionin Iran. A comparisonof the GNP percentages in the
Europe, Middle East, North Africa regions indicatesthat 9 out of 18 countries
in the 1980s allocated more to education. Eight of those nine were Moslem
countries. Recurrent expendituresper student at various levels are also of
interest. Below is an estimate of those expendituresas a percentage of per
capita GNP:
Primaryeducation
Secondary
education
Highereducation

3ra

OtherLDCs

10%
18%
889%

15%
52%
362%

Advanced
Countries
16%
21%
55%

The table shows that Iran ranks below LDCs and advanced countries in five of
six comparisons. The percentageof the budget going to education is higher
than average, but still needs to be increased if the ambitious programs
described below are to be executed as planned.
F.

PROSPECTS AND ISSUES

9.32
The Government is firmly committed to a very ambitious education
developmentplan to expand and improve basic education and eradicate
illiteracy. This means that about 240,000 additionalpupils will have to be
enrolled each year during the 1990s in primary education. The literacy
program for those between 6 and 35 years old will be given priority. The
literate population in this group has to increase by some 11 to 13 million if
a literacy rate of 90 percent is to be achieved during the coming decade.
9.33
There are also ambitiousplans in the technical/vocational/
educational fields to reduce the shortage of skilled workers and technicians.
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The enrollment in secondary schools would increase by 50 percent to 318,000
students. At the post-secondarylevel a similar expansion would take place.
Technical colleges would expand their enrollmentfrom 24,000 to 39,000.
There was no detailed informationavailable about the plans to
9.34
meet the much increased demand for places in academic secondary schools and in
universities. A greater desire for higher education will undoubtedly be the
result of the decisions to make primary education universal and to eradicate
illiteracy.
In the mid-1990s, the number of students in primary and secondary
9.35
education might reach 18 mill'on, and it is estimated that some 170,000 new
classes will be needed. The current Five-Year Development Plan foresees an
880 billion rial investmentin physical facilities, including educational
equipment, to cover this need. The Governmenthas a very difficult challenge
in meeting the staffing, financing and managementneeds of the coming decade.
Manpower estimates supportingthe proposed expansion of
9.36
education were not available. The current
technical/vocational/agricultural
data indicates that just a 50 percent
available
but
low,
are
enrollment ratios
the needs of the market. The
to
correspond
not
will
increase
enrollment
some of the increased demand for
channel
to
well
do
however,
would,
Government
education.
academic secondary education to technical/vocational/agricultural
An increase in the ratio of vocational students in senior secondary education
would be reasonableand meet the labor market demands of the next decade.
The lack of manpower estimates also makes it difficult to
9.37
calculate the necessary expansion in higher education,although an increase in
the current comparativelylow enrollment ratio would be justified. To meet
the very high demand for places in higher education,however, is not
advisable,even if it were possible to cover the costs.
It is the expressed policy of the Iranian Government to consider
9.38
the social demand for education, thus going beyond possible manpower
estimates. This policy may easily lead to unemployment,but it also implies
that the country has at its disposal a wealth of educated manpower and the
potential for economic and social developmentwhen needed. It should,
however, be said that encouraging a large number of students to seek more
education,primarily to postpone entrance into the labor market, could be an
expensive way for a government to deal with unemploymentproblems. It should
also be stated that more education,as such, does not create more jobs (other
than for teachers).
The above situation is especially relevant for Iran's 250,000
9.39
secondary school graduates who enter the labor market each year. They deserve
special attention. Their employmentproblems are caused less by too much
education than by unsatisfactorydemand. It is very important that the
Government (i) provides incentivesto employers to conduct in-plant training,
perhaps of the Latin American type; (ii) makes farming an economically
attractive activity; and (iii) supports labor-intensiveenterprises in
industry, commerce, construction,etc.
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The prioritios in education can be viewed as:
The eradication of illiteracy through the contilnued
a)
expansion and improvement of primary education and literaicy
courses for adults, with a view to further reducing ineqluities
between the sexes and between rural and urban areas.
of technical, vocatiotnal and
The expansion and improvemiient
b)
agricultural education, and greater support for in-plant training
to reduce the shortage of skilled technicians.
c)
The improvement and expansion of teacher training to meet
the above demands.

These programs would hardly succeed without measures to a) improve
9.41
the economic conditions of teachers; b) reduce the high attrition rates at all
levels of education; c) increase the supply of educational materials; and d)
improve school maintenance.
The suggested programs require capital and recurrent funds. Iran
9.42
does not spend an exceptionally high percentage of its GNP on education. It
should be possible for the Government to raise that percentage without
overtaxing its citizens or improperly restricting other developments.
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